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Abstract 

Many contemporary composers and sound artists are using sensing systems, based on 
control voltage to MIDI converters and laptop computers running algorithmic 
composition software, to create interactive instruments and responsive environments. 
Using an integrated device that encapsulates the entire system for performance can 
reduce latency, improve system stability, and reduce setup complexity. 

This research addresses the issues of how one can develop such a device, including 
the techniques one would use to make the design easily upgradeable as newer 
technologies become available, the programming interface that should be employed 
for use by artists and composers, the knowledge bases and specialist expert skills that 
can be utilised to gain the required information to design and build such devices, and 
the low-cost hardware and software development tools appropriate for such a task.  

This research resulted in the development of the Smart Controller, a portable 
hardware/software device that allows performers to create music using 
programmable logic control. The device can be programmed remotely through the 
use of a patch editor or Workbench, which is an independent computer application 
that simulates and communicates with the hardware. The Smart Controller responds 
to input control voltages, Open Sound Control, and MIDI messages, producing 
output control voltages, Open Sound Control, and MIDI messages (depending upon 
the patch1). The Smart Controller is a stand alone device—a powerful, reliable, and 
compact instrument—capable of reducing the number of electronic modules required 
in a live performance or sound installation, particularly the requirement for a laptop 
computer. 

The success of this research was significantly facilitated through the use of the 
iterative development technique known as the Unified process instead of the 
traditional Waterfall model; and through the use of the RTEMS real-time operating 
system as the underlying scheduling system for the embedded hardware, an operating 
system originally designed for guided missile systems. 

 

                                                 

1 A patch is the algorithm developed by the composer that defines the programmable logic within the Smart Controller. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background to research 
Many composers today are using algorithmic compositional techniques that map 
certain physical and conceptual gestures to musical parameters (Winkler 1995). This 
is predicated on the separation of the excitation and sonification, allowing mapping 
and manipulation (Roads 1996, p. 623–25). Gesture-based interactive instruments 
and responsive environments (Battier, Wanderley, and IRCAM (Research institute: 
France) 2000; Paine 2001) are normally implemented in three conceptual stages 
(Rowe 1993).  

The first stage is the sensing process, whereby data is collected using transducers or 
sensor devices that detect changes in the physical environment, such as light (Bandt 
2001), movement (Mustard 2002), or temperature (Paine 2002). Once the data has 
been collected, it is input to the second, or processing, stage for mapping or 
manipulation, whereby the data is applied to algorithms created or selected by a 
composer. The processed data is then applied to the third, or response stage, for 
sound generation (Rowe 1993). 

The demarcation between these stages is often reinforced in that each stage is 
performed by a different machine (Rowe 1993). So that data can travel between any 
two successive stages, they must communicate using a common protocol. 
Commercial synthesiser manufactures developed the Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface (hereafter MIDI) (IMA 1983) standard so synthesisers could be connected 
together, thus sharing control information, including gestural information, from 
performers. MIDI subsequently became the “de facto industry standard” (Loy 1985, 
p. 8) for communication between music synthesisers, and more recently control 
interfaces and sensing devices (Roads 1996). Although alternative methods of 
transfer of data from sensor to processing stages are available, such as audio samples, 
custom controller data, and Open Sound Control (hereafter OSC) (Wright and Freed 
2003), MIDI is the most widely used protocol2 for this purpose (Rowe 1993). 
Although a considerable number of commercial MIDI sensors are available that work 
by converting physical sensor information to MIDI (Roads 1996), many composers 
and instrument makers choose to create their own sensors that produce voltages. In 
such cases, the voltage is then often converted to MIDI before being used as input to 
the processing stage (Roads 1996; Opie 2002). The device that converts the control 
voltage (hereafter CV) to MIDI messages is known as a “CV to MIDI converter” 
(Hewitt and Stevenson 2003, p. 126). 

Once the data has been collected, MIDI messages representing the data are input as 
parameters to an automaton (Roads 1996; Chadabe 1997), which in many cases is an 
algorithmic compositional program such as Max (Puckette and Zicarelli 1990) 
running on a laptop or desktop computer. The computational power of such automata 
can help composers create musical textures using complex algorithms with great 
efficiency and expediency (Barlow 1985; Doornbusch 2002), with the added 

                                                 

2 A communications protocol is a set of rules or behaviours that control or govern the way two or more entities communicate. 
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advantage of enabling the music to change as a result of external events or time 
(Chadabe 1997; Brown 2002). Some of the programs available, such as Max 
(Puckette and Zicarelli 1990), Audio Mulch (Bencina 1988), Pure Data (Puckette 
1996), and Algorithmic Composer (Fraietta 1998b), allow the composer to use 
graphical or iconic representations to construct their algorithm instead of requiring 
the composer to type in text commands as required by scripted musical languages 
(Roads 1996). The main advantage of a graphical representation is that the 
comprehension of the composed algorithm, in many cases, can be more easily 
facilitated than with text alone (Favreau et al. 1986), which in turn can reduce the 
difficulty of learning and composing using the algorithmic compositional software 
(Puckette 1991; Burt 1999a; Rowe 2001).  

Despite the flexibility of MIDI, some composers and performers are moving away 
from MIDI-controlled synthesisers to digital signal processing on their personal 
computers (Puckette 1988; Mcllwain 2002), or returning to older analogue 
synthesisers (Puckette 1994). Additionally, some composers and sculptors are using 
electrical signals to control instruments that mechanically generate sound (Bandt 
2001; Singer, Larke, and Bianciardi 2003; Singer et al. 2004).  

While some composers are utilising the increased computing power of personal 
computers for real-time improvisatory performance art (Burt 1999b), other 
composers and instrument designers are utilising the power of microcontrollers and 
system-on-chip devices3 to develop small but powerful alternatives to the personal 
computer (Schiemer 1998; Schiemer 2000; Azuara and Kiatisevi 2002). Many chip 
manufacturers recognise the importance of development tools to the degree that the 
chip and its associated development software are often treated as a single package 
(Grehan 1999). Many manufacturers also provide free development tools, such as 
assemblers, compilers, debuggers, and simulators, which in turn enable developers to 
commence their project without having to outlay large sums of money (Fraietta 
2001). Furthermore, the advent of the Internet has enabled software and hardware 
developers to access knowledge bases from all around the world instead of having to 
rely upon resources physically available through the university or library (Fristrup 
1994). Coupled with this, the open source and free software movements4 have 
allowed many developers, whose geographical locations are as diverse as their 
individual specialisations, to collaboratively produce software that is often given 
away for free (Gatliff 2000). 

1.2 Research problem and questions 
In light of the trends in composition and performance today, the advances in 
technology, and the vast knowledge bases available online, research documented in 
this exegesis focused on the following research questions: 

                                                 

3 System-on-chip systems are highly integrated devices that typically combine peripherals, memory, digital signal processing, 
and microprocessor cores onto a single chip (Ledin 2002). 
4 There is confusion with regards to the term “ open source”  and “ free software.”  Open source software simply means that the 
source code is made available to a third party developers. Free software, on the other hand, gives freedom to for the users to (1) 
use the program for whatever purpose; (2) examine the source code; (3) distribute the software as they see fit; and (4) develop 
and improve the software (Barr 2001a). The main difference between the two movements is how the software is licensed (GNU 
2004). 
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1. How can control voltage, MIDI, and an algorithmic composition engine be 
integrated into a single stand-alone device for use by performers and 
composers of electronic music? 

2. What techniques can be employed to make the system portable across 
different computer architectures as new technologies become available and 
older ones become obsolete? 

3. What type of programming interface to the device should be employed for 
use by an artist or composer with limited programming skills? 

4. What knowledge bases and specialist expert skills can be utilised to gain the 
required information to design and build such a device?  

5. What low cost hardware and software tools are available to someone who 
wishes to develop such a device for use within the computer music 
community?  

1.3 Context for this research 
I argue that designing and developing the system using an iterative development 
technique (MacCormack 2001) known as the Unified Process (Jacobson, Booch, and 
Rumbaugh 1999)5 instead of the traditional waterfall model (Royce 1970)6 enables 
the designer to tackle the most difficult parts of the project first (Larman 1998). 
Visually modelling the system and targeting a software solution before considering a 
hardware implementation enables the system to mature at minimal financial cost 
(Fraietta 2001). Using a computer-aided software engineering tool enables 
concurrent modelling, documentation, and code generation, which in turn facilitates 
rapid prototype generation (Douglass 1999a). 

Developing the system software in high-level software programming languages, such 
as Java and C++, facilitates faster programming and facilitates porting of the system 
to different computer architectures (Hilton 1999; Barr 2000). For example, Max 
Mathews programmed the majority of Music V, an early algorithmic composition 
tool, in the Fortran IV programming language (Mathews 1980), which, due to its 
wide acceptance at that time, facilitated its success. Loy and Abbot comment,  

Music V has been a remarkably successful language, both in number of installations 
and influence on successors. Certainly, one of the reasons for its widespread use is 
portability. Music V took advantage of what was at the time the recent advent of 
machine independent languages: it was written mostly in FORTRAN IV, and ran 
originally on a General Electric 635 computer. The unit generators were written in 
assembly language, but even so, the program was relatively easy to transport (Loy and 
Abbott 1985, p. 247). 

Using a well designed and supported real-time operating system (hereafter RTOS) 
enabled the author to implement the Smart Controller programmable logic control 
                                                 

5  The Unified Process is an iterative approach to system development, enabling designers to modify and refine the system 
during the entire lifecycle of the project. 
6 The waterfall technique requires that the system be fully designed and documented before commencing implementation. 
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(hereafter PLC) 7 software into a physical hardware device relatively easily (Ganssle 
2002c). One of the reasons that Real Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems 
(hereafter RTEMS),8 the RTOS used in this research project, was used is that it runs 
on more than forty different hardware platforms. This in turn meant that the Smart 
Controller hardware device could easily be ported to a different hardware platform 
(Fraietta 2003c). 

Developing an acceptable graphical environment was accomplished by using the 
compositional or programming paradigm used by Max, which was already in use and 
widely accepted in the computer music community (Rowe 2001).  

Technical information and advice was obtained from previous employers,9 the 
Internet, and university libraries. Participating in discussion groups that communicate 
using email not only became a valuable source of technical information, but also 
gave insight into the artistic implications which would influence the specifications of 
the developed instrument. 

Using free software and academic licences reduced the cost of development 
dramatically (Fraietta 2001). Additionally, recycled hardware was also used where 
possible, which not only reduced the cost of development, but also reduced the 
commitment to using a particular platform should a particular implementation not 
prove acceptable, or should a better alternative be found. For example, the original 
intended target for the hardware was the 80386EX embedded controller (Brey 1998). 
If five hundred dollars was spent on 80386EX specific hardware, it would be less 
likely that the author would consider using an alternative if suggested. Instead, a 
recycled IBM 386 computer that cost nothing was used to realistically simulate the 
intended hardware for more than a year before any hardware was actually purchased 
(Fraietta 2001).  

1.4 Justification for research 
The justification for this research is fourfold.  

1. Creation of a new instrument or computer music program is a valid and 
satisfying creative and artistic endeavour (Arveiller 1982), and as such, 
research into the methodologies required to produce them is justifiable. This 
idea is supported by the existence of conferences, such as the International 
Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME)10 the 
International Symposium on Electronic Art (ISEA),11 and the International 

                                                 

7 Programmable logic control is the process by which “ a central processor (and in some cases a number of processors) 
sequentially scans a programmable number of inputs, compares those inputs to programmable comparators, produces 
programmable outputs based on those inputs, and continues to cycle through the scanning program”  (Gayman 1988, p. 56). 
8 http://www.rtems.com/ 
9 Neil Kilgour and Associates ( NKA ) and Hunter Watertech. 
10 http://hct.ece.ubc.ca/nime/ 
11 The International Symposium on Electronic Art is hosted by the Inter-Society for the Electronic Arts (ISEA). 
http://www.isea-web.org/  
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Computer Music Conference (ICMC),12 that provide opportunities for 
researchers and musicians to exchange information with one another and to 
participate in academic, interdisciplinary discourse.  

2. Research activities performed within creative arts projects— particularly 
when dealing with technology— can have commercial and industrial value 
both within and outside the immediate creative arts community. Schiemer 
clearly draws attention to this often unrecognised phenomenon. 

The activity of musicians and sound artists and others provides an applied 
research base that helps to provide direction and even initiative for new 
engineering development …  Today’ s management philosophy often 
admonishes those inventors who waste time designing technological 
widgets. Perhaps those who preach such ideas need to be reminded how a 
technique developed for something as irrelevant (ie. commercially 
untargeted) as a piece of experimental music …  led to a US patent …  for a 
secret communications device that forms the basis of spread spectrum 
communication now widely used today in mobile cellular telephones 
(Schiemer in Burt 1999a, p. 5–6). 

3. This research expands upon a computer music program developed during 
previous research (Fraietta 1998a) that had virtually been unused because it 
did not run on Apple Macintosh computers.13 This research enables the 
author to use the programming paradigm previously developed in 
Algorithmic Composer within a wider computer music community. This is 
because it does not disqualify a composer simply because they prefer Apple 
Macintosh or Microsoft Windows operating systems. In the same way that 
the MIDI Tool Box (hereafter MTB) was an incremental improvement for the 
DATUM system, originally based on the 6802 microcontroller (Schiemer 
1998), the Smart Controller is an extension of Algorithmic Composer, which 
is based on the C++ programming language. 

4. An integrated hardware device could be utilised within the computer music 
community, whereby the stability of a purpose-built integrated instrument is 
coupled with the convenience of a graphical programming interface. 

1.5 Methodology 
The development of the Smart Controller was approached using the Unified Process 
(Jacobson, Booch, and Rumbaugh 1999), whereby the system requirements were 
broadly outlined and high-risk areas of development were identified and tackled first 
(Larman 1998). Larman gives an example where tackling high risk and high value 
issues early is preferable.  

If the new system is a server application that has to handle 2,000 concurrent clients 
with a sub-second transaction response time, do not wait many months (or years) to 

                                                 

12 The International Computer Music Conference is hosted by the International Computer Music Association (ICMC). 
http://www.computermusic.org/  
13 Algorithmic Composer was developed by the author because MAX was not available for the PC. Although the program was 
available for free, the Music department at UWS effectively ignored it because it did not run on Macintosh— the platform used 
as a basis for music software in the department. 
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design and implement this high risk requirement. Rather, quickly focus on designing, 
programming, and proving the essential software components and architectures for this 
risky issue; leave the easier work till later iterations. The idea is to drive down the high 
risks in the early iterations, so that the project does not “ fail late,”  which is a 
characteristic of waterfall projects that defer hard, risky concerns till later in the 
lifecycle. Better to “ fail early”  if at all, by doing the hard things first …  Finally, notice 
that risk comes in many forms: lack of skill or resources, technical challenges, 
usability, politics, and so on (Larman 2002, p. 589–90). 

In the case of the Smart Controller, preliminary anlaysis identified the project areas 
that had the highest risk associated with them. These were then broken down into 
five broad development stages, each of which was akin to a mini-project with a 
complete development cycle.  

1. The main PLC software was designed, built, and run on a simulator. The 
reason for approaching the development this way was Kartadinata’ s 
experience that software development cost was the biggest stumbling block to 
implementing hardMax,14 an embedded concept of the Max/MSP software 
programming environment (Kartadinata 2000).15  

2. A graphical user interface was implemented to communicate with the 
simulator. Implementing a graphical environment enabled the simulator to be 
tested in an environment that the targeted user would use. 

3. The hardware for the input and output of both control voltages and MIDI was 
designed and built using a PIC microcontroller (Microchip 2001b; Bencina 
2002).  

4. Intercommunication between the PLC microcomputer and the input/output 
(hereafter I/O) microcontroller was implemented using a field-programmable 
gate array (Barr 1999a). 

5.  The hardware was assembled, encased in a box, tested, and used for 
performances. 

This methodology was chosen because it allowed independent design, construction, 
and testing of each component (Larman 1998). Each stage was a project within itself, 
with iterative and incremental sub-stages, far too numerous to outline at this point. A 
detailed outline of the steps and methodology is provided in point form on page 23. 

1.6 Outline of thesis 
The research is broken down into five chapters, with each chapter addressing certain 
aspects of the research. The content of each chapter is as follows: 

                                                 

14 The concept of the “ hardMax”  project was to integrate MAX/MSP into a stand-alone unit. The project was postponed due to 
the unavailability of the source code for MAX/MSP (Kartadinata 2000). The project was later commenced again under the 
name Gluiph, which used PD (Puckette 1996) as the algorithmic software component. 
15 Ganssle expands on this when he states “ firmware is the most expensive thing in the universe. Building embedded code will 
burn through your engineering budget at a rate matched only by a young gold-digger enjoying her barely sentient ancient 
billionaire's fortune”  (Ganssle 2004, p. 37). 
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1. The research problem is introduced, contextualised and justified. 
Additionally, key delimitations of the research are addressed. 

2. The historical context in terms of creative arts and technology/engineering 
academic disciplines is addressed. The chapter identifies the gap in the 
existing body of knowledge in the field of computer music, explaining how 
the Smart Controller can fill that gap. Additionally, the methodologies used in 
the field of information technology are examined and drawn upon in order to 
identify a sound development methodology for the Smart Controller. 

3. A detailed account of the development of the Smart Controller as an 
instrument is given, from its inception through to its realisation.  

4. The Smart Controller is demonstrated in use for artistic applications, in 
particular, its use in Anne Norman’ s Interactive Bell Garden (Norman 2003). 
The chapter provides a detailed description of interfacing external hardware 
to the Smart Controller, as well as a complete deconstruction and explanation 
of the patches used for Norman’ s work. 

5. Conclusions about the research problem and implications for artistic practice 
in the development of gesture-based instruments and responsive 
environments are explored. Additionally, limitations discovered during the 
research and implications for further research are discussed. 

1.7 Definitions 
A list of common terms and definitions is as follows: 

Application Program Interface (API): a set of functions used to provide different 
programmers a common communication interface for developing programs (Ellis 
2002). 

Device driver: a software module that abstracts and simplifies reading and writing to 
a particular hardware device. 

Embedded hardware: the physical hardware portion of an embedded system. 

Embedded software: the code used to run the embedded hardware. This may or 
may not be compiled code. 

Embedded system: a combination of hardware and software designed to exist as a 
component of a larger system. The embedded system is also a physical part of the 
larger system. The embedded component is not the focal part of the system from the 
user’ s perspective, but rather a part of a larger entity. Three examples of an 
embedded system are: the computer controlling the fuel injection system of a car, the 
electronic control within a microwave oven, and the microcontroller inside a CV to 
MIDI converter.  

Firmware: the compiled software component of an embedded system. 
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Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL). The HAL is code between the physical 
hardware and the application software that hides the differences between different 
hardware platforms, enabling programmers to write programs without having to 
consider hardware-specific issues. 

Latency: the time taken between the excitation by the performer and the 
sonification. 

MIDI (for Musical Instrument Digital Interface): an industry standard protocol 
used to enable communication between musical instruments regardless of the make 
or model. The MIDI standard is controlled by the MIDI Manufacturers Association 
(MMA). 

Patch editor: the software used to modify a patch. 

Patch: an algorithm developed by the composer that defines the programmable logic 
within an automaton. Patches may be constructed by incorporating other patches. 

Programmable logic control (PLC): the process through which a finite state 
machine generates an output that is dependant upon its internal state and the state of 
its sequentially scanned inputs through time (Gayman 1988; Brown 2002).  

Real Time Operating System (RTOS): a computer program used to control the 
resources in a real-time system, where the ability to meet timing constraints is of 
primary significance (Son 1995). The RTOS provides predictable scheduling and 
resource management on the device so that it is able to perform the required 
functions reliably within their specified deadlines. 

RTEMS (for Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems): a specific 
implementation of an RTOS, initially developed and currently maintained  by OAR 
Corporation, 4910L Corporate Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805, USA; and distributed 
under the GNU General Public Licence. 

Simulator: a version of the Smart Controller software that runs patches within the 
Patch Editor as opposed to patches that exist within the embedded target. This allows 
a composer to create and test patches without ever using the embedded hardware 
device. 

1.8 Delimitations of scope and key assumptions 
The following delimitations of scope and key assumptions were made in the 
research. 

1. The Smart Controller is specifically targeted to composers and artists who 
require an integrated device for use in performance without requiring them to 
use a personal computer at the performance. It is assumed that the prospective 
users of the Smart Controller system will be able to, or be willing to learn 
how to, program in a language similar to Max (Rowe 2001, p. 13). 

2. The Smart Controller hardware input and output was originally delimited to 
only include CV and MIDI. This was primarily due to the diverse number of 
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artistic applications that use these two input mechanisms and the ease at 
which they could be implemented in a system. OSC (Wright and Freed 2003) 
over Ethernet was later added to the existing system due to the perception that 
the MIDI protocol was becoming irrelevant and that OSC would be required 
for the system to be taken seriously within the computer music community. 
Doornbusch states “ MIDI is a simple and cheap way to communicate …  and 
[is] on the way out, Open Sound Control being a better 
alternative” (Doornbusch 2003, pp. 21,48). 

3. The simulator and patch editor were only implemented for Windows and 
Macintosh OSX operating systems. This is primarily because these are the 
two major platforms used by the current computer music community for 
making computer music.  

4. A graphical patch editor is the only method provided for programming the 
device. This was primarily because the targeted artist would be most probably 
familiar with a graphical programming paradigm (Rowe 2001). 

5. Digital audio was not implemented due to the already significant amount of 
work that was required in implementing MIDI, CV and the PLC. The 
hardware, however, was designed using the PC/104 architecture (PC/104 
Embedded Consortium 2001),16 which in turn will allow it to incorporate 
digital audio through the use of a PC/104 sound card when required 
(Schiemer 1998).  

1.9 Conclusion – definition and justification 
This chapter detailed the foundations of the thesis. It provided the background to the 
research, briefly explaining the three stages used in gesture-based interactive 
instruments and responsive environments and how these stages often exist within 
different physical machines. Additionally, it explained how MIDI was often used as 
a common interchange protocol between the three stages so that the different 
machines could successfully transfer data at each successive stage. Moreover, it also 
stated that many composers were using algorithmic programs that were programmed 
through the use of icons on the computer screen, which in turn often made 
composition easier for artists with limited computer programming skills.  

On the other hand, it also stated that composers and instrument builders are utilising 
the power of microcontrollers as an alternative to personal computers, with many 
utilising free microcontroller development tools, and accessing the expert knowledge 
bases that have become freely available through the Internet and the open source 
software movement. 

                                                 

16 A PC/104 system is essentially a PC system with a different physical form factor, which was designed to be more rugged than 
its desktop counterpart (Arrick Publishing 2003). The PC/104 derived its name from a combination of the name used by IBM 
for their popular desktop computers (PC) and the number of pins used to connect the cards within a system (Morris 1996). 
Modules available for PC/104 systems include sound cards and video frame grabbers. A detailed explanation of PC/104 is given 
at page 90 
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Next, the research questions were introduced: (1) how could an integrated hardware 
device be developed for use within the computer music community? (2) what 
techniques could be used to make the device portable across different software and 
hardware platforms? (3) how could the graphical interface be developed? (4) what 
knowledge bases and expert skills could be utilised? and (5) what low cost hardware 
and software tools were available?  

The hypotheses made during the chapter were: (1) tackling the most difficult parts of 
the project first and targeting a software solution before considering a hardware 
implementation would enable the project to mature early or fail early; (2) 
programming in high-level languages would facilitate porting of the system to 
different hardware platforms; (3) using Max’ s programming paradigm would enable 
composers to easily understand how to program the device, (4) previous employers, 
the Internet, and online discussion groups could be used to obtain specialist expert 
knowledge, and (5) the cost could be reduced significantly by using academic 
licences, shareware, freeware, and recycled hardware. 

The research was justified by showing that: the creation of a new instrument is a 
valid artistic endeavour; research within creative arts projects can have commercial 
and industrial value; this research expanded upon previous research, which in turn 
would allow it to reach a wider audience; and that an integrated hardware device 
could be utilised within the computer music community.  

Next, the methodology was briefly outlined, describing how the instrument was 
incrementally developed by first mitigating the highest risk area, which was the PLC 
software. This was followed by the implementation of a graphical environment. 
Next, the input / output board was developed to provide CV and MIDI capability. 
After this, intercommunication between the PLC simulator and the CV / MIDI board 
was developed. Finally, the device was assembled, tested and used for performance. 

The thesis was then outlined and research delimitations were specified. On this base, 
the exegesis will proceed with a detailed account of the research. 
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Chapter 2  Historical context 

When examining the research problem and questions, defined on page 2, it is 
apparent that the research draws from two distinct academic disciplines. The first is 
the creative arts, because the result of this research is a musical instrument developed 
for artistic use. The second discipline is that of information technology— in particular 
computer science and electrical engineering— because a significant amount of the 
research is in the development of a new piece of technology. The research will be 
examined in its artistic context first, followed by its technological context. 

2.1 Artistic context 
In order to demonstrate a possible composition and performance situation, the 
Virtual Drum Kit (Robinson 1997), a project in which the author was involved, will 
be used as an example. The Virtual Drum Kit entailed a performer playing an 
invisible drum kit. Each of the performer’ s arms had two potentiometers17 that 
modified control voltages, thus abstracting the polar coordinates of the performer’ s 
arms in space into control voltages. These control voltages were then converted into 
continuous MIDI controller values by applying them to the pedal and breath inputs of 
two MIDI synthesisers, which in turn generated MIDI continuous controller 
messages on their outputs (Roads 1996, p. 621). The resultant MIDI output was 
applied to the input of a computer running Max (Puckette and Zicarelli 1990). The 
Max patch, using the input MIDI values, fed the coordinates to an adjustable 
threshold matrix that quantised each midi message into a value of one to four, and 
then selected one of sixteen outputs relative to the input coordinates. Each output of 
the matrix enabled a gate that represented a drum. Another sensor attached to the 
performer’ s wrist, triggered by striking it with a drum stick, produced another control 
voltage that was converted to MIDI continuous controller messages using a 
synthesiser. The resultant MIDI messages were applied to the Max patch, which in 
turn triggered the patch to generate the required MIDI ‘note on’  message for the 
specified drum. The MIDI message was sent from the computer to a MIDI 
synthesiser, which produced the sound. Figure 1 displays a block diagram showing 
the configuration of the equipment for the Virtual Drum Kit. This configuration for 
the purpose of this description will be called the ‘laptop system’ , which was 
effectively CV to MIDI converters feeding a personal computer running an 
algorithmic program such as Max. This in turn allows one to break down the CV and 
algorithmic control into a single definable entity.  

                                                 

17 A potentiometer is a device that can be used to act as a variable voltage divider (Weidner, Sells, and Walters 1975, p. 407–8). 
These are often used for volume knobs and sliders on musical equipment. 
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Figure 1 Virtual Drum Kit equipment configuration 

An alternative for the Virtual Drum Kit could have been the MIDI Tool Box (MTB) 
(Schiemer 1998), integrating the CV input and algorithm into a single unit. For this 
particular project, there would have been both significant advantages and 
disadvantages to using the MTB stand-alone system in preference to the laptop 
system. For this reason, the two systems are compared below; first detailing the 
advantages of the MTB, followed by those of the laptop system. 

2.1.1 Advantages of MTB system over laptop system 
The physical difference between the MTB and the laptop system are important. At 
least three separate pieces of equipment18 were required for the performance; each 
introducing associated software and hardware costs, physical space requirements, 
and latency19 in performance (Kartadinata 2000). The MTB would have reduced the 
set-up to two devices because it combines CV and algorithmic computation into a 
single unit (Schiemer 1998). Space restrictions for the laptop system could be 
                                                 

18 The Virtual Drum Kit actually had four pieces: SY-77 and SY-99 for CV to MIDI conversion; Power PC for running MAX; 
and TG-300 for sound engine. Two devices were required for CV to MIDI conversion due to the limited number of CV inputs 
to the synthesisers at that time. CV to MIDI converters with eight to sixteen inputs are commonplace today, which means that 
only three pieces of equipment would be required. 
19 Latency can be seen as the time taken between the excitation by the performer and the sonification. Latency is introduced in 
the system because the sensing stage must convert the data to a common communications protocol, and likewise, the processing 
stage must decode it.  
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reduced by using alternative CV to MIDI converters (Clemen 2002; Mustard 2002; 
Hewitt and Stevenson 2003); however, these devices still require the use of an 
algorithmic or PLC software package on a host computer in order to execute all but 
the simplest of algorithms or patches (Roads 1996, p. 642). Although one could use a 
laptop computer, Sukandar Kartadinata addresses a physical limitation with laptop 
computers when he states that “ weight and size isn’ t everything when it comes to 
stage (or touring) fitness. The plastic casing and the display on hinges sure don’ t 
encourage one to drop the PB [Power Book] from a table”  (Kartadinata 2000). 

The laptop system relies on the underlying computer operating system that can crash 
or freeze at any moment (Kartadinata 2000).20 By comparison, the embedded system 
can be made to boot21 immediately into the appropriate algorithm without any user 
intervention (Schiemer 1995; Schiemer 1998), and then in the event of a program 
malfunction reboot the machine within a defined time period (Murphy and Barr 
2001). Moreover, Ganssle points out another major difference between embedded 
and non-embedded systems: 

Few PC [or Macintosh] applications run for more than a few hours at a time, so 
memory leaks can often go undetected by the average user who turns the machine off 
each night. By contrast, an embedded product might have to run for years without 
cycling power (Ganssle 2002b, p. 44). 

Although many music performances last less than an hour, a sound installation may 
be required to run for days, weeks or months (Coburn 2002). 

2.1.2 Advantages of laptop system over MTB system 
There are some advantages in using the laptop system over using the MTB.22 The 
computing power available in the laptop system is greater than that available in the 
embedded system (Barr 1999b; Ganssle 2002b), which means that more computation 
can be performed by the personal computer.23 One of the advantages of this is that 
the composer can use a graphical environment to program the algorithm. The 
graphical environment of Max can reduce the amount of time required to produce a 
work (Burt 1999a). The MTB currently requires the composer to program the 
algorithm in assembly language (Schiemer 1998), whereas Max enables a composer 
to model their composition visually within the actual programming environment 
(Puckette 1988; Winkler 1998).  

Arguments regarding composition using a graphical or iconic interface compared to 
programming in a structured text format are complex. The two main issues regarding 
a graphical programming environment are the ease with which a composer can create 
the music (Burt 1999a), and the creative process of composition (Arveiller 1982). 
Graphical programming for music has been significant since Max was distributed as 

                                                 

20 Sukandar has also stated “ modern digital mixing desks …  crash just as likely as a Macintosh.”  The embedded device does, 
however, imply that the device was designed for a specific purpose and as such, is more reliable. 
21 The process of starting or restarting a computer is known as booting. 
22 One could equally argue, however, that what some see as restrictions imposed by the limited resources in an embedded 
system, are actually creative elements of composition (Arveiller 1982; Ganssle 2002b; Boyd 2004). 
23 Much of this computational power, however, is taken up by the operating system and graphical user interface. 
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a commercial graphical programming environment (Winkler 1998). Some people 
think in visual or spatial terms, and as such, a visual programming language 
complements their nature (Larman 1998). This shows itself with the assertion that 
more musicians today are able to program in Max than are able to program in text-
based languages such as C++ (Rowe 2001); therefore, this type of graphical 
environment, also known as a “ performance toolkit”  (Roads 1996, p. 688), would be 
very advantageous to musicians already familiar with the iconic programming 
paradigm.  

2.1.2.1 The progression of graphical programming within computer music 
Composers often struggle with the computer as a musical instrument (Schottstaedt 
1983). This is compounded when the composer has insufficient computer or 
programming expertise (Arveiller 1982), which in turn can cause a psychological 
stumbling block that causes frustration (Schottstaedt 1983) and in turn inhibits 
musical creativity (Arveiller 1982). Music languages were developed that simplified 
the generation of music by abstracting the underlying hardware architecture from the 
compositional process (Roads 1989). Music III, developed in 1960 by Max Mathews 
and his colleagues at AT&T Bell Laboratories, revolutionised the concept of music 
programming in that it used unit generators. These are software modules that perform 
a predefined operation upon a signal. The outputs of these units could be patched to 
other units (Loy and Abbott 1985; Roads 1996), and as such mimicked the patching 
procedure used by the analogue synthesisers of the time (Mathews 1980). This 
enabled programmers to create their own synthesis network of unit generators, pass 
the audio signal through each unit, and subsequently create complicated synthesis 
algorithms relatively easily (Roads 1996). These complex synthesis algorithms were 
called instruments and produced the final waveform (Loy and Abbott 1985). One 
limitation, however, to Music III, and later Music IV24, was that instruments were not 
re-entrant— that is, multiple instances of a single instrument could not exist 
concurrently in the score. This meant that the composer had to define as many 
instruments as was required by the densest chord (Loy and Abbott 1985).  

Music V, developed in 1968, became extremely successful and served as a model for 
other synthesis programs (Mathews 1980; Loy and Abbott 1985; Roads 1996). The 
reasons for its success include the fact that it was written primarily in Fortran IV, 
which allowed relatively easy migration to other computer platforms (Loy and 
Abbott 1985). Music V was subsequently exported to many universities and 
laboratories in the early 1970s (Roads 1996). Additionally, the instruments were re-
entrant, thus allowing a single definition of the instrument, which could be 
instantiated as many times as necessary to produce the required chord (Loy and 
Abbott 1985). Although the unit generators are individual objects, it is important to 
note that Music V is not an object-oriented language as it lacks inheritance, a central 
feature of object-oriented methods (Coad and Yourdon 1991; Graham 1991; Booch 
1994).25  

                                                 

24 Music IV was a re-coding of Music III in a macro assembly language performed in 1963. See (Roads 1996) 
25 Booch emphasises this when he states “ programming without inheritance is distinctly not object-oriented; we call it 
programming with abstract data types [sic]”  (Booch 1994, p. 38). 
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Although Music V was extremely flexible, Mathews commenced experimenting with 
graphical languages in order to broaden the techniques for specifying compositional 
parameters (Mathews 1980). The GROOVE system, developed in 1968 at Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, provided a feedback loop between the computer and 
performer, which in turn gave the performer the ability to improvise within the 
bounds of the composed score (Winkler 1998). Performers could provide input to the 
computer through a purpose built keyboard, whereby each key had a potentiometer 
associated with it, and a small box with knobs and switches. In addition to the 
auditory feedback provided by the generated sound, the performer also obtained 
visual feedback through an oscilloscope display that resembled a television screen 
(Mathews and Moore 1970). This, for example, enabled a performer to “ draw curves 
on a graphic display screen that represented the frequency or amplitude of oscillators 
or filters”  (Roads 1996, p. 614).  

Another significant work by Mathews was the “ RTSKED program”  (Mathews 1981), 
which used sporadic events to cause state changes inside a synthesiser (Puckette 
2002). Although it did not have a graphical environment, RTSKED was significant 
in that it operated as an event-driven, multitasked system. The tasks in RTSKED 
appeared to run concurrently, with each task being responsible for controlling a 
particular aspect of a performance; such as a specific synthesiser voice. Although 
only one task ran at any one time, the current task could relinquish control at any 
time and be made to wait for an event. These events could come from real-time input 
devices, such as a computer keyboard, or be generated by other tasks. This 
assignment of musical aspects to separate tasks was significant in that the performer 
could now control the sequence in which the program was executed; whereas 
previously, the performance sequence was predefined (Puckette 2002). This work 
was so significant that it influenced Miller Puckette to name his “ set of real-time 
process scheduling and communications ideas …  MAX …  in gratitude to Max 
Mathews”  (Favreau et al. 1986, pp. 370, 372). 

Puckette refers to the “ Max Paradigm26 …  [as a] way of combining pre-designed 
building blocks into configurations useful for real-time computer music 
performance”  (Puckette 2002, p. 31). Puckette also states: 

On the surface, Max appears to be mostly concerned with presenting a suitable 
graphical user interface for describing real-time MIDI and audio computations. 
However, the graphical look and editing functions in Max are not highly original, and 
most of what is essentially Max lies beneath the surface (Puckette 2002, p. 31). 

Originally called Music500, Max was a combination of a control structure inspired 
by RTSKED coupled with a synthesis engine distilled from Music11— the system 
had no graphical front end (Puckette 2002). Although Max was used in IRCAM for 
programming the 4X system in early 1986 and credited primarily to Miller Puckette 
(Favreau et al. 1986; Winkler 1998), the graphical interface to program the 4X 
system was not credited as a part of Max, nor to Puckette— rather it was principally 
                                                                                                                                          

 
26 Puckette refers to three computer programs— Max/MSP, jMax, and PD— to be considered as extended implementations on a 
common paradigm referred to as “ Max”  (Puckette 2002, p. 31) 
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credited to Patrick Potacsek (Favreau et al. 1986, p. 370). Potacsek justifies the 
creation of the graphical interface as follows: 

One of the most delicate points of such a system [the 4X], for a novice user, is 
programming and debugging an algorithm composed of signal programming 
techniques …  which a machine such as the 4X requires. To assist with this problem, 
we have designed and implemented a mouse-driven, bitmap graphic interface for use 
in programming the 4X (Favreau et al. 1986, p. 373). 

Potacsek later detailed the operation of the patch editor. 

The graphic editor permits the description, creation, and symbolic manipulation of 
signal processing modules, which we will henceforth refer to as “ functions” , in an 
iconic form. The icons represent language primitives (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, etc.), or other functions already defined. The user arranges the icons on 
the screen and makes connections by drawing lines between them. These connections 
symbolize the flow of data between functions (Favreau et al. 1986, p. 373). 

At that time, the “ Max real-time control system”  (Favreau et al. 1986, p. 372) was 
effectively a real time scheduling and inter-process communication language that 
enabled programmers of the 4X to configure the system without having to recompile 
source code (Favreau et al. 1986; Puckette 1986). It did not, however, require a 
graphical interface; instead it had a text-based “ patch language”  (Puckette 2002, p. 
31).  

When Puckette commenced writing the Max patching environment in 1987, there 
were already many graphical patching environments available in the computer music 
community (Puckette 2002), including Steiger’ s OEDIT, which was used to program 
Music11 (Boulanger 2000); and “ PREFORM [sic], a toolkit for building object-
oriented graphical music environments”  (Boynton et al. 1986). The graphical user 
environment (hereafter GUI) that most users recognise as Max was presented at the 
1998 ICMC and known as “ The Patcher”  (Puckette 1988, p. 420). Max became 
extremely popular among musicians in the 1990s and is now available in three 
different implementations (Puckette 2002): Max/MSP (Puckette and Zicarelli 1990), 
PD (Puckette 1996), and jMax (Déchelle et al. 1998).  

2.1.2.2 The use of graphical programming environments outside art 
Graphical programming environments are not limited to artists, but rather, have 
become a standard feature in engineering circles (Mintchell 1998; Douglass 1999b; 
Mintchell 1999; Douglass 2001). This is particularly the case in object-oriented 
systems, where the emphasis on problem solving is by designing individual objects 
or concepts.  

The main advantage of a graphical representation is that the comprehension of the 
composed algorithm, in many cases, can be more easily facilitated than with text 
alone (Favreau et al. 1986). A large percentage of the brain is involved in the 
processing of visual information, which is a large motivation for visually or 
graphically representing information (Tufte 2001). This concept is used widely 
within computer science, with notation languages such as the Unified Modelling 
Language, to graphically model complex software systems (Quatrani 1998). This is 
also seen with the inclusion of two graphical languages in the programmable 
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controller industry standard IEC 61131-3 (Pollard 2001). The two primary graphical 
languages used in programmable logic controllers are ladder logic, which pictorially 
displays the controller’ s activities as though it were a large relay board (Gayman 
1988), and function blocks, shown in Figure 2, which display the algorithm as blocks 
that are repeated throughout the code— such as counters, loop controls, and timers 
(Langnau 1995).  

 
Figure 2 Function Block diagram program language 

One method of integrating graphical modelling and target code is through the use of 
computer-aided software engineering (hereafter CASE) tools, where the system is 
modelled using the visual language and the target code,27 which is text, is generated 
from within the CASE tool (Larman 1998). This enables the programmer to develop 
the system using a visual interface from the outset. In computer music composition, 
the composer is often also the programmer— ironically in some cases, a disheartened 
programmer (Barlow 1985). 

2.1.3 Smart Controller bridges the gap 
The Smart Controller attempts to bridge the gap between the MTB and laptop 
systems by utilising the advantages of each system. The Smart Controller must have 
the robustness and efficiency of the MTB system during performance, while at the 
same time providing a mechanism whereby composers can utilise the convenience 
and intuitive features of graphical programming environments provided by laptop 
systems during the composition stage. Due to the technical nature and requirements 
of the Smart Controller, this research is very much a technological project. In order 
to be successful, research into the development of technology is addressed next. 

                                                 

27 Code does note necessarily mean machine code. In most cases the code is a high level language that supports object-oriented 
programming— such as Java or C++. See (Larman 1998) 
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2.2 Technological context 
Research into the effective management of information systems reveals that many 
information technology projects are not successful (Henderson and Lee 1992). A 
report by the research firm Standish Group International stated that twenty-eight per 
cent of all information technology projects are cancelled or never implemented, 
while forty-six per cent languish behind schedule or go over budget (Davis and 
Wilder 1998). A more recent study by Standish revealed that forty per cent were 
cancelled prior to completion while forty-five per cent were late or over budget 
(Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 2002), indicating a trend toward greater project failure. 
Failures such as these cost US companies and government agencies $145 billion 
annually (Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 2002).  

Project success is normally “ measured in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and 
timeliness”  (Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 2002, p. 32). Efficiency includes the adherence to 
allocated resources such as time and budget; effectiveness equates to the quality of 
the product, often measured by the customers’  satisfaction (Pawlicki 2003); while 
timeliness represents an adherence to project goals (Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 2002).  

Technology is rarely the problem; the main reason cited by information technology 
managers for failure was bad planning (Davis and Wilder 1998); in particular, the 
failure to assess individual project risks (McFarlan 1981). Although the Smart 
Controller is a not a commercial enterprise, but rather a research project that is both a 
creative and artistic endeavour (Arveiller 1982), it was desirable that the Smart 
Controller be completed within the candidature at minimal cost and be a useful 
instrument to the computer music community.  

In order to develop the Smart Controller, a development process had to be employed 
to account for the design and implementation of both hardware and software. “ A 
software development process can be defined as a set of activities needed to 
transform the users [sic] requirements into a software system”  (Trengove and 
Dwolatzky 2004, p. 12). Traditionally, the “ waterfall process”  (Royce 1970) was the 
approach software developers, managers, authors, and teachers were taught when 
they were students, and in turn, taught to their students before critical research into 
its suitability as a software development process had been completed (MacCormack 
2001; Larman 2002). 

2.2.1 Waterfall lifecycle 
The waterfall lifecycle, also known as the “ system delivery paradigm”  (Duggan 
2004, p. 3), is a linear development process whereby the system is defined and 
designed before any implementation or testing occurs. This is similar to the 
engineering approach used to construct physical structures such as buildings and 
bridges. The adoption of the waterfall process gave the impression that software 
development was a structured undertaking similar to other engineering disciplines 
(Larman 2002).  

The main feature of the waterfall structure is that it is a highly structured process 
geared toward maintaining a detailed document trail of the significant design 
decisions made during the development of the project (Royce 1970, p. 5; 
MacCormack 2001, p. 78). “ A project proceeds through the stages of requirements 
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analysis, specification, design, coding, and integrations and testing— with sign-off 
points at the end of each stage” (MacCormack 2001, p. 78). 

Two of the problems with the waterfall lifecycle are delayed risk mitigation and the 
inflexibility of the requirements and design stages (Larman 2002). Risks need to be 
both qualified and quantified (Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 2002); risk qualification is the 
identification of a risk, while quantification is the evaluation of a risk in terms of the 
likelihood of its occurrence and the impact it has upon the success of the project 
(Pyra and Trask 2002). Risks in a project can include application complexity, 
technical complexity, resource insufficiency, application size, lack of developer 
expertise, lack of user experience, and lack of user support (Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 
2002).  

One of the main problems with the waterfall lifecycle is that there is no active 
attempt to identify and mitigate the areas of greatest risk first. On the contrary, risks 
are not determined in the waterfall lifecycle until well into the project’ s 
implementation stage (Larman 1998). 

One of the key assumptions in the waterfall development process is that the entire 
system requirements can be fully specified in the first phase of the project, requiring 
the developer to comprehensively define and design the system architecture, user 
interface, and system components before project implementation begins (Larman 
2002). This fixity of the design speculation assumes that the majority of the 
architecture and design can and should be fully specified after the initial 
requirements are defined, “ even at the risk of being wrong”  (Royce 1970, p. 4).  

This assumes that requirements will not change throughout the life of the project; 
commitment to this frozen set of requirements makes it difficult to respond to new 
opportunities that arise during the life of the project (Larman 2002). Furthermore, 
research shows that it is unrealistic to define all the system requirements first in a 
project, where requirements— including those not originally anticipated at the start—
change throughout the life of a project (Boehm and Papaccio 1988; Jones 1997). 
Larman states “ deviation from the requirements or design during later steps indicates 
a failure in not having been sufficiently skilful or thorough. Next time, try harder to 
get it right”  (Larman 2002, p. 594).  

It has already been stated that requirements can change during the life of a project; 
therefore, the original design may not remain appropriate. Coupled with this—
particularly for the creative artist— software development is more like a craft than an 
engineering discipline, where trial and error is used abundantly to refine the project 
outcomes (Trengove and Dwolatzky 2004). Lack of developer expertise, which 
manifests itself with misunderstood tools, components, and design, makes 
speculative design both risky and impracticable (Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 2002; 
Larman 2002). 

Brooks describes the inadequacy of the waterfall process when he states: 

The building metaphor has outlived its usefulness. It is time to change again. If, as I 
believe, the conceptual structures we construct today are too complicated to be 
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accurately specified in advance, and too complex to be built faultlessly, then we must 
take a radically different approach  
Let us turn to nature and study complexity in living things, instead of just the dead 
works of man. Here we find constructs whose complexities thrill us with awe. The 
brain alone is intricate beyond mapping, powerful beyond imitation, rich in diversity, 
self-protecting, and self-renewing. The secret is that it is grown, not built. 

So it must be with our software systems (Brooks 1995, p. 201). 

The waterfall process is suitable for projects and environments where the user 
requirements, and the technology to meet those requirements, are well understood at 
the outset (MacCormack 2001). For a short or small project, the waterfall lifecycle is 
a workable solution (Larman 2002); however, longer projects that contain too many 
unforeseen variables are better suited to an iterative process. 

2.2.2 Unified process 
The Unified Process (Jacobson, Booch, and Rumbaugh 1999), in contrast to the 
waterfall lifecycle, combines risk-driven development with an iterative lifecycle 
(Larman 2002). In both models, system requirements are outlined and documented; 
however, the first goal of the Unified Process is to identify and tackle the riskiest 
issues. One advantage of this approach is that the designer may decide that the 
problem is too great before investing valuable resources, such as time and money, on 
a project that may never be completed. Sukandar Kartadinata, when originally 
designing “ hardMax,” 28 determined the risks he perceived in development of an 
embedded algorithmic compositional device as follows: 

Development cost: is obviously the biggest stumbling block. Even if a suitable DSP 
board could be found that would serve as the basic building block and thus minimize 
hardware development, the software part would still be immense. In any case without 
source code access to MAX/msp (or at least to some implementation details) it’ s next 
to impossible as everything would have to be re-written from scratch and would still 
suffer from compatibility problems …  No hard disks: of course, a disk controller could 
be included, but I fear the whole thing might get much more complicated than it 
already is. As an alternative Flash EPROM cards for sample storage could be 
supported …  As far as cross-linking MAX/msp is concerned the project is on hold …  
(Kartadinata 2000) 

This step is known as the inception stage within the Unified Process and can be 
likened to a feasibility study, where the investigation is only done to the point where 
one can make a decision as to whether the project should stop or continue (Larman 
2002). 

Another advantage of the Unified Process is the iterative method of development, 
whereby the project is broken down into many sub-projects, each of which is 
designed to provide a subset of the overall system (MacCormack 2001). This is 
different to the incremental or staged delivery paradigm (Wong 1984); where a 
system is delivered incrementally for the purpose of partitioning work so as to 
provide some functionality early. Rather, the iterative process is founded upon the 

                                                 

28 The concept of the “ hardMax”  project was to integrate MAX/MSP into a stand-alone unit. The project was postponed due to 
the unavailability of the source code for MAX/MSP (Kartadinata 2000). The project was later commenced again under name of 
the Gluiph (Kartadinata 2003), which used PD (Puckette 1996) as the algorithmic software component.  
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premise that “ not everything can be known up front— the staged delivery of the 
product helps determine the priorities for work to be done in subsequent stages”  
(MacCormack 2001, p. 78). Each iteration provides valuable feedback that is used as 
an input to direct or influence the next iteration of the project.  

2.3 Conclusion – historical context 
The development of the Smart Controller draws upon both artistic and technological 
disciplines. Within the context of this research, however, the two disciplines are not 
independent of each other; rather, they are both inclusive and dependant upon each 
other. The technological research is subservient to the artistic requirements in that the 
artistic outcome produced by composers is the desired outcome or functionality of 
the instrument (Puckette 2002). Although technological creativity and innovation for 
the sake of itself as an outlet of artistic expression is a valid undertaking (Arveiller 
1982), failure to acknowledge the artistic requirements of the computer music 
community would produce an instrument that would probably never be used by 
anyone apart from the author; the purpose of this research, however, was to produce 
an instrument that could be used within a wider circle of artists. This would not be 
possible without drawing upon the research and techniques already employed in the 
field of information technology. 
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Chapter 3  Development methodology 

3.1 Incremental development outline 
In development of the Smart Controller, the problem was broken down into smaller 
sub-projects. The Unified Process (Jacobson, Booch, and Rumbaugh 1999) was 
selected as the development methodology in preference to the waterfall lifecycle 
because it combines risk-driven development and an iterative lifecycle (Larman 
2002). In keeping with the iterative development method employed by the Unified 
Process, described on page 20, each incremental step became an integrated project 
that could be independently tested as an individual system (Larman 1998). Each sub-
project had its own development cycle with specified requirements, design, 
implementation, and testing. Consequently, this allowed the overall system to grow 
incrementally over time while maintaining control of the project complexity. In 
particular, incremental progression facilitated design modifications at the subsystem 
level without significantly affecting the design of the larger system.  

In addition to controlling the complexity, the system was implemented with a view to 
having working prototypes as soon as possible with a minimum number of features 
for use by a select group of users. This provided rapid and valuable feedback from 
users, developers, and testing procedures, which allowed the system to evolve in 
response to this feedback (MacCormack 2001).  

Briefly, the incremental stages are: 

1. The basic requirements of the system were outlined and the greatest risks 
determined. This stage is known as the inception and is detailed at page 25. 

2. The development environment was built and design tools were evaluated and 
selected.  

3. The RTOS (real-time operating system) was downloaded, compiled, and then 
used to control a 386 computer.  

4. The PLC (programmable logic controller) software was then ported from 
Algorithmic Composer (Fraietta 1998b), which only ran on Windows, to 
platform independent source code (Fraietta 1998a).29 This code became the 
Smart Controller engine. 

5. The system was designed using Rational Rose (Rational 1998), enabling 
visual design, documentation, and code generation within a single 
environment (Quatrani 1998). Platform-independent interfaces were created 
for Windows and the RTOS multi-threading interfaces. Console-style 
applications were created to prove identical behaviour between the Windows 
version and the embedded software. The Windows code became the 
Windows Smart Controller engine, which existed as a dynamic link library. 
The embedded software became the embedded Smart Controller engine, 

                                                 

29 Algorithmic Composer was designed at the outset to potentially compile for multiple platforms with only minor changes.  
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which existed as a single file that contained the entire RTOS as well as the 
PLC code. 

6. The graphical environment was taken from Algorithmic Composer and used 
to control the underlying structures through two serial ports on the computer. 
This proved that the graphical environment could read and manipulate data 
through a cable. This graphical environment became the Smart Controller 
patch editor. 

7. Serial port communication was added to the embedded target, allowing 
objects to be created and manipulated with the patch editor. This meant that it 
would be possible to interact with the embedded Smart Controller engine 
when installed on the actual embedded hardware. 

8. A single chip embedded PC (known as a DIMMPC) and evaluation board 
was purchased and tested with the embedded Smart Controller engine. The 
DIMMPC was configured to automatically boot into the RTOS. The patch 
editor was then used to create and manipulate patches on the embedded 
target, thus proving the suitability of the proposed microprocessor.  

9. Peripheral boards were designed to interface control voltage and MIDI to the 
PLC portion of embedded target. PIC (Microchip 2001b) microcontrollers 
were evaluated for suitability as the controlling device for the CV–MIDI 
interface. The PIC was accepted, firmware written, and input and output 
tested. The boards could exist as devices on their own for converting control 
voltages to MIDI and vice versa simply by modifying the software for the 
chip.  

10. Printed circuit boards were designed and built for the central processing unit 
(hereafter CPU) board and peripheral board, each using a PC/104 interface 
bus (Morris 1996). The CPU board contained the DIMMPC and the parts for 
serial communication. The peripheral board contained the PIC 
microcontroller and parts for control voltage and MIDI interfacing. 
Additionally, the peripheral board utilised a programmable logic array (PLA) 
for interfacing data between the PC/104 bus and the PIC. The assembled 
peripheral boards were tested, encased, and sold as stand-alone MIDI 
controller units. This provided feedback from the target users of the device, 
which was later used to rectify problems with the design of the boards. 

11. Programming of the PLA was performed in order to interface a sixteen-bit 
parallel interface from the DIMMPC to a synchronous serial interface in the 
PIC microcontroller and vice versa. Device drivers were also written for the 
PIC and DIMMPC so that the two devices would communicate reliably to 
each other through the PLA. Additionally, timing constraints were tested in 
order to determine whether the device was fast enough to be of use in the real 
world. The completion of this stage meant that a complete unit with MIDI 
and control voltages could be built and tested.  
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12. The Smart Controller engine software was modified to incorporate a file 
system so that patches could be loaded and saved to file. This meant that a 
patch could be created and tested on the simulator, saved to disk, and later 
downloaded to the embedded device through a serial cable or through MIDI 
system-exclusive messages. The completion of this stage meant that a laptop 
computer was no longer necessary at a performance as the patch could be 
saved as system-exclusive data, added to a MIDI file, and later downloaded 
from a sequencer at the performance. 

13. Non-volatile patch storage was developed for the embedded target, enabling 
the embedded device to run a patch automatically at startup. The completion 
of this stage meant that a performer would only need to plug the Smart 
Controller in at the performance without then having to download any 
patches to the device. Additionally, the Smart Controller could be used in an 
installation where power disruptions could cause the device to reset. This 
feature was tested by the author at a performance. 

14. A method was developed to enable upgrading of the Smart Controller 
firmware through the serial port of the device. This meant that the firmware 
could be upgraded without the user having to return the unit to the developer. 

15. A patch editor and simulator were designed for the Macintosh computer. 

16. Open Sound Control (Wright and Freed 2003) and communication between 
patch editor and hardware were implemented using ethernet. 

3.2 Research procedure: inception 
Before commencing development of the Smart Controller, it was essential to create a 
brief overview of what the Smart Controller would be, who would be using such a 
device, and what the device was required to do. Unlike the waterfall lifecycle, no 
attempt was made to fully define and stabilise the requirements (Larman 1998). On 
the contrary, a basic outline of what could realistically be accomplished in the time-
frame of candidature at the university was stated. After briefly defining the 
requirements, the major risks were identified and ranked in terms of probability and 
impact upon the project in both time and money (Pyra and Trask 2002).  

3.2.1 Requirements 
The requirements for the Smart Controller were defined using the FURPS+ model 
(Grady 1992). This mnemonic stands for Functionality, Usability, Reliability, 
Performance, and Supportability. Additionally, the ‘+’  signifies ancillary or 
additional factors, including Implementation, Interface, and Legal requirements 
(Larman 2002). After roughly defining these requirements, it would be possible to 
determine whether the project was feasible, provide a rough estimate of cost, and 
assess whether development should proceed or stop. 

In order to determine the requirements, a vision statement of the Smart Controller 
was defined as follows: 

The Smart Controller is a portable hardware device that allows performers to create 
music using Programmable Logic Control. The device can be programmed remotely 
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through the use of a patch editor or workbench, which is an independent computer 
application that simulates and communicates with the hardware. The Smart Controller 
responds to input control voltages and MIDI messages, producing output control 
voltages and MIDI messages (Fraietta 2001, p. 43).  

In addition to the overview of the device, it was recognised that the main users of the 
Smart Controller would be composers and performers interested in live performance 
of electro-acoustic music, particularly in the areas of algorithmic and event-driven 
performance. 

The functional requirements were defined after constructing a basic overview and 
identifying the consumer. In short, functionality is the features and capabilities of the 
device that the user will require (Larman 2002). The following functional 
requirements were defined. The device must: 

1. respond to standard MIDI messages from other MIDI devices 

2. generate standard MIDI messages 

3. respond to control voltages and switched inputs 

4. generate control voltages 

5. allow patch creation and modification 

6. store patches in a persistent medium. 

In addition to these functional requirements, it was deemed desirable that the device 
could communicate over a network, thus allowing remote performance, although this 
was not mandatory. After considering the functionality of the device, the next step 
was to consider how people would use the device. 

Usability is the ease with which composers could create, modify and reload patches 
(Alles 1980). In view of the advantages of a graphical interface given at page 13, it 
was decided that a visual function block style metaphor in the style of Max (Puckette 
and Zicarelli 1990) would probably be the easiest for composers to use, because of 
the familiarity of this programming paradigm among the targeted users (Winkler 
1998; Rowe 2001). Providing a familiar environment for the user would in turn 
influence the success of the instrument (Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 2002). Having 
considered how composer and performers would use the system, the next step was to 
consider the reliability of the device and the factors that would determine whether 
composers and performers would have confidence in the system. 

Reliability is effectively the security or peace of mind that a performer would have 
using the hardware device during a performance. The factors that determine this are: 
the frequency at which failure occurs, recoverability from such a failure, and the 
identification of an impending failure. Failures include freezing, crashing, and failing 
to load a required patch. However, failure may also include failure to respond to an 
input event within a required time (Pawlicki 2003), incorrect MIDI output, or any 
other inconsistent behaviour from the device. Failure can be caused by software, 
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hardware, human user and external factors (Ganssle 2002a). An embedded device 
should, however, be more reliable than its desktop or laptop counterpart (Ganssle 
2002b). 

The ability to recover from failure is crucial. Ganssle describing the importance of 
building fault recoverability, as follows: 

The Mars Pathfinder mission succeeded beyond anyone's dreams, despite a significant 
error. A priority inversion problem— noticed on Earth but attributed to a glitch and 
ignored— caused numerous hangs. A remote debug capability saved the mission. This 
is an instructive failure because it shows the importance of adding external hardware 
and/or software to deal with unanticipated software errors (Ganssle 2002a, p. 49). 

Failure can therefore be considered recoverable or catastrophic. For example, a 
device that did not correctly load a patch before an important performance could very 
well be considered catastrophic. However, if the performer could determine that this 
had occurred or was occurring before the commencement of the performance, the 
failure could be recovered from by using an alternative patch loading procedure.  

Having considered reliability, device performance must be considered. The 
performance of the device is roughly broken down into four separate issues: 

1. The response time from a performance gesture to a desired output must be 
minimised. Alles states that “ the time it takes the program to process the 
information generated by a musician’ s action must be negligible when 
compared to the time it takes the musician to perceive the effects of his 
action”  (Alles 1980, p. 445).  

2. The internal timing when playing MIDI sequences or implementing timers 
must be correct.  

3. The capability for a composer to create and recall complex patches is 
important, because it would be not be worthwhile building the device if only 
simple algorithms could be constructed (Alles 1980).  

4. The maximum throughput of the device was important as it must be able to 
parse streams of MIDI system-exclusive message with insignificant or 
acceptable information loss.  

Having considered the performance, it was then necessary to consider issues that 
would determine how the system would be supported. The supportability of the 
system was separated into two separate issues:  

1. The system had to be adaptable enough to run on both Macintosh and 
Windows platforms. 

2. The system had to be maintainable in that users must be able to upgrade their 
firmware and hardware as required in the future as the Smart Controller 
software system grew in complexity and sophistication (Fraietta 2003c).  
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The next concern was the factors determining how such a system could be 
implemented. Such factors included resource limitations, programming languages, 
development tools, and hardware. The two biggest factors were a severely limited 
budget, and the time-frame within which the device had to be designed and built.  

The next consideration was the interface. The interface was separated into  

1. how the composer would interface with the software, and  

2. how the device would interface with other external hardware systems (Roads 
1996).  

Finally, the legal aspects had to be considered, including licensing of software and 
intellectual property rights. These issues include whether royalties are payable on 
components of software being utilised in the development of the project. 

Having outlined the basic requirements, the next step was to create a consolidated list 
that mapped the functions to requirement categories. 

3.2.2 Consolidated list 
The consolidated list was created as a table, shown in Table 1, in order to give an 
outline of the system functions against the different categories (Petty 1998). 
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Function Attribute Details and Boundary 
Constraints 

Attribute 
category 

Respond to control 
voltages and switched 
digital inputs 

Interface Input and output connectors 
required. 

Reference voltage required. 

Sixteen analogue and digital 
inputs. 

Must 

 Performance—
response time 

Five to fifteen 
milliseconds30 

Must 

 Performance—
system timing 

One to five millisecond 
timer 

Must 

Generate standard MIDI 
messages to external MIDI 
devices 

Interface Use standard MIDI 
protocol. 

 

Must 

Allow patch creation and 
modification 

 Macintosh 

Windows 

Linux 

Must 

Must 

Want 

 Interface Visual function block style. 

Graphical environment. 

Must 

 Implementation Multiple platforms required. 
C++ for time critical code. 
Probably Java for graphical 
code.31 

Must 

 Interface Download using MIDI 
system-exclusive files 

Must 

 Interface Communicate with host 
computer, probably using 
communications cables. 

Want 

Store patches in persistent 
medium 

 Patch saved when power 
off. 

Must 

  Patches downloaded 
through MIDI cables. 

Must 

Enable user to upgrade Upgradeability Able to add additional I/O Want 

                                                 

30 Alles states “ the shortest transition time of interest is about 5 ms. Transition times longer than 30 to 40 ms are impractical”  
(Alles 1980, p. 445), whereas Mathews and Moore give a figure of between 5 and 10 ms (Mathews and Moore 1970). 
31 C++ was selected in preference to Java because of its execution speed (Naughton and Schildt 1999, p. 336). 
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Function Attribute Details and Boundary 
Constraints 

Attribute 
category 

boards 

 Upgradeability Firmware can be upgraded 
through patch editor. 

Want 

Software licensing Legal Licensing issues for 
software components, 
particularly the RTOS must 
be considered. A royalty 
free operating system would 
be very beneficial. 

Must 

Hardware platform Implementation The embedded hardware 
device would probably be 
Intel 386 using a PC/104 
interface. This would enable 
simulation to be done on a 
small 386 desktop computer 
before committing to any 
hardware. 

Want 

Table 1 Smart Controller consolidated list. 

Once the consolidated list was analysed, it was time to create a ranked list of risks, 
shown in Table 2, in order to determine where problems would most likely occur 
(Larman 1998).  

Risk Reason Ranking 

Budget is very low and the 
money will run out before the 
project completes. 

Many of the tools for developing a project of this 
type require cross-compilers, fast development host 
computers, and target emulators. Many of the 
commercial versions of these tools are expensive 
(Hawley 1999a). Many suitable tools, however, are 
available through the Free Software Foundation. 

High 

Implementation of a new 
RTOS. 

The system will require a RTOS for the performance 
module to allocate and control resources. The two 
that I am familiar with, ATI Nucleus and MQX are 
beyond my price range. I will require a RTOS that is 
both stable and inexpensive. 

High 

Implementation of a 
graphical patch editor. 

The graphical user interface for the patch editor must 
be able to run on Macintosh and Windows. The tools 
I am familiar with, Borland C++ Builder and 
Microsoft Visual C++, are both Windows platform 
compilers. I will probably have to program the patch 
editor in Java, which is a language that I have never 
programmed with before. 

Medium 
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Risk Reason Ranking 

Implementation of patch 
editor for Macintosh 
platform. 

I have never programmed for Macintosh platforms 
before and I do not own a Macintosh computer. This 
area is risky because it is unfamiliar. The native code 
interface can be written in C++, and will probably 
link easily to the operating systems native 
application programming interface (hereafter API). 

Low 

Control voltage inputs to 
Smart Controller 

I have had some experience working with 
microcontrollers and have access to development 
tools for the PIC microcontroller. There are 
references on the internet with these devices being 
used for MIDI and control voltage interface. 

Low 

Table 2 Ranked risks. 

Having outlined the requirements and listing the risks in the inception stage, it was 
necessary to make decisions, regarding whether the project was worth serious 
investigation (Larman 2002). 

3.2.3 Inception conclusion 
The purpose of the inception stage was to broadly define the overall purpose and 
feasibility of the Smart Controller in order to make a rational decision as to whether 
it would be worthwhile to either invest in deeper exploration, or to abandon the 
project. It was decided that the project was worth serious investigation; this 
investigation takes place within the elaboration stages (Larman 2002). 

3.3 Elaboration iteration 1 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Having defined a basic set of requirements and outlined the risks, the elaboration 
stage commenced. The elaboration stage is the initial set of iterations that define the 
majority of requirements. Additionally, the major risks were mitigated and retired. 
Finally, the core architectural elements were implemented and proven (Larman 
2002).  

This was achieved by first examining the risks and then organising them, in terms of 
complexity, uncertainty of effort required, and criticality to the success of the project. 
After organising the risks, the most critical risks were tackled first. Next, the system 
was built incrementally, adding more functionality with each iteration, enabling the 
system to exist in a working state most of the time (Brooks 1995). 

The target for the first iteration was an executable using the target RTOS, running on 
a simulator. At no stage during this iteration was an attempt made to respond to 
MIDI, control voltages, or any external systems; instead, the target would display 
diagnostic messages to a console. 

3.3.2 Ranking risks 
In deciding which risks to tackle first, the risks identified during the inception stage 
were listed in order of their ranking, with the item with the greatest risk being 
insufficient budget. This, however, was very much dependant upon the other risk 
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factors, particularly the implementation of an RTOS and the implementation of a 
platform independent graphical environment. These two items have an association 
with the cost of development tools, which in turn affect the budget. 

3.3.3 Mitigating the graphical environment development 
Developing a graphical environment for multiple platforms could be implemented 
using the Java programming language, available for Windows, Macintosh and Linux 
platforms (Newman 1996). The risks involved were the cost of development tools 
and the difficulty in learning a new programming language. This risk factor was 
mitigated by using free development tools available from the Internet.32 

A graphical patch editor environment already existed for Algorithmic Composer 
(Fraietta 1998a), thus reducing the criticality of this risk. If there was insufficient 
time, a Windows version of this patch editor would be available. Additionally, using 
the version from Algorithmic Composer would allow testing of the simulator on 
Windows and the embedded targets to proceed before implementing a Java patch 
editor. 

The multiple platform graphical patch editor was therefore delegated to a lower 
ranked priority, and subsequently left until after a working Windows simulator and 
embedded hardware were created. 

3.3.4 Mitigating RTOS risk: assessing RTEMS 
Before considering which RTOS was preferable, it was important to consider the 
required features and associated costs of an RTOS. The costs include compilers, 
debuggers, simulators, technical support, and licensing; while the features include 
device drivers, performance, reputation, and standards compatibility (Hawley 
1999b). Although the author was familiar with the ATI Nucleus and MQX operating 
systems, their price was outside the budget.33 Although a real-time version of Linux 
exists, Linux at that time was not suitable for embedded projects (Epplin 1997). The 
author was introduced to RTEMS by a colleague (Fraietta 2001). RTEMS was an 
RTOS originally developed by the On-Line Applications Research Corporation 
(hereafter OAR) for the US Army Missile Command (OAR Corporation), but was 
released for non-military uses later.  

The advantages of RTEMS were threefold: 

1. Cost: the main advantage of RTEMS was that source code was free, the 
development tools were free, and the development tools ran on Linux, which 
was also free. 

2. Hardware flexibility: RTEMS can run on more than forty different hardware 
platforms (Fraietta 2003c), which meant that the target hardware platform did 
not have to be fully defined at this point. 

                                                 

32 http://wwws.sun.com 
33 The price of MQX was $9000 to $16 000 while the price of ATI-Nucleus was unlisted (Hawley 1999a); however, the author 
recalled a price of approximately $15 000 mentioned when employed at Hunter Watertech, now known as Serck Controls. 
These costs did not include the cost of the development tools. 
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3. Support: OAR Corporation provides support for RTEMS users, such as 
training and custom development (OAR Corporation). Additionally, free 
support is available from the RTEMS user community, which manifests itself 
as a mailing list (Fraietta 2001). 

The RTOS risk could effectively be relieved by downloading and running the RTOS 
on a computer. Thus, the RTOS risk was reduced from problems of cost to the risk 
that the chosen system might be too difficult to understand and program.The RTOS 
supported Intel 386 architecture, which meant that the operating system could be 
tested on a desktop computer before committing to any hardware. 

In order to examine the suitability of the RTEMS for the Smart Controller, a 
development environment had to be created that would build the required binary 
executable files to run on the designated target. This was accomplished by building a 
PC from recycled parts and installing the Linux operating system on it in order to use 
the RTEMS development tools; the total cost for this stage was five dollars (Fraietta 
2001). After downloading the RTEMS development tools and source, the “ hello 
world”  34 (Kernighan and Ritchie 1988) example was built using the pc386 board 
support package (hereafter BSP).35 The resultant executable contained the RTEMS 
operating system and example in a single file. The executable was tested by booting 
a PC using a floppy disk formatted with GNU GRUB (Fraietta 2001), a free boot 
loader developed from Erich Boleyn’ s original “ GRand [sic] Unified Bootloader”  

(Boleyn 1995).. The program ran successfully, which meant that the operating 
system could run on a PC. 

The next stage was to run an application with two or more tasks running 
concurrently. An example was provided in the source called ‘Unlimited’ , which 
demonstrated creation of multiple tasks. This meant that a separate scheduling 
algorithm could be implemented using RTEMS. Success at this stage meant that the 
source code from Algorithmic Composer could be ported to RTEMS and run on a 
PC. 

3.3.5 Porting Algorithmic Composer 
Algorithmic Composer was written with the paradigm that the graphical environment 
was completely separate to the underlying data structures. During the development of 
Algorithmic Composer, objects were created using standard keyboard input and 
console output. This meant that the Algorithmic Composer source code could be 
compiled for RTEMS, as the majority of the Algorithmic Composer engine source 
was not Windows specific (Fraietta 1998a, p. 7). 

                                                 

34 The “ Hello world”  program is a standard program that prints “ Hello world”  to the user’ s standard output— such as a console 
or a printer. The program effectively allows one to test that the simplest program can run on the targeted computer. 
35  A BSP is a collection of device drivers, start up code, compiler flags, and linker scripts that are specific to a 
particular board or system (Sherrill 2003). For example, building a target using the pc386 BSP produces an executable 
configured and compiled to run on an Intel 386 personal computer (hereafter PC). One advantage of using a BSP is that it 
becomes unnecessary for a developer to write their own device drivers for devices common to many different board types.  
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In porting the code, all Windows-specific code was removed and replaced with stubs 
where necessary. A stub is an empty or dummy function that is used in place of a real 
function during debugging or program creation and is used to remove unnecessary 
complexity (Dale and Weems 1994). Next, the scheduler had to be designed in order 
to process timed events that would be used, such as timers for metronomes, delays, 
and MIDI sequencer objects. 

The scheduling mechanism in Algorithmic Composer was based on Windows 
multimedia timers (Fraietta 1998a, p. 27), which are called in the context36 of a 
Windows interrupt (Messick 1998, p. 37). The implementation of the scheduling 
mechanism in RTEMS, however, would be based upon a high-priority task. 
Additionally, the mechanism that would be required to perform scheduling for a 
Macintosh platform was unknown. The interface to the Smart Controller, however, 
had to be identical for all platforms. The scheduler was therefore implemented using 
a separate hardware abstraction layer (hereafter HAL), whereby the implementation 
for the scheduler for each platform would be compiled into its own source code 
module. This was implemented through the use of component mapping (Quatrani 
1998, p. 151), whereby the class definition of the Scheduler class, and therefore the 
interface, was implemented in the single header file ‘scheduler.h’ ; while the 
implementation was generated into separate folders: ‘rtems_scheduler’ , 
‘windows_scheduler’ , and ‘mac_scheduler’ , as shown in Figure 3. Each version of 
‘scheduler.cpp’  would be implemented for the targeted platform and included in the 
build for that target platform. 

                                                 

36 If two functions or objects can be called by different threads of execution, the function call is said to be “ executed in the 
context”  of the active thread of execution making the function call at that instance of time. 
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Figure 3 Mapping of Scheduler class to different HAL components 

In order to accommodate the different implementations that would be required, the 
scheduling mechanism was modified for the Smart Controller, as shown in Figure 4. 
The Scheduler (A) performs the calls to the different objects through its 
‘processCallback’  function, which then returns the interval duration that is required 
to schedule the next object in milliseconds. The Scheduler is controlled within the 
Windows version through a “ Callback”  (Messick 1998, p. 53–54) function that is 
called when a multimedia timer event is received, which in turn calls the 
‘Scheduler::processCallback’  function. 
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Figure 4 Smart Controller scheduling structure 

bool GoOneShot (unsigned Interval) 
{ 
  if (TimerID) 
    { 
      timeKillEvent(TimerID); 
    } 
   
  TimerID = timeSetEvent 
            (Interval, // delay 
            1, // resolution in MS 
            ScheduleCallback, // callback function 
            0,  // user data 
            TIME_ONESHOT ); // callback type 
   
  return (TimerID); 
} 
 
void CALLBACK ScheduleCallback(UINT wTimerID, UINT msg, 
    DWORD dwUser, DWORD dw1, DWORD dw2) 
{ 
    TimerID = 0; 
    unsigned duration = Scheduler::processCallback (); 
    GoOneShot (duration); 
} 

Within the RTEMS implementation, however, the processing of the scheduler is 
controlled by a high-priority task, which when receiving an event, calls the 
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‘Scheduler::processCallback’  function, which returns the amount of time to wait for 
the next event. 

rtems_task Scheduler_task ( rtems_task_argument unused) 
{ 
  // perform task initialisation 
  //.... 
  wait_interval = 1; // initialise to the smallest value 
 
  while (1) 
    { 
      rtems_event_receive (SCHEDULE_EVENT_EVENT_FLAG, 
        RTEMS_WAIT, rtems_interval(wait_interval), &dummy); 
      // the new time to wait will be returned 
      wait_interval =hal_include::Scheduler::processCallback 
(); 
    } 
  
} 

If the ScheduledObjectQueue (B in Figure 4) is empty, ‘Scheduler::processCallback’  
returns an interval of 232 milliseconds, which is the maximum number that can be 
represented by a thirty-two bit unsigned integer, and equates to approximately fifty 
days. The high-priority task will wait for this period or until the event is sent by a 
call to ‘Scheduler::AddTimeEvent’  from a TimerObject (C), which was identical to 
the method used in Algorithmic Composer. The TimerObject class is a super set of 
all objects that will be required to make a call to the scheduler; for example, Metro, 
Delay, and Sequencer would all be a type of TimerObject (Fraietta 1998a, p. 24–31). 

A significant change from the Algorithmic Composer scheduling algorithm was that 
a single priority queue was used in the Smart Controller instead of two.37 This was 
accomplished by marking the ‘valid’  parameter of a ScheduledObject (D) instance as 
‘false’  when a call is made by a TimerObject to ‘Scheduler::KillTimeEvent’ , as 
shown in Figure 5. Subsequently, when the Scheduler performs its ‘processCallback’  
function, the ‘valid’  parameter is tested before calling the ‘ReceiveClockTiming’  
function on the TimerObject referenced by the ScheduledObject ‘pItem’ , which was 
at the top of the priority queue, as shown in Figure 6. 

                                                 

37 In Algorithmic Composer, one priority queue contained the items to be scheduled while the second queue contained items 
that were no longer valid. Before the scheduler executed an item from the scheduled queue, the deleted queue was tested to see 
if the scheduled object was still valid (Fraietta 1998a, p. 27). 
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Figure 5 Marking a scheduled event as invalid 

 

 
Figure 6 Scheduler process function. 

After implementing the scheduling algorithm in a separate RTEMS HAL, a 
mechanism was required to construct a patch to test the code ported from 
Algorithmic Composer. In order to display the internal functioning of the new 
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RTEMS code, ‘display’  objects were made to write their message to the console. 
Consider the patch displayed in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7 Display Metro tick patch 

Performing a send command on the toggle object will cause the metro to commence 
producing output, because the toggle output is connected to the metro input. The 
output of the metro, which is connected to the input of the display, will cause the 
display to print a message to the console. This repeats every five hundred 
milliseconds, which is the default metro time. This functionality can be created 
automatically by using the following statements within the mainline function of the 
program: 

// Create a New Patch 
P_PATCH pPatch = PatchMakeNew ("new Patch"); 
 
// Create the three objects 
 
// Create a Toggle 
P_BASESHELL pToggle = BaseShellCreate ("Toggle", pPatch); 
 
// Create a Metro  
P_BASESHELL pMetro = BaseShellCreate ("Metro", pPatch); 
 
// Create a Display 
P_BASESHELL pDisplay = BaseShellCreate ("Display", pPatch); 
 
 
// Create a connector to Join the two 
P_CONNECTOR pCon = ConnectorCreate(); 
 
// Join the Toggle to the Metro 
 
// Join the connector to the objects 
ConnectorSetInletBase( pCon,  pMetro); 
ConnectorSetInletNum( pCon,  0); 
ConnectorSetOutletBase( pCon,  pToggle); 
ConnectorSetOutletNum( pCon,  0); 
 
// Now See if the objects can accept the connection 
if (ConnectorMakeConnection(pCon)) 
  { 
  // Add the connector to the Patch 
    ConnectorSetParent (pCon, pPatch); 
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  } 
 
// Make a new Connector 
pCon = ConnectorCreate(); 
 
// Join the Metro to the Display 
 
// Join the connector to the objects 
ConnectorSetInletBase( pCon,  pDisplay); 
ConnectorSetInletNum( pCon,  0); 
ConnectorSetOutletBase( pCon,  pMetro); 
ConnectorSetOutletNum( pCon,  0); 
 
// Now See if the objects can accept the connection 
if (ConnectorMakeConnection(pCon)) 
  { 
    // Add the connector to the Patch 
    ConnectorSetParent (pCon, pPatch); 
  } 
 
// Cause the Toggle to Turn Metro on 
BaseShellSend(pToggle); 
 
// now loop forever 
while (1); 

The resultant program was used to boot the PC, which resulted in a message printed 
to the console every five hundred milliseconds. This effectively proved that RTEMS 
could perform the necessary functionality required for the Smart Controller. 

Although the Smart Controller source had been compiled for both Windows and 
RTEMS operating systems, the code required testing on an actual 386 PC, which was 
donated a short time later and used as a simulator for the embedded target. The 386 
was a significant investment in that it did not have a math co-processor, similar to the 
i386ex embedded processor (Brey 1998). This meant that a comparable performance 
simulation could take place using the 386 computer, particularly the floating point 
math libraries. The 386 was booted with the ‘Hello World’  program, however, it 
failed with a multitude of math co-processor exceptions. After a month of diagnosis 
through the RTEMS newsgroup, the problem was found, and consequently fixed, in 
the compiler (Fraietta 2001). 

The support provide by the RTEMS newsgroup was extremely effective, in both the 
level of support and the speed at which this support was provided. This level of 
support reassured the author that RTEMS would be a suitable RTOS for the Smart 
Controller. 

The patch illustrated on page 39 was allowed to run for a week in order to prove that 
the Smart Controller could run for extended periods using RTEMS. 

3.3.6 Summary – graphical environment 
During the first iteration of the elaboration, the major risks were examined and 
retired.  
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1. The difficulty in creating a graphical programming environment that 
composers could use to program the Smart Controller was examined and 
delegated to a lower priority. The main reason was because a patch editor 
already existed for Algorithmic Composer, which could be modified for the 
Smart Controller. A multiple platform version would not be necessary at this 
point in the project. 

2. RTEMS was examined and selected as a suitable RTOS for the target 
hardware device. Development tools were downloaded and tested, and used 
to build RTEMS. RTEMS was then used to boot a PC, which was a simulator 
for the final target hardware. 

3. The source code from Algorithmic Composer was ported to RTEMS and then 
run on the simulator hardware. Additionally, during the first iteration, 
unforeseen issues were raised and corrected.  

The core architectural elements of the Smart Controller were thus built and proven. 
This resulted in a production-quality subset of the final system that generated 
diagnostic messages to a console. Consequently, the Smart Controller development 
could move to the next iteration. 

3.4 Elaboration iteration 2: software simulator implementation 
3.4.1 Introduction 
The first development iteration produced an executable that ran the patching software 
in conjunction with the required RTOS on a 386DX PC. The PC simulated a PC/104 
embedded computer (Morris 1996), which was the intended hardware target. The 
executable produced diagnostic messages to a console, thus enabling the software 
behaviour to be determined, debugged and monitored. The software was limited, 
however, in that it was unable to communicate with any external systems. Patches 
were made statically within the code, as shown on page 39, as part of a diagnostic 
program. This meant that the patch had to be defined, hard coded, and compiled into 
the executable. 

The target of the second development iteration was to produce an executable that 
could communicate with the patch editor, enabling a user to create and manipulate 
patches as the program was running. In order to effectively implement the system 
across multiple platforms, the different target-specific code was implemented using 
an identical interface. This was accomplished by using a layer of abstraction to 
separate different implementations. Consequently, this method of abstraction would 
facilitate the porting of the Smart Controller code to other target platforms, such as 
Macintosh or Linux, some time in the future. The second development iteration, 
therefore, would target Windows and the embedded device. 

3.4.2 Building target abstraction layers 
One problem with developing a system to run on multiple platforms is that the 
operating system is responsible for allocating resources. Although the Portable 
Operating System Interface for Computing Environments (hereafter POSIX) 
standard allows some degree of portability (Obenland 2001), device drivers written 
using a POSIX style interface do not always fulfil the requirements for embedded or 
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real-time systems (Stewart 1999). Furthermore, operating system vendors often use 
different APIs, particularly for MIDI functionality. In some cases, the API for a 
future target is not yet known; for example, at this point in the development, the 
Apple Macintosh API was not known. Consequently, a level of abstraction was 
required between the higher layers of the application and the platform-dependant 
APIs (Ellis 2002). 

Firstly, the required types of system resources must be defined. For the Smart 
Controller, the resources of importance were multiple threads of execution, serial 
communications, and MIDI input / output. The method of spawning new threads was 
known for both RTEMS and the Windows operating systems, and for this reason, a 
threading API was developed first. 

3.4.3 Multiple threads 
In developing the threading interface, the first problem to consider was how to 
determine which operating system API was required. One could use pre-processor 
definitions during compilation to switch between different targets (Lippman and 
Lajoie 1998, p. 13–17); for example, consider the following: 

#ifdef HAL_WINDOWS 
 callWindowsCode 
#else 
 callRtemsCode 
#endif 

The problem with this method is that as more targets are added, the code must be 
changed. To later add a Macintosh version would require a new pre-processor 
definition, and all the existing code would have to be modified to include the new 
target code. This would also increase the complexity of the code and the possibility 
of introducing errors during maintenance.  

An alternative method would be to use an abstract class interface, where the platform 
specific code was written as different modules. The abstract class would be the 
public interface while the platform specific code would exist as a subclass. The 
subclass would inherit and implement the required functionality using the 
appropriate target API.  

Multi-threading was implemented using two classes within the Smart Controller. 
Figure 8 displays the logical hierarchy of the multi-threading interface. Objects that 
must exist in multiple threads are subclasses of the ActiveObject (A) class. A two-
way relationship exists between the ActiveObject and the abstract MultiThread (B) 
classes.  
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Figure 8 MultiThread implementation 

The MultiThread class is a platform-independent class that communicates to its 
subclasses through overloaded38 virtual functions. When the ActiveObject class calls 
the ‘create’  method on the MultiThread class, the MultiThread class must return an 
instance of the correct type of subclass. This is accomplished by using an “ Abstract 
Class Abstract Factory”  (Larman 2002, p. 527) pattern, whereby an abstract class can 
create and return the appropriate subclass type for that build or operating system. 
This is the same methodology used in the Java Abstract Window Toolkit, whereby 
the abstract class creates different families of GUI widgets for different operating 
systems (Larman 2002, p. 527). 

This was accomplished using multiple components in Rational Rose, whereby the 
MultiThread class was defined in a single header file, but implemented in different 
component bodies in different packages (Quatrani 1998, p. 181–87). Traditionally, a 
class is defined in a header file with its function defined in a separate source module 
(Lippman and Lajoie 1998). The following example shows an imaginary class called 
foobar. The class is defined in a file called ‘foobar.h’  while its functions are defined 
in a file called ‘foobar.cpp’ . 

// file foobar.h 
class foobar{ 
  public: 
  // now we have class function declarations 
  foobar (); // constructor 
  virtual ~foobar(); // destructor 
  // … other functions 
}; 
************************************************** 
// file foobar.cpp 
#include "foobar.h" 

                                                 

38 Overloading a function means to provide a specialised version of the function, which is called in place of the function of the 
same name in the super-class. 
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// define functions 
 
// constructor 
foobar::foobar () 
{ 
// initialisation code 
} 
 
// destructor 
foobar::~foobar () 
{ 
// termination code 
} 

In the implementation of the MultiThread class, the class is defined in a single header 
file; however, the class functions are defined in the component bodies of the 
subclasses. Furthermore, each subclass and its functions are defined in a single 
source module. Additionally, the different subclass components are defined in 
different component packages, and consequently, the source code is generated in 
different directories or folders. Part of the component implementation for the 
MultiThread class and its subclasses results in the following: 

// file multithread.h 
class MultiThread { 
  // class definitions 
  public: 
   
  // define functions that must be overloaded in subclasses 
  virtual void resume () = 0; 
 
  // "Abstract Class Abstract Factory" pattern 
  // must be defined later 
  static MultiThread* create (ActiveObject* pActive); 
  //.. other function declarations 
}; 
 
*************************************************** 
// file /hal_windows/windowsthread.cpp 
// Only compiled for Windows build 
#include <windows.h> 
#include "multithread.h"  
 
//WindowsThread definition 
 
class WindowsThread: public MultiThread { 
  //.. WindowsThread implementation 
  void resume (); 
  ... 
}; 
 
// MultiThread class function Abstract Class Abstract Factory 
// declared in multithread.h 
MultiThread* MultiThread::create (ActiveObject* pActive) 
{ 
  return new WindowsThread(pActive); 
} 
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// WindowsThread Specific functions 
WindowsThread::WindowsThread (ActiveObject* pActive) 
      :MultiThread (pActive), _handle(NULL), _thread_id(0) 
{ 
 _handle = CreateThread ( 
       0, // Security attributes 
            0, // Stack size 
            ThreadEntry,  
            pActive, 
            CREATE_SUSPENDED,  
            &_thread_id); 
 
} 
 
void WindowsThread::resume () 
{ 
  ResumeThread (_handle); 
} 
*************************************************** 
// file /hal_rtems/rtemsthread.cpp 
// Only Compiled for RTEMS build 
#include <rtems.h> 
#include "multithread.h" //note that .. is in search path 
 
class RtemsThread : public MultiThread { 
  //.. RtemsThread implementation 
  void resume (); 
  ... 
}; 
 
// MultiThread class function Abstract Class Abstract Factory 
// declared in multithread.h 
MultiThread* MultiThread::create (ActiveObject* pActive) 
{ 
  return new RtemsThread(pActive); 
} 
 
// RtemsThread function definitions 
RtemsThread::RtemsThread (ActiveObject* pActive) 
 :MultiThread (pActive), _pActive(pActive) 
{ 
  rtems_status_code status;  
  Task_name = rtems_build_name( 'T', 'A', '4', ' ' ); 
   
  status = rtems_task_create(Task_name, 10, 
           RTEMS_MINIMUM_STACK_SIZE * 10, RTEMS_DEFAULT_MODES, 
           RTEMS_DEFAULT_ATTRIBUTES, &Task_id ); 
 
} 
 
void RtemsThread::resume () 
{ 
  rtems_status_code status;  
 
  status = rtems_task_start( Task_id, thread_task, 
           (rtems_task_argument)_pActive ); 
 
} 
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The abstract class factory is implemented by defining the function 
‘MultiThread::create’  in both ‘windowsthread.cpp’  and ‘rtemsthread.cpp’ . Only one 
of these modules, however, is compiled, depending upon the target. The file 
‘windowsthread.cpp’  is compiled when building a windows target, and likewise, the 
‘rtemsthread.cpp’  is compiled when building for RTEMS. Additional operating 
systems can be targeted by simply defining a subclass of MultiThread, and defining 
the ‘MultiThread::create’  function within the new subclass source module. For 
example, creating a MacThread subclass would be performed by defining class 
MacThread in a module with ‘MultiThread::create’ . For example: 

// file /hal_mac/macthread.cpp 
#include "multithread.h"  
class MacThread : public MultiThread { 
  public: 
  MacThread (ActiveObject* pActive); 
  void resume (); 
  // Mac specific code 
}; 
 
// MultiThread class function Abstract Class Abstract Factory 
// declared in multithread.h 
MultiThread* MultiThread::create (ActiveObject* pActive) 
{ 
  return new MacThread (pActive); 
} 
 
//.. remainder of MacThread function definitions 

The ActiveObject class creates the appropriate type of MultiThread subclass by 
calling the ‘MultiThread::create’  method. 

//in file activeobject.h 
class ActiveObject  
{ 
  public: 
  ActiveObject (); 
  // …other code 
  private: 
  MultiThread *_pThread; 
}; 
 
*************************** 
// in file activeobject.cpp 
ActiveObject::ActiveObject() 
      : _started(false), _terminate(false), 
_pThread(MultiThread::create (this))  
{ 
} 

The Abstract Class Abstract Factory pattern was also used for creating event objects, 
as shown in Figure 9, whereby the class definition of the Event class was placed in a 
single header file and the ‘Event::create’  function was subsequently defined in each 
subclass module.  
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Event

Wait()
Release()
create()

WindowsEvent

_handle : HANDLE = NULL

Wait()
Release()

(from hal_windows)

RtemsEvent

_task_id : rtems_id
_initialised : bool = false

Wait()
Release()

(from hal_rtems) MacEvent

Wait()
Release()

(from hal_mac)

 
Figure 9 Abstract event class factory 

Implementing multiple threads within common code is accomplished by deriving a 
class from the ActiveObject abstract class, shown in Figure 8 on page 43, and 
overloading the ‘run’  function.  

For example, consider the following code: 

// in file main.cpp 
class TestThread:public ActiveObject 
{ 
  public: 
  TestThread (): _purge(false), pEvent(Event::create()){} 
  ~TestThread (){_purge = true; Go(); Sleep (100); kill();  
  delete pEvent;} 
 
  void Go(){pEvent->Release();} 
 
  private: 
  void run (); 
  Event* pEvent; 
  volatile bool _purge; 
 
}; 

The class TestThread is a type of ActiveObject that contains an Event object. The 
event is created within the constructor of the TestThread. 

  TestThread (): _purge(false), pEvent(Event::create()){} 

The type of event is determined within the ‘Event::create’  function and as such is 
hidden from the common class that is using the Event. The ‘run’  function definition 
of the TestThread class is as follows: 

void TestThread::run() 
{ 
  while (!Terminated() && !_purge) 
  { 
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    if (pEvent->Wait(5000)) 
    { 
      if (!_purge) 
      { 
        printf("TestThread: Event received\r\n"); 
      } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      printf("TestThread: Event not received\r\n"); 
    } 
  } 
} 
 

The ‘run’  function will wait 5000 milliseconds for an event, and if received, prints 
‘TestThread: Event received’ , otherwise it prints ‘TestThread: event not received’ . 
This sequence continues indefinitely until the function ‘Terminated’  returns true or 
the ‘_purge’  attribute becomes true. 

while (!Terminated() && !_purge) 
 

The ‘run’  function is called within the context of the MultiThread class, and 
consequently, is not called directly by the user class. On the contrary, the ‘start’  
function, defined within the ActiveObject class, calls the ‘resume’  function in the 
MultiThread object, which in turn calls the virtual ‘run’  method of the ActiveObject 
that created it. 

// in file activeobject.cpp 
void ActiveObject::start () 
{ 
  if (!_started) 
  { 
    // spawned thread calls run on this ActiveObject 
    _pThread->resume();  
    _started = true; 

This is completely hidden from the subclasses of the Active Object; an example 
program using the Active Object and Event classes is as follows: 

// in file main.cpp 
int main() 
{ 
  printf("Testing threads\r\n"); 
 
  TestThread* t = new TestThread; 
 
  // start is actually defined in ActiveObject 
  t->start(); 
 
  // Only the first 4 iterations of the loop will pass 
  // The final iteration will fail because the event  
  // will not be received in time 
  for (unsigned i = 0; i < 6; i++) 
  { 
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    Sleep (1000 * i); 
    t->Go(); 
  } 
 
  delete t; 
  return 0; 
} 

The program, listed at page 48, was built for both the Windows and the embedded 
target. To build the program for the Windows platform, the files ‘activeobject.cpp’ , 
‘hal_windows/windowsthread.cpp’ , and ‘hal_windows/windowsevent.cpp’  were 
compiled and linked to the main source program. For the embedded target, however, 
the files ‘hal_rtems/rtemsthread.cpp’  and ‘hal_rtems/rtemsevent.cpp’  were compiled 
and linked instead of the files from the ‘hal_windows’  directory. The structure is 
listed as follows: 

Windows target source files 
main.cpp 
activeobject.cpp 
hal_windows/windowsthread.cpp 
hal_windows/windowsevent.cpp  
 
 
Embedded target source files 
main.cpp 
activeobject.cpp 
hal_rtems/rtemsthread.cpp  
hal_rtems/rtemsevent.cpp  

Having built and tested the multiple threading architecture, a task to communicate 
between the Patch editor and the Smart Controller engine was designed. 

3.4.4 Patch editor to engine intercommunication 
In Algorithmic Composer, communication between the graphical user interface and 
the program engine was accomplished through a set of C function calls (Fraietta 
1998a, p. 31). This was possible because both the patch editor and the engine were 
on the same machine— the engine was simply a library loaded by the patch editor. 
Additionally, if messages to a ‘trigger’  or ‘display’  object were ready within the 
engine, the engine would notify the patch editor that a message was ready by posting 
a message to the patch editor through the Windows Message Queue. When the thread 
within the patch editor received the message, it would then make the appropriate 
function call to the engine to retrieve the message and then update the patch editor 
display. 

Within the Smart Controller paradigm— that is, when not working in simulation 
mode— it is not possible to function in this way because the patch editor and the 
smart controller engine are on completely different machines. There may not even be 
a patch editor during a performance because the Smart Controller is a stand-alone 
unit. An alternative solution is to communicate between patch editor and engine 
through a serial protocol based upon two character buffers— one each for the 
transmit and receive parameters. Within the simulator, this could operate as a single 
function call from the patch editor to the engine; by contrast, the engine function 
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could exist within the context of an individual task within the embedded device that 
waits for messages from the patch editor.  

The protocol for communications between the patch editor and engine interface was 
based loosely on the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model (Lemieux 2000), 
which is based on client-server layering (Nix 1999). Each layer has specific 
responsibilities within the protocol, providing services to upper layers or obtaining 
services from lower layers. Each layer decodes information that has been encoded 
from an identical layer on the other entity with which it is communicating, or vice 
versa. For example, MIDI is a multi-layered communications protocol that defines 
how digital musical instruments communicate with one another (Pressing 1992, p. 
86–121). In order to explain the principle of a layered protocol, an example of a 
MIDI keyboard playing a note on an external sound module will be explained in 
terms of each layer. 

When a note is pressed on the keyboard, it occurs within the topmost or application 
layer. The final result will be played on the identical layer on the sound module, 
which will result in the corresponding note being generated. So that the keyboard can 
send the information, the note information is encoded by a lower layer in order to 
communicate that a note must be played, the required MIDI channel, the pitch of the 
note to play, and the intensity at which the note is to be played. These parameters are 
passed to a lower layer that encodes the information into three bytes of information. 
The first byte contains the type of message and the MIDI channel, which together are 
known as the ‘status byte’ . The second byte encodes the pitch as a ‘note number’ . 
The third byte defines the intensity or ‘velocity’  of the note. This information is then 
passed to a lower layer that encodes the three bytes through a universal asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (hereafter UART) into an asynchronous data stream that 
transmits at a rate of 31.25 Kilobaud, with one start bit and one stop bit, transmitting 
the least significant bit first. This is then passed down to the physical layer which 
encodes the data as a five milliampere current loop on pins four and five of a DIN5 
female plug. Additionally, a logical zero of the data corresponds to current on while 
a logical one corresponds to current off.  

The information passes through a MIDI cable to the sound module and the electrical 
current is detected through an optoisolator from pins four and five. The electrical 
signals are passed up to the UART, which removes the start and stop bits. Each byte 
is then passed up to the MIDI decoder within the sound module and in turn 
processed. The three bytes are decoded and passed up to the sound generating layer, 
which generates the required sound. 

From this example, it is clear that by using a layered approach, the message passes 
from the application layer down to the physical layer from the transmitter, and then 
up from the physical layer to the application on the receiver. Layers are not 
concerned with how the information is processed by the layers above and below. On 
the contrary, encoding and decoding takes place layer by layer, being encoded from 
the upper layers down to the lower layers, and then decoded from the lower layers 
back up to the higher layers. Each layer has specific rules that must be adhered to for 
a successful information exchange to take place. 
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Using the layered approach, the implementation of device drivers within the lower 
layers could be performed at a later time (Mittag 1996) in order to accommodate 
different transmission interfaces and network protocols such as MIDI, TCP/IP, 
RS232, and modems. This enabled development of the higher layers without concern 
for the lower layers. The top three layers were implemented first: application layer, 
presentation layer, and session layer. The patch editor and engine were separated into 
two logical packages named Question and Answer respectively. Instead of using the 
traditional approach of implementing each layer as a separate task, the layers were 
developed as device drivers (Schwaderer 1999), which allowed simpler transmission 
of information between layers as communication is performed within the same task 
context. 

3.4.4.1 Modification of attribute access 
Within Algorithmic Composer, object attributes were accessed via an interface 
module that specified every object type and possible function, thus allowing the user 
interface to call the required function for a particular object type. This resulted in a 
multitude of publicly defined C function calls: one for each attribute set and read for 
every BaseShell39 sub-class.  

For example, to change the ‘upper limit’  parameter of a ‘counter’  object, the user 
interface would call: 

CounterSetUpperLimit(P_BASESHELL dwpCount, int Value); 

To set the ‘lower limit’ , the user interface would call: 

CounterSetLowerLimit(P_BASESHELL dwpCount, int Value); 

Additionally, every time an object or object function was added in Algorithmic 
Composer, at least seven modules required editing with a multitude of changes. The 
object access implementation for the Smart Controller was modified so as to use only 
one function call per type for the entire ‘BaseShell’  sub-set, using an index for the 
attribute for the specific class. The method is almost identical to the ‘BaseShell Inlet 
Function’  with the ‘inlet number’  as a parameter (Fraietta 1998a, p. 12–15). The new 
call would be made as follows: 

BaseShellSetIntAttribute (P_BASESHELL dwpBase, unsigned 
function_index, int value) 
 

The function index is an enumeration within the class module, and would then be 
used within the function call to define which target function is required. For example, 
the two previous examples would be as follows: 

BaseShellSetIntAttribute (dwpBase, Counter::eUpperLimit, 
value); 

                                                 

39 The BaseShell is the abstract class from which all the building objects are derived. Classes such as “ metro”  and “ counter”  are 
all derived from the BaseShell class (Fraietta 1998a, p. 7). 
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BaseShellSetIntAttribute (dwpBase, Counter::eLowerLimit, 
value); 

Considering that a Counter object has five attribute values and five reset attribute 
values, twenty functions are replaced by four just for the Counter object type.40 The 
same method was also used for string and floating-point values.  

Although using this method reduced the number of functions required, making code 
maintenance much simpler, the interface with the Patch Editor still required 
knowledge of the data type being read or set— the user interface needed to know 
whether the attribute was an integer, float, or string type. Consider the Sequencer41 
object class, which has the attributes and types defined in Table 3. 

Attribute Data Type 

Play integer 

Filename string 

Tempo float 

Flush integer 

Table 3 Sequencer attributes 

There are three different data types, and so objects like the Sequencer would require 
three ‘get’  and ‘set’  functions for each attribute and reset attribute. Reading all the 
values, therefore, would require a function calling progression similar to the 
following in order to read all the values: 

for (unsigned i = 0; i < pBase->GetNumAccess (); i++) 
{ 
  int obj_value = 0; 
  // first display the name of the attribute 
  cout<<"Access "<<(int)i<<": "<<pBase->GetAccessName (i); 
   
// now read the attribute values 
// first see if it is an integer 
  if (pBase->GetIntAttribute (i, &obj_value)) 
  { 
    cout<<" :"<<obj_value<<endl; 
  } 
  else // this attribute is not an integer type 
  { // lets try a string type  
    char buff [80]; 
    if (pBase->GetStringAttribute (i, buff, 80)) 
    { 
      cout<<" :"<<buff<<endl; 
    } 
    else // it is not a string type 

                                                 

40 Each attribute and reset attribute has get and set methods.  
41 The Sequencer object plays MIDI sequences. 
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    { // lets try a floating point type  
      double d_val = 0; 
      if (pBase->GetDoubleAttribute (i, &d_val)) 
      { 
        cout <<" :"<<d_val<<endl; 
      } 
      else 
      { // well it’s none of those so it must be a tick type 
        cout<<" : Tick"<<endl; 
      } 
    } 
  } 
}   

Apart from the problem that the data type had to be determined, there was another 
less obvious problem. The patch editor and the engine may not co-exist on the same 
machine and communication had to be possible through a serial line, which in turn 
was a character buffer. Machine dependencies, such as endian differences (Brown 
and Barr 2002), data sizes, and inter-language differences, could be problematic 
between a Macintosh patch editor communicating with an Intel Smart Controller. For 
example, the Intel byte order, and therefore the Windows and the pc386 
implementation, of the integer 127 is: 

000000FF. 

The Macintosh byte order, however, is: 

FF000000 

Although it is possible to use a simple swap-endian function, it was far simpler to 
implement the attributes as character strings. The integer 127 could be converted to 
and from  

‘1’, ‘2’, ‘7’, ‘\0’ 

using the ANSI standard “ sprintf”  and “ atoi”  (Kernighan and Ritchie 1988) 
functions, without having to consider the target platform. The attribute would 
therefore be returned as a character string. The previous example of the Sequencer 
could be reduced to the following: 

for (unsigned i = 0; i < pBase->GetNumAccess (); i++) 
{ 
  // first display the name of the attribute 
  cout<<"Access "<<(int)i<<": "<<pBase->GetAccessName (i); 
 
  char buff [80]; 
  
  if (pBase->GetAttribute (i, buff, sizeof(buff))) 
  { 
    cout<<" :"<<buff<<endl; 
  } 
     
} 
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The most notable change is that there is no need to test for each data type. 
Furthermore, the data type is irrelevant when displayed in the user interface as it 
would eventually become text anyway. Implementing the modified access changes 
was accomplished by creating virtual functions within the BaseShell class that copy 
the contents of a character buffer to or from the attribute.  

class BaseShell : public Identity 
{ 
  public: 
  … other functions within class 
 
  // the number of access functions will be overridden within 
  // subclass 
  virtual unsigned GetNumAccess ()const {return 0;} 
   
  // define the set and set access functions 
  virtual bool SetAttribute (unsigned index, const char* 
value) 
  {return false;} 
 
  virtual bool GetAttribute (unsigned index, char* ret_value,  
  unsigned buff_len)const {return false;} 
 
  virtual const char* GetAccessName (unsigned index)const  
  {return NULL;} 
 
 // now do the same for reset attributes 
  virtual unsigned GetNumResetAccess ()const {return 0;} 
   
  // define the set and set access functions 
  virtual bool SetResetAttribute (unsigned index,  
  const char* value) {return false;} 
 
  virtual bool GetResetAttribute (unsigned index,  
  char* ret_value, unsigned buff_len)const {return false;} 
 
  virtual const char* GetResetAccessName (unsigned index)const  
  {return NULL;} 
}; 

Each sub class overrides the required functions. For example, the sequencer class has 
the following inside its declaration: 

class Sequencer: public BaseShell, TickCallback 
{ 
  … 
  
  static const unsigned NumAccess; 
  static const unsigned NumResetAccess; 
 
  unsigned GetNumAccess ()const {return NumAccess;} 
  const char* GetAccessName (unsigned index)const; 
   
  bool SetAttribute (unsigned index, const char* value); 
  bool GetAttribute (unsigned index, char* ret_value,  
  unsigned buf_size)const; 
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  unsigned GetNumResetAccess ()const {return NumResetAccess;} 
  const char* GetResetAccessName (unsigned index)const; 
 
  bool SetResetAttribute (unsigned index, const char* value); 
  bool GetResetAttribute (unsigned index, char* ret_value,  
  unsigned buf_size) const; 
  ...   
}; 
 

All of the access functions are overridden within the subclass. The single method of 
implementation is effected by using a common function signature for all get 
functions and an identical function signature for set functions. For example: 

typedef bool (Sequencer::*pGetFunc)(char* ret, unsigned 
ret_size) const; 
typedef bool (Sequencer::*pSetFunc)(const char* new_value); 
 

In the cited example, ‘pGetFunc’  is a pointer to a Sequencer function that takes a 
character pointer and an unsigned integer as function parameters, and returns a 
Boolean. Similarly, ‘pSetFunc’  is a pointer to a Sequencer function that takes a 
pointer to a constant character buffer, returning a Boolean. A structure type can then 
be declared that contains the name of the function and pointers to the get and set 
functions. These pointers can then be assigned to functions that match the signature. 
For example: 

// all pGetFunc type functions have identical signature 
bool Play (char* ret, unsigned ret_size) const; 
bool Filename (char* ret, unsigned ret_size) const; 
bool Tempo (char* ret, unsigned ret_size) const; 
bool Flush (char* ret, unsigned ret_size) const; 
bool ResetFilename (char* ret, unsigned ret_size) const; 
bool ResetTempo (char* ret, unsigned ret_size) const; 
 
// all pSetFunc type functions have identical signature 
bool Play (const char* new_val); 
bool Filename (const char* new_val); 
bool Tempo (const char* new_val); 
bool Flush (const char* new_val); 
bool ResetFilename (const char* new_val); 
bool ResetTempo (const char* new_val); 

The structure is then created, containing the name of the function in text, a 
‘pGetFunc’ , and a ‘pSetFunc’ . For example: 

 typedef struct 
 { 
   const char* access_name; 
   pGetFunc get_func; 
   pSetFunc set_func; 
 } str_access; 
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By creating an array of str_access with the number of elements being the number of 
access functions, the name, get, and set functions can be accessed using the same 
index. Additionally, enumerating the names of the functions makes the code type-
safe in that the array is not defined with a literal constant, but rather an enumerated 
value. For example, in the class declaration: 

// enumerate number of attributes 
enum {ePlay, eFilename, eTempo, eFlush, eMaxAttribute}; 
enum {eResetFilename, eResetTempo, eMaxResetAttribute}; 
  
// define  
static const str_access aAccess[eMaxAttribute];  
static const str_access aResetAccess[eMaxResetAttribute]; 
  

The static member ‘aAccess’  is an array of four str_access objects. The arrays are 
defined in the class module body as follows: 

const unsigned Sequencer::NumAccess = 
Sequencer::eMaxAttribute; 
 
const Sequencer::str_access Sequencer::aAccess[NumAccess] = 
{ 
  {"Play", &Sequencer::Play, &Sequencer::Play}, 
  {"Filename", &Sequencer::Filename, &Sequencer::Filename}, 
  {"Tempo", &Sequencer::Tempo, &Sequencer::Tempo}, 
  {"Flush", &Sequencer::Flush, &Sequencer::Flush}, 
}; 
 

The function GetAccessName, cited on page 53, is defined in the Sequencer class: 

const char* Sequencer::GetAccessName (unsigned index)const 
{ 
  const char* ret = NULL; 
 
  if (index < NumAccess) 
    { 
      ret = aAccess[index].access_name; 
    } 
  return ret; 
} 

When the function is called, the virtual function within the sequencer object is called 
with the index as the parameter. If the index is less than the number of elements in 
the ‘aAccess’  array, a pointer to the ‘access_name’  member of str_access element at 
the index of ‘aAccess’  is returned. Similarly, in the case of the ‘GetAttribute’  
function: 

bool Sequencer::GetAttribute (unsigned index, char* ret_value, 
unsigned ret_size) const 
{ 
  bool ret = false; 
 
  if (index < NumAccess && aAccess [index].get_func) 
    { 
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      ret = (this->*aAccess [index].get_func) (ret_value, 
      ret_size); 
    } 
 
  return ret; 
} 

If the index is less than the number of elements in ‘aAccess’ , the ‘get_func’  member, 
which is a function pointer, of str_access element at the index of ‘aAccess’  is called 
with the parameters ‘ret_value’  and ‘ret_size’ . The ‘get_func’  member is a function 
pointer of type ‘pGetFunc’ . If, for example, index was zero, ‘aAccess 
[index].get_func’  would be pointing to ‘Sequencer::Play’ . The Play ‘get’  function is 
defined as follows: 

bool Sequencer::Play (char* ret, unsigned ret_size) const 
{ 
  return SMUtility::IntToStr (IsPlaying()? 1: 0, ret, 
ret_size); 
} 

The function ‘SMUtility::IntToStr’  simply converts an integer to a string, copying 
the contents into the character buffer ret. In the example, if the sequencer was 
playing, the ret buffer would have a null-terminated ‘1’  copied into it, otherwise a 
null-terminated ‘0’  would be copied into it. If ‘GetAttribute’  was called with an 
index of one, ‘aAccess [index].get_func’  would be pointing to 
‘Sequencer::Filename’ , which is defined: 

bool Sequencer::Filename (char* ret, unsigned ret_size) const 
{ 
 return SMUtility::StrToStr (sMidiFileName.c_str(), ret, 
 ret_size); 
} 

This function effectively copies the ‘sMidiFilename’  string into the ret buffer. 

The ‘reset get’ , ‘set’ , and ‘reset set’  functions were all effected using a similar 
method. The greatest advantage of the modification was that the user interface did 
not require knowledge of the names of the attributes, the number of attributes each 
object had, or the data type. This effectively meant the graphical display could be 
implemented with a single display window for all the object types. Additionally, as 
the software progresses in sophistication, adding new classes will be a trivial task, 
and will not affect the graphical display. 

3.4.4.2 Application layer 
The application layer is separated into distinct classes for each type of 
communication required. For example, when asking a question about the Identity 
class, such as reading the default attribute value of an object, communication takes 
place between the IdentityQuestion (A) and IdentityAnswer (B) classes through the 
presentation layer (C and D), as shown in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10 Identity Application Layer classes 

So that communication can take place, the address of the PresentationQuestion (C) is 
passed as a parameter to the IdentityQuestion. Additionally, in order to access the 
required object, a key of type P_IDENTITY42 is passed as a parameter to the 
IdentityQuestion class and converted to an Identity object inside the IdentityAnswer 
class. All functions within the IdentityQuestion have the PresentationQuestion and 
the P_IDENTITY as formal parameters. 

bool IdentityQuestion::GetDefaultAttribute 
(PresentationQuestion* pQuestion, P_IDENTITY objKey, char* 
ret_value, unsigned buf_len) 

Figure 11 displays five Identity entities: three BaseShell objects and two Connector 
objects, each object referenced using a different key. 

                                                 

42 The P_IDENTITY is a type definition or an alias of an unsigned long, which can be easily translated to an integer or a pointer 
but provides type-safe compilation and linkage (Lippman and Lajoie 1998, p. 445). 
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Figure 11 Displayed Objects 

The application layer has no knowledge of how data will be transmitted inside the 
presentation layer; therefore, the IdentityQuestion inserts all its parameters to a 
character buffer before passing them to the PresentationQuestion. This buffer is 
decoded at the IdentityAnswer, with the answer returned in a character buffer, which 
is decoded into the required types in the IdentityQuestion. Figure 12 displays the 
process through the application layer. 

 
Figure 12 Reading the attribute of an Identity 
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The formal parameter ‘pQuestion’  is a pointer to a PresentationQuestion, which is 
called with the target class as a formal parameter— in this case 
‘PresentationAnswer::eIdentity’ — indicating that the target application layer class is 
an IdentityAnswer. 

bool IdentityQuestion::GetDefaultAttribute 
(PresentationQuestion* pQuestion, P_IDENTITY objKey, char* 
ret_value, unsigned buf_len) 
{ 
...// encode question – shown on page 60 
// Tell presentation that this is for an Identity 
success = pQuestion->AskQuestion 
(PresentationAnswer::eIdentity, question, question_size, 
answer, buf_len); 
 
delete[] question; 
return success; 
} 

The application layer is encoded as shown in the following code fragment: 

bool IdentityQuestion::GetDefaultAttribute 
(PresentationQuestion* pQuestion, P_IDENTITY objKey, char* 
ret_value, unsigned buf_len) 
{ 
bool success; 
 
// define how large the question buffer has to be 
const unsigned question_size = SMUtility::TargetFuncBufSize() 
// Target Function index + sizeof (P_IDENTITY); // 
pIdentity 
  
// create the question buffer 
BYTE* question = new BYTE [question_size]; 
BYTE* cursor = question; 
 
// create a buffer for the answer to be returned 
BYTE* answer  = (BYTE*) ret_value;  
 
 
// encode the index of the identity 
// function into question 
cursor = SMUtility::TargetFuncToBuf 
(IdentityAnswer::eGetDefaultAttribute, cursor); 
 
// encode the identity into the question 
cursor = objKey.toBuf(cursor); 
 
//get the answer from the presentation layer 
... 

The required function to call in the targeted IdentityAnswer class is defined by using 
an index array of function pointers. This is shown by the line 

// fill question 
cursor = SMUtility::TargetFuncToBuf 
(IdentityAnswer::eGetDefaultAttribute, cursor); 
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where ‘IdentityAnswer::eGetDefaultAttribute’  is an enumeration that defines which 
function to call in the IdentityAnswer class. Within that class, this is defined: 

typedef enum {eGetName, eGetComment, eGetType, eGetModified, 
eSetName, eSetComment, eGetDefaultAttribute, 
eSetDefaultAttribute, eCanSave, eGetParent, eSetParent, 
eMaxFuncIndex} TartgetFunc; 

All the target functions in the IdentityAnswer class have identical function signatures: 
they take two character buffers and an integer as formal parameters, returning an 
integer, as shown in Figure 13.  

typedef unsigned (*pfunctype) (const BYTE*, BYTE*, unsigned); 
 

 
Figure 13 IdentityAnswer functions 

Pointers to all these functions are stored in an array.  

IdentityAnswer::pFunctype[eMaxFuncIndex] = {GetName, 
GetComment, GetType, GetModified, SetName, SetComment, 
GetDefaultAttribute, SetDefaultAttribute, CanSave, GetParent, 
SetParent}; 
 

The correct function is called by the function ‘PerformOperation’ , which was called 
by the PresentationAnswer. 

unsigned IdentityAnswer::PerformOperation (const BYTE* 
question, BYTE* answer, unsigned answer_size) 
{ 
  unsigned ret_bytes = 0; 
 
  // deal with the question 
  const BYTE* q_cursor = question; 
   
  unsigned func_index =(unsigned) 
        SMUtility::BufToTargetFunc(&q_cursor); 
 
  if (func_index < eMaxFuncIndex) 
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  { 
    ret_bytes += (pFunc[func_index])  
                 (q_cursor, answer, answer_size); 
  } 
 
return ret_bytes; 
} 

The required function, which was encoded in the IdentityQuestion on page 60 as 
‘IdentityAnswer::eGetDefaultAttribute’ , is decoded through the statement 

unsigned func_index =(unsigned) 
   SMUtility::BufToTargetFunc(&q_cursor); 

calling the correct function as follows: 

if (func_index < eMaxFuncIndex) 
{ 
  ret_bytes += (pFunc[func_index])  
               (q_cursor, answer, 
                answer_size); 
} 

The resultant call in the IdentityAnswer is 

unsigned IdentityAnswer::GetDefaultAttribute (const BYTE* 
question, BYTE* answer, unsigned answer_size) 
{ 
  unsigned ret_bytes = 0; 
  const BYTE* cursor = question; 
   
  Identity* pIdentity = GetIdentity (&cursor); 
  if (pIdentity) 
  { 
    if (pIdentity->GetDefaultAttribute ((char*)answer, 
     answer_size)) 
    { 
      ret_bytes = strlen ((const char*)answer) + 1; 
    } 
  } 
  return ret_bytes; 
} 
 

By comparing this function ‘IdentityAnswer::GetDefaultAttribute’ , with the function 
‘IdentityQuestion::GetDefaultAttribute’ , shown on page 60, it is clear that the 
encoding and decoding of the values from the two functions are complementary.  
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Figure 14: Application Layer Classes 

Application layer classes were also created for BaseShell, Connector, Patch, File, 
Event, and View classes as shown in Figure 14, with the question classes shown on 
the left and the answer classes on the right. 

3.4.4.3 Presentation layer 
The presentation layer is immediately below the application layer in the OSI stack 
and does not require any knowledge of the implementation of the lower layers. The 
patch editor presentation layer only needs to know that there is a session layer below 
it to transfer data to. In the same way, the presentation layer in the engine receives 
and responds to messages from the session layer below it, without knowing how it 
will pass the message back to the patch editor. The application layer Question and 
Answer communicate through the classes Presentation Question and Presentation 
Answer. The patch editor creates an instance of a Question package, which creates an 
instance of Presentation Question. The Presentation Question also instantiates the 
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session layer when it is created, instantiating any lower-level layers if required. This 
is achieved by passing a parameter when instantiating the question package.43 

Querying the engine from the patch editor is accomplished by calling the specific 
class function within the appropriate Question class. For example, if the patch editor 
were to query an Identity attribute, it would make the call to the IdentityQuestion 
class, shown in Figure 15. The IdentityQuestion first adds its own parameters, 
encodes or packs all the parameters, and passes them to the PresentationQuestion, as 
described on page 60.  

 
Figure 15: Reading an attribute from an Identity 

The PresentationQuestion passes the parameters to the Presentation Answer through 
the session layer, decodes the parameters that determine the target Answer class—
which in this case is IdentityAnswer— which then decodes the remaining parameters 
and calls the Identity function. The parameter value is returned through the lower 
layers to the IdentityQuestion, and then up through the higher layers to the calling 
function. The targeted application layer class functions contain an identical function 
signature, with pointers stored in an array of function pointers, similar to the method 
used in the application layer classes, as shown in Figure 16.  

                                                 

43  Creation of lower layers is detailed within the session layer explanation on page 67. 
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Figure 16 PresentationAnswer to application answer class association 

The index passed to the presentation layer by the application layer is encoded in the 
PresentationQuestion,  

bool PresentationQuestion::AskQuestion (unsigned target_class, 
const BYTE* question, unsigned q_size, BYTE* ret_answer, 
unsigned r_size) 
{ 
... 
  cursor = SMUtility::TargetClassToBuf (target_class, cursor); 

and then decoded by the PresentationAnswer.  

unsigned PresentationAnswer::GetAnswer (const BYTE* question, 
BYTE* ret_answer, unsigned r_size) 
{ 
  ... 
  unsigned target_class_index =  
           SMUtility::BufToTargetClass (&q_cursor); 
  ... 
  
  if (pFunc[target_class_index]) 
  { 
    app_bytes = (pFunc[target_class_index]) 
                (q_cursor, a_cursor, return_bytes); 
  } 

The presentation layers communicate using only character buffers; therefore, a 
protocol was created so that Question and Answer could operate intelligibly. The 
transmitted buffer contains information that is wrapped around the application layer 
buffer, as shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Presentation Question buffer 

The function of each of the bytes is as follows: 

1. the receive buffer size, which is a sixteen bit integer indicating the maximum 
number of bytes that can be returned; 

2. a sequence number that is returned with the answer in order to determine the 
question that a returned answer relates to; 

3. the application target class, such as BaseShell or Identity; 

4. application question parameters, which is the series of bytes encoded by the 
question class; 

5. a four-byte cyclic redundancy check (hereafter CRC) value used to determine 
the fidelity of the question. The answer routine will compare this value to the 
CRC calculated on the previous portion of the buffer. 

The session layer is passed the parameters at the statement 

if (snLayer->AskQuestion (app_question, question_size, 
app_answer, answer_size)) 

at which point the PresentationQuestion decodes the information returned within the 
parameter ‘app_answer’ . The return buffer is shown in Figure 18. 

 
Figure 18: Presentation Answer buffer 

The receive buffer returns information in the following order: 

1. sequence number, which is identical to the number provided by the question 

2. event waiting, which is a single-byte flag to indicate that a message, such as 
display, error, or trigger is available 

3. receive buffer size, which is a sixteen bit integer indicating the numbers of 
characters contained in the remainder of the answer buffer 

4. application layer answer parameters, which are the series of bytes encoded by 
the application layer in the answer class 
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5. CRC, which is compared with the calculated CRC of the previous bytes in the 
return answer. 

All control field integers are transmitted as sixteen bits and are received with the 
low-order byte first,44 with conversion functions used within the presentation layer. 
For example, the hexadecimal number 6354H45 is transmitted as two bytes in the 
following order: 54 63. Object attribute message values, however, are returned as 
null terminated strings representing their value. For example, if the ‘upper limit’  
parameter of a Counter was 127, the value returned would be the characters ‘1’ , ‘2’ , 
‘7’ , and ‘\0’ . This allows for all attribute types to be returned, regardless of whether 
the attribute is a Tick46, Number, or String. The size of each buffer is passed to the 
session layer and onto the lower layers. 

Using this method, no other modifications are required within the presentation layer 
as methods are added to the application layer; which in turn allows the Smart 
Controller interface to grow in complexity with minimum changes to the presentation 
layer.47 

3.4.4.4 Session Layer 
The session layer determines how the communication is exchanged between 
presentation layers. The session layer has a question and answer class similar to the 
presentation layer; however, the abstract class Session Question has two sub-classes 
descended from it: Simulator Question and Streamed Question, which override the 
virtual method ‘AskQuestion’ , shown in Figure 19. The subclass type is determined 
when the presentation layer opens the session layer, displayed in Figure 20, using the 
“ Abstract Class Abstract Factory”  (Larman 2002, p. 527) pattern, described in detail 
on page 43, within the Session Question class.  

 

                                                 

44 A decision had to be made whether integers are transmitted in big or little endian. Although Intel has its data types as little 
endian, big endian is used for Motorola systems (Macintosh computers) and most serial transmission protocols. For further 
information see (Brown and Barr 2002). 
45 The values of these characters are insignificant outside the domain of this particular link layer. They were selected because 
the author had previously used these values when developing communication protocols.  
46 A Tick message is an empty message that has only one possible value. The Tick message is equivalent to a “ Bang”  in Max 
(Winkler 1998). 
47 This mechanism was later used outside the Smart Controller to develop the “ Intelligent File Format”  (IAF) for the Quikscribe 
digital transcription system. The IAF is a proprietary file format, developed by the author for Quikscribe, which embeds 
multiple data types into a single file. The resultant file can contain audio, images, and text at any point within the file. This 
demonstrates the suitability of this methodology for transmission and reception of multiple data formats within a single stream. 
This emphasises Schiemer’ s statement when he points out that research activities performed within creative arts projects can 
have commercial and industrial value both within and outside the immediate creative arts community (Schiemer in Burt 1999a, 
pp. 5-6). 
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Figure 19: Session Question 

 

current_engine : 
PresentationQuestion

 : PatchEditor

 : Session
Question

 : Simulator
Question

 : Streamed
Question

IF name = simulator THEN
  current_engine.snLayer = new SimulatorQuestion
ELSE
  current_engine.snLayer = new StreamedQuestion
ENDIF

name and 
speed

2: create(const char*, DWORD)

1: open(const char*, DWORD)

4: open(const char*, DWORD)
3: initialise( )

 
Figure 20: Session Layer instantiation 

The implementation of the lower layers is controlled by the subclass. The Simulator 
Question communicates directly with the Simulator Answer class. This is because the 
simulator engine actually resides within the same process as the patch editor, and so 
it is possible to communicate between patch editor and engine using a single function 
call (see Figure 21). The simulator is actually an engine that exists within the patch 
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editor’ s process, and so the Presentation Answer object is called within the context 
of the Presentation Question task. 

 
Figure 21: Communicating with the simulator 

The implementation of the SimulatorQuestion and SimulatorAnswer meant that a 
complete communication path had been created between the application layer 
question and answer classes. It was therefore possible to connect the graphical 
environment from Algorithmic Composer to the Smart Controller engine. After 
building the application, presentation, and session layers48 within both the Answer 
and Question packages, it was possible to implement the protocol in the patch editor 
and engine. 

3.4.4.5 Connection to graphical environment 
In order to implement the communications interface in the Smart Controller, a 
Presentation Question class object was instantiated using the simulator as its session 
layer. The Simulator Question passed parameters to a single function call within the 
engine library. The engine library’ s single entry point passed parameters up to the 
static Presentation Answer function, which in turn decoded the question message, 
passed it to the appropriate application layer class and retrieved the required value. 
This procedure enabled the patch editor to communicate through the interface 
protocol. 

Next, the C language function calls to the engine were replaced by calls to each 
application layer class. For example, creating a Patch in Algorithmic Composer was 
performed as follows: 

                                                 

48 StreamedQuestion and StreamedAnswer were not implemented to completion at this point because their implementation was 
dependant upon the LinkLayer below them. Their completion is described on page 82. 
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pPatch = PatchMakeNew(Name.c_str()); 

This was changed for the Smart Controller to be as follows: 

pPatch = PatchQuestion::MakeNew(GetCurrentEngine()49, 
Name.c_str()); 

The multiple function calls required to read the parameters of objects were replaced 
by a single function for each object type. Additionally, instead of requiring a 
different edit form for each type of object— for example Metro, Toggle, and Counter 
each required their own edit form, as shown in Figure 22— a single edit form was 
created for all objects, as shown in Figure 23. 

 
Figure 22 Counter Edit Form in Algorithmic Composer 

 

 

                                                 

49 The call to “ GetCurrentEngine”  returns the current PresentationQuestion associated with the patch editor, which in the 
original case was connected to the simulator. 
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Figure 23 BaseShell Edit Form encompassing all object types 

 

Within Algorithmic Composer, reading all the attributes of a counter was performed 
as follows: 

CountEdit-
>SetTextBuf(IntToStr(CounterGetCount(pObject)).c_str()); 
RCountEdit...50(CounterGetResetCount(pObject)).c_str()); 
StepEdit...(CounterGetStepSize(pObject)).c_str()); 
RStepEdit...(CounterGetResetStepSize(pObject)).c_str()); 
UpperEdit...(CounterGetUpperLimit(pObject)).c_str()); 
RUpperEdit...(CounterGetResetUpperLimit(pObject)).c_str()); 
LowerEdit...(CounterGetLowerLimit(pObject)).c_str()); 
RLowerEdit...(CounterGetResetLowerLimit(pObject)).c_str()); 
//set radio buttons 
DirectionGroup->ItemIndex = CounterGetDirection(pObject); 
ResetDirectionGroup->ItemIndex = 
CounterGetResetDirection(pObject); 
//set check boxes 
if (CounterGetBiDirectional(pObject)) 
  BidirectionalCheck->State = cbChecked; 
Else 
  BidirectionalCheck->State = cbUnchecked; 

                                                 

50 The complete call is identical to that shown in the function above. 
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if (CounterGetResetBiDirectional(pObject)) 
  RBidirectionalCheck->State = cbChecked; 
else 
  RBidirectionalCheck->State = cbUnchecked; 

This was replaced in the Smart Controller by two iterative loops: 

char buff [256]; 
unsigned num_attributes = BaseShellQuestion::GetNumAttributes 
         (GetCurrentEngine(), pObject); 
 
for (unsigned attribute_num = 0; i < num_attributes; i++) 
{ 
  BaseShellQuestion::GetAttribute(GetCurrentEngine(),  
                  pObject, attribute_num, buff, sizeof(buff)); 
  AttributeValue->SetTextBuf (buff); 
} 
 
num_attributes = BaseShellQuestion::GetNumResetAttributes 
                (GetCurrentEngine(), pObject); 
for (unsigned attribute_num = 0; i < num_attributes; i++) 
{ 
  BaseShellQuestion::GetResetAttribute(GetCurrentEngine(), 
                     pObject, attribute_num, 
buff,sizeof(buff)); 
  ResetAttributeValue->SetTextBuf (buff); 
} 

An advantage of using this mechanism was that new edit forms did not need to be 
designed when new object types were developed for the Smart Controller.  

Having connected a patch editor within a graphical environment to a Smart 
Controller engine running in the same process, communication between a patch 
editor and engine running on separate processors was developed. 

3.4.4.6 Patch editor to external engine communication 
When the patch editor is communicating with an engine external to its process, it 
communicates through the Streamed Question class, which communicates to the 
Streamed Answer calls through the lower layers. The Streamed Question sends the 
question through its lower layer and then reads the answer from the lower layer as a 
separate call, displayed in Figure 24. 

Communication from within the engine using the StreamedAnswer is different to the 
StreamedQuestion in the patch editor because the StreamedAnswer requires a 
separate task that waits for the question to arrive, displayed in Figure 25. This 
question is passed to the Presentation Answer, which returns with the answer to the 
Answer Task.  
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Figure 24: Streamed Question call to Link Layer 

LinkLayer
(from link_driver)

PresentationAnswer
GetAnswer()

<<Interface>>

AnswerTask

processQuestion()
startTask()

1+_presentation1

to engine

StreamedAnswer
GetQuestion()
SendAnswer()

1+_stream 1

to patch editor

1

+_lower_layer

1

lower layer

 
Figure 25: Streamed Answer 

The Answer Task starts and waits for Streamed Answer to return the question. 
Answer Task passes the question to Presentation Answer, which returns the answer. 
Answer Task then passes the answer to Streamed Answer, which in turn passes it to 
its lower layer. This sequence is repeated until the engine is reset. A diagram 
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displaying the relationship between the presentation and session layers is displayed 
in Figure 26.  

 

 

 
Figure 26 Presentation and session layer relationships 

3.4.4.7 Data link layer 
Communicating through a stream is different to communicating using a character 
buffer in a function call, particularly in determining the start and end of the stream. 
With the character buffer method, used in the Simulator Question, the start is easily 
determined as it is the first character in a buffer; with a serial stream, however, this is 
not so easily determined. The data link layer handles this particular part of the 
protocol. Unlike the presentation and session layers, which are different for the 
Question and Answer packages, the link layer is identical in both packages regardless 
of whether it is transmitting a question or an answer. It simply receives data from its 
session layer, encodes the data, and passes it down to a lower layer or vice versa. The 
link layer, shown in Figure 27, is also responsible for determining the start and end 
of logical transmit and receive buffers. In order to determine the beginning and end 
of any transmission fragment, the transmission buffers are framed with start and stop 
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bytes: ‘start of text’  (hereafter STX51) and ‘end of text’  (hereafter ETX), being 01H, 
03H respectively.52  

LinkProtocol
(from l ink)

LinkLayer

WriteBuffer()
ReadBuffer()
create()
reset()
flush()

1
+_encoder

1

encodes and decodes

CommStream
(from physical)

1+_stream 1

reads and writes data

 
Figure 27 Link layer 

When STX arrives, this signifies that the beginning of a buffer has arrived, and an 
ETX character signifies that the frame is complete. This ensures that the receiving 
link layer is synchronised with the sending link layer. The problem with this situation 
is that the characters 01H and 03H cannot be sent as part of a message because they 
would cause the link layer to go into a start or end of frame state. Consider a link 
layer receiving the following stream: 

01H 00H 02H 01H 50H 03H 

The first and last characters signify the start and end of a frame, i.e., the middle four 
characters are the actual data. When the fourth character arrives, however, the link 
layer must reset itself in order to synchronise itself with the transmitter. The problem 
is overcome by sending two characters packed together in place of the one character, 
and decoding the two characters into one upon receipt. To accomplish this, another 
control character, called ‘data link escape’  (hereafter DLE), is defined in order to 
signal the receiving link layer that the next character has been modified— the DLE 
character is assigned the code 10H. Characters with the same value as any of the 
control characters— which are STX, ETX, and DLE— are modified in the 
transmitting link layer by first sending the DLE character and then adding an offset 
value of 20H to the data character. The data is decoded in the receiving link layer by 
removing the DLE character and then subtracting this same offset from the next 
character. Therefore, to send the characters 01H, 03H, or 10H from the session layer, 
                                                 

51 The value for STX in the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), is actually 02H. See (Protopapas 
1988). The values in ASCII were originally used to control data communications between two or more teletypes that used text 
as the primary information change.  
52 Placing ‘H’  at the end of a number signifies a hexadecimal value. For example, 20H signifies hexadecimal 20, which 
evaluates to a decimal value of 32. 
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the Link Layer will send two characters in their place: 10H 21H, 10H 23H, and 10H 
30H. When the receiving Link Layer detects the character 10H, it will subtract the 
offset from the next character and pass it up to the higher layer. Consider the 
following stream of data going from a transmitting session layer to a receiving 
session layer: 

Transmitting session layer sends session data to link layer, with characters that clash 
with link layer control characters displayed in bold type: 

00 00 01 20 03 00 10 

The link layer adds framing bytes and encodes special characters: 

01 00 00 10 21 20 10 23 00 10 30 03 

Data passes through a lower layer and back up to the receiving link layer. 

The receiving link layer synchronises itself after receiving the 01H. When it sees the 
character 10H, it does not send that character to its session layer; rather, it subtracts 
20H from the next character and sends it. Consider the following, where characters in 
parentheses ( ) are not sent up to session layer, while characters in brackets [ ] are 
sent in place of previous characters:  

(01) 00 00 (10 21) [01] 20 (10 23) [03] 00 (10 30) [10] (03) 

The receiving session layer receives: 

00 00 01 20 03 00 10 

The link layer requires three services in order to operate correctly, as shown in 
Figure 28. Firstly, the link layer must provide services that receive raw data from a 
lower layer and notify its upper layer when the frame is complete. Secondly, the 
received characters must be stored within the link layer until the frame is complete. 
A buffer of characters must be returned to the upper layer when the frame is 
complete. This service is provided by the StaticVector class. Finally, it requires a 
driver in order to encode and decode character streams from both upper and lower 
layers. This functionality is provided by the ControlFilter class. All the services are 
provided to the external system through the LinkProtocol class. 
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ControlFilter
_control_chars : const BYTE*const = control_chars

Encode(c : BYTE*) : BYTE
Decode(c : BYTE*, running_dle : bool*) : bool
Valid() : bool

LinkProtocol
_running_dle : bool = false
_start_found : bool = false

EncodeData(source : const BYTE*, source_size : unsigned, target : BYTE*) : unsigned
DecodeData(source : const BYTE*, source_size : unsigned) : DecodeMessageType
reset() : void

1
-_filter

1

encoder

StaticVector
_buf : BYTE*& = buf
_max_size : unsigned = buf_size
_size : unsigned = 0

StaticVector()
size()
reset()
data()
push()
full()

1

+_rxq

1

its queue

DecodeMessageType

returns

enum{DECODE_SUCCESS, DECODE_
INCOMPLETE, BUFFER_FULL}

 
Figure 28 Link Protocol 

Encoding data is a simple process of determining whether a character is a control 
character, and if so, adding the required offset and inserting the DLE character. 
Consider the following function: 

inline BYTE ControlFilter::Encode (BYTE* c) const 
{ 
    for (unsigned i = 0; i < _buf_size; i++) 
      { 
        if (*c == _control_chars[i]) // requires Byte stuffing 
        { 
          *c += _dle_offset; 
          return _dle_char; 
        } 
      } 
   
    if (*c == _dle_char) 
    { 
      *c += _dle_offset; 
      return _dle_char; 
    } 
    return 0x00; 
 
} 
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If the character is in the array ‘_control_chars’  or DLE,53 the character is modified 
with the offset, and the DLE character is returned, otherwise, the character is not 
modified and the function returns zero. The LinkProtocol class encodes the buffer 
‘source’  into buffer ‘target’ , using parameter ‘_filter’  as its ControlFilter, framing 
the target buffer with STX and ETX and returning the size of the framed buffer.54 

unsigned LinkProtocol::EncodeData (const BYTE* source, 
unsigned source_size, BYTE* target) 
{ 
  unsigned ret = 1; // we start at the char after _stx 
  target[0] = _stx; 
 
  for (unsigned i = 0; i < source_size; i++) 
    { 
      BYTE tmp = source [i]; 
      BYTE dle_char = _filter.Encode(&tmp); 
      if (dle_char) 
        { 
          target [ret] = dle_char; 
          ret++; 
        } 
      target [ret] = tmp; 
      ret++; 
    } 
  target[ret] = _etx; 
  ret++; 
  return ret; 
} 
 

Decoding is a different matter in that the decision whether to modify a character is 
determined by the value of the previous character— whether it was a DLE character 
or not. This flag is stored as the running DLE. Also, if the current character is the 
DLE character, it is not a valid character in the context of the session layer. 
Additionally, in this case, the running DLE flag must be set. For example, the 
following function uses the current character and the running DLE flag as 
parameters. 

inline bool ControlFilter::Decode (BYTE* c, bool* running_dle) 
const 
{ 
  bool valid; 
  if (*running_dle) // the previous char was DLE  
  {                 // This char is encoded char 
    *c -= _dle_offset;  // convert this one –  
                        //subtract offset 
    *running_dle = false;// clear running DLE 
    valid =  true;       // *c is a valid char 
  } 
  else //! if (*running_dle) 

                                                 

53 In this implementation, variable “ _control_chars”  is a constant array and does not include the DLE character in its 
constructor. 
54 Buffer “ target”  is large enough to contain the encoded stream. 
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  {                     // is this the DLE char? 
    if (*c == _dle_char)// The char following this 
    {                          
                        // one will need converting 
      *running_dle = true; // set flag 
      valid = false;       // this is an invalid char 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      if (Encode(c))     // this is a DLE char that 
      {                  // requires filtering out 
        *running_dle = false;   // out of band char 
        valid = false; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
         valid = true;  // this is un-encoded in band  
      } // if (Encode(c)) 
    } // if (*c == _dle_char) 
  } // if (*running_dle) 
  return valid; 
}  
 

The function modifies, if required, the value of ‘c’ , the running DLE status, and 
returns ‘true’  if ‘c’  contains a valid character. The LinkProtocol class uses the decode 
function in the following code fragment: 

if (_filter.Decode(&tmp, &_running_dle)) // then is a valid 
char 
{ 
  _rxq.push(tmp); 
} 

The running DLE character is initialised when the start of frame is detected. 

DecodeMessageType LinkProtocol::DecodeData (const BYTE* 
source, unsigned source_size) 
{ 
  DecodeMessageType  ret = DECODE_INCOMPLETE; 
 
  //... other code 
 
  if (!_start_found) // we will have to wait for _stx 
  { 
    while (!_start_found && s_index < source_size) 
    { 
       if (source [s_index] == _stx) 
       { 
         reset(); 
         _start_found = true; 
         _running_dle = false; 
       } 
       s_index++; // we always have to go past the _stx 
     } 
   } 
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After implementing and testing the link layer, the physical layer was implemented. 

3.4.4.8 Physical layer 
The physical layer in the Smart Controller was first implemented using 
communications ports. Communication using the communications port was platform 
dependent, and so the “ Abstract Class Abstract Factory”  (Larman 2002, p. 527) 
pattern, described in detail on page 43, was used to interface to the appropriate 
device driver within each target platform. Figure 29 displays the super class 
CommStream using overloaded functions, such as ‘ReadBuffer’  and ‘WriteBuffer’ , 
for both Windows and RTEMS. 

CommPort

create()

CommStream

create()
Open()
Close()
GetPortName()
WriteBuffer()
ReadBuffer()
FlushBuffer()
CharsInBuffer()
read()

WindowsCommPort

_handle : HANDLE = NULL

WriteBuffer()
ReadBuffer()
FlushBuffer()
CharsInBuffer()
Open()
Close()
read()

(from hal_windows)
RtemsCommPort

_file : int = -1

Open()
Close()
WriteBuffer()
ReadBuffer()
FlushBuffer()
CharsInBuffer()
read()

(from hal_rtems)

 
Figure 29 CommStream classes 

After implementing the Windows version of CommStream, it was possible to connect 
the link and physical layers. 

3.4.4.9 Connecting link and physical layers 
The LinkLayer class is called by its session layer to perform a read using the function 
‘ReadBuffer’ , which does not return until an entire frame is read or the read 
transaction is cancelled by another thread. 
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DWORD LinkLayer::ReadBuffer (BYTE* lpBuf, DWORD dwToRead) 
{ 
  bool found = false; 
  _encoder->reset(); 
  DWORD bytes_read = 0; 
 
  // other code 
 
  if (found) 
  { 
    bytes_read = _encoder->decode_size(); 
    if (bytes_read <= dwToRead) 
    { 
      memcpy (lpBuf, _encoder->decode_data(), bytes_read); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      bytes_read = 0; 
    } 

If a successful frame is read, the decoded bytes are copied to ‘pBuf’  and the number 
of bytes is returned. Within the ‘ReadBuffer’  function, a call is made to 
CommStream: 

if (_stream->ReadBuffer(&c, 1)) // read one char 
{ 
  unsigned result = _encoder->DecodeData (&c, 1); 
  if (result == DECODE_SUCCESS) 
  { 
    found = true; 
  } 
} 
 

If function ‘ReadBuffer’  returns true, the character read from the CommStream 
object is applied to the LinkProtocol function ‘DecodeData’ , shown on page 79, 
which returns ‘DECODE_SUCCESS’  when a complete frame has been received. 
This in turn sets the variable ‘found’  to true, which results in the bytes being copied. 
A sequence diagram showing the ‘ReadBuffer’  function is displayed in Figure 30. 

Having successfully connected the link and physical layers, it was possible to 
connect the session and link layers together. 
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ses::_link_layer : 
LinkLayer

ses : UpperLayer

ReadBuffer(BYTE*, DWORD)

ses::_link_layer::_stream : 
CommStream

ses::_link_layer::_encoder : 
LinkProtocol

ReadBuffer(BYTE*, unsigned long)

DecodeData(const BYTE*, unsigned)

decode_size( )

decode_data( )

Iterates until 
decde success or 
stream is flushed.
If success, found 
becomes true

Returns data 
and size only if 
found is true

 
Figure 30 ReadBuffer sequence diagram 

3.4.4.10 Connecting the session and link layers 
The implementations of the session layer for the simulator and the session layer from 
the Question and Answer packages, SimulatorQuestion and SimulatorAnswer, were 
connected directly to each other, as described on page 68. This was because the calls 
from the Question to the Answer are in the context of the same task, because the 
patch editor and engine are part of the same program. With the StreamedQuestion, 
however, the patch editor and the engine are in different machines. This means that 
the patch editor must send a message through the Question and wait for the response. 
Also, the engine must be waiting for a message while at the same time performing 
normal processing operations. 

Within the StreamedQuestion, the question is simply passed to the LinkLayer 
through the ‘WriteBuffer’  function. Function ‘ReadBuffer’  does not return until an 
entire frame is received from the LinkLayer or until the LinkLayer is signalled to 
cease waiting, as shown in Figure 31. 

For StreamedAnswer, however, the communications must exist in the context of a 
separate task. This is accomplished through the use of class AnswerTask, shown in 
Figure 32. 
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current_engine._snLayer : 
StreamedQuestion

current_engine._snLayer._
lower_layer : LinkLayer

current_engine : 
Presentation

WriteBuffer(const BYTE*, DWORD)

ReadBuffer(BYTE*, DWORD)

AskQuestion(const BYTE*, unsigned, BYTE*, unsigned, unsigned)

Does not return 
until entire frame 
received

 
Figure 31 StreamedQuestion call to LinkLayer 
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Figure 32 AnswerTask 

AnswerTask is associated with class ActiveThread, which is derived from 
ActiveObject, enabling AnswerTask to run in a separate thread.55  

void ActiveThread::run () 
{ 

                                                 

55 Multiple threads are discussed in detail on page 42.  
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  while (!Terminated()) 
  { 
    _pTask->processQuestion(); // _pTask is an AnswerTask 
  }   
} 

Figure 33 displays a sequence diagram of the AnswerTask performing the 
‘processQuestion’  function. The AnswerTask makes the call ‘GetQuestion’  to 
StreamedAnswer, which in turn makes the call ‘ReadBuffer’  to LinkLayer. The 
function ‘ReadBuffer’  does not return until a complete frame has been received in 
the link layer. StreamedAnswer ‘GetQuestion’  then returns and AnswerTask makes 
the call ‘GetAnswer’  to class PresentationAnswer, which returns the answer in the 
return buffer, as described on page 66. The resultant answer is then sent back to the 
StreamedAnswer using the ‘SendAnswer’  function, which in turn makes the call 
‘WriteBuffer’  to the LinkLayer class. 

task : Answer
Task

task._stream : 
StreamedAnswer

task._stream._lower_
layer : LinkLayer

task._presentation : 
PresentationAnswer

_pThread : 
ActiveThread

GetQuestion(const BYTE**)

ReadBuffer(BYTE*, DWORD)

GetAnswer(const BYTE*, BYTE**, unsigned)

SendAnswer(const BYTE*, unsigned)

WriteBuffer(const BYTE*, DWORD)

repeats until 
thread 
terminates

Does not return without 
complete frame

processQuestion( )

Terminated( )

 
Figure 33 Run cycle of AnswerTask 

The function ‘processQuestion’  then returns and is then called again by the 

ActiveThread class. The entire ‘processFunction’  in the AnswerTask is as follows: 

void AnswerTask::processQuestion () 
{ 
  // read the question 
 
  const BYTE* question; 
  unsigned return_buffer_size = _stream-> 
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  GetQuestion(&question); 
  BYTE* p_answer; 
  unsigned bytes_to_write = _presentation->GetAnswer 
(question,  
  &p_answer, return_buffer_size); 
  _stream->SendAnswer (p_answer, bytes_to_write); 
} 

Having successfully connected all layers together, it was possible to control the 
engine with a patch editor remotely through a communications port. 

3.4.4.11 Controlling the engine from a remote patch editor 
In order to test whether the engine could be controlled using a remote patch editor, 
the engine process and the patch editor had to exist as separate programs. This did 
not necessarily mean that they had to exist on separate computers. On the contrary, 
all that was required was that the programs could run independently of each other 
and that they both had access to a serial communications port. A program to run on 
the Windows platform was built using the engine library, which enabled the program 
to be debugged using the Windows debugger. The program spawned an AnswerTask 
that communicated through COMM2 on the PC.  

The patch editor was then built and configured to communicate through COMM1 on 
the PC. COMM1 and COMM2 were physically connected together using a null 
modem that did not use flow control, as shown in Figure 34. 

 
Figure 34 Null modem with no flow control 

It was possible to create and manipulate different objects using the communications 
link. However, the patch editor locked up if it attempted to call the engine when it 
was not started or connected. This was because the patch editor was blocked by 
StreamedQuestion’ s call to ‘ReadBuffer’  in the LinkLayer, which was caused 
because no valid frames were being received. This was overcome by making the 
StreamedQuestion exist within its own thread, similar to the way traditional 
communications protocols are designed (Schwaderer 1999). 
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ActiveObject
(from MultiThread)

StreamedQuestion
_return_result : bool
_bytes_read : DWORD = 0
_answer_buf : BYTE*

open()
AskQuestion()
GetAnswer()

QuestionTask

run()
QuestionTask()
go()
flush()
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+_pQuestion

1

+_pThread

1

Event
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+_pWaitEvent

1

1
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1

 
Figure 35 QuestionTask 

This was implemented using class QuestionTask, which is created by 
StreamedQuestion, as shown in Figure 35. The QuestionTask provides a mechanism 
whereby the StreamedQuestion waits a set period of time for the answer to arrive 
from the underlying LinkLayer class. The run method in QuestionTask remains in a 
blocked state, waiting for an event from the StreamedQuestion. 

void QuestionTask::run () 
{ 
  while (!Terminated()) 
  { 
    _pWaitEvent->Wait(); 
 

The call to function ‘AskQuestion’  first writes the question to the LinkLayer, and 
then copies a pointer to the PresentationQuestion’s receive data buffer and size to 
object variables ‘_answer_buf’  and ‘bytes_read’ , which will be filled in the context 
of the QuestionTask run method.  

bool StreamedQuestion::AskQuestion (const BYTE* question, 
unsigned q_size, BYTE* ret_answer, unsigned r_size, unsigned 
timeout) 
{ 
  bool ret = false; 
 
  _return_result = false; 
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  _bytes_read = r_size; 
  _answer_buf = ret_answer; 
 
  if (_lower_layer) 
  { 
    _lower_layer->reset(); 
    if (_lower_layer->WriteBuffer (question, q_size)) 
    { 
      ret = _pThread->go(timeout); 

 

The call to ‘_pThread->go’  causes the ‘run’  method within the QuestionTask to 
unblock and wait for ‘_pQuestionEvent’ . 

bool QuestionTask::go (int timeout) 
{ 
   // clear any event that is already there 
  _pQuestionEvent->Wait (0); 
 
  // now perform wait 
  _pWaitEvent->Release(); // causes run method to unblock 
  return _pQuestionEvent->Wait (timeout); // now wait for link 
} 
 

Within the ‘run’  method, which was unblocked by the call to ‘pWaitEvent-
>Release’ , the call is made to the SessionQuestion to receive the answer from the 
LinkLayer. 

void QuestionTask::run () 
{ 
  while (!Terminated()) 
  { 
    _pWaitEvent->Wait(); // released by QuestionTask::go  
    if (!Terminated()) 
    { 
      if (_pQuestion->GetAnswer()) 
      { 
        _pQuestionEvent->Release(); 
      } 
    } 
  } 
} 

If the call to the StreamedQuestion returns true, ‘_pQuestionEvent’  is released, 
allowing the function ‘QuestionTask::go’ , called in the context of the 
PresentationQuestion, to also return true. This in turn allows the StreamedQuestion 
function ‘AskQuestion’  to return true. If, however, the return from call 
‘_pQuestionEvent->Wait (timeout)’  does not occur within the required timeout, 
‘QuestionTask::go’ , returns false, which in turn causes the SessionQuestion to flush 
the link layer, allowing the QuestionTask to block on ‘_pWaitEvent’ . 

bool StreamedQuestion::AskQuestion (const BYTE* question, 
unsigned q_size, BYTE* ret_answer, unsigned r_size, unsigned 
timeout) 
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{ 
 ... // previously displayed code on page 86 
     ret = _pThread->go(timeout); 
 
    } 
  } 
 
  if ((!ret) && _lower_layer) 
  { 
    _lower_layer->flush(); 
  } 
  return ret; 
} 

A sequence diagram showing the entire procedure is displayed in Figure 36. The two 
separate segments in the QuestionTask are the different task contexts. The top 
segment signifies calls made within the context of the PresentationQuestion while 
those on the bottom signify those called in the context of the QuestionTask ‘run’  
method. 

 : Presentation
Question

s_layer : 
StreamedQuestion

s_layer:_lower_
layer : LinkLayer

s_layer:_pThread 
: QuestionTask

s_layer:_pThread::
_pWaitEvent : Event

s_layer:_pThread::_p
QuestionEvent : Event

AskQuestion(const BYTE*, unsigned, BYTE*, unsigned, unsigned)

WriteBuffer(const BYTE*, DWORD)

go(int)

Release( )
Success is 
determined by the 
result of the wait

Wait( )

Call to ReadBuffer in 
context of QuestionTask 
run function. If successful, 
releases question event

ReadBuffer(BYTE*, DWORD)

GetAnswer( )

Causes run method 
to unblock

Wait(timeout )

Release( )

Causes run 
method to block

 
Figure 36 StreamedQuestion with QuestionTask 

Having successfully communicated between patch editor and an engine running on 
Windows through two communications ports, the protocol was then implemented for 
an engine running on the embedded target running RTEMS.  
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The communications interface implemented in the embedded engine, using RTEMS, 
was implemented using the POSIX termios interface. Termios is the standard 
interface used for communicating through serial ports on POSIX systems (Johnson 
and Troan 1998). Additionally, using the termios interface will allow the same 
device driver to be used when porting the patch editor to Linux at a later date. 

Although termios allowed simple configuration of port speeds, a multitude of 
terminal settings were required in order to make the engine communicate correctly. 
This was because the default termios configuration was intended for data link 
protocol communication through teletypes using the native ASCII control sequences. 
Consequently, attempting to send streams of raw data through the port resulted in 
termios treating certain characters as control characters. In order to force termios into 
a complete raw mode (Johnson and Troan 1998, p. 267–312), the following settings 
were made in the RtemsComPort class ‘open’  method. 

    struct termios ts; //define a termios structure to modify 
in 
    //order to set the terminal parameters 
    Close(); 
    _file = open (port_name, O_RDWR); 
    if (_file >= 0) 
    { 
      ret = true; 
      // let us set the terminal up 
      tcgetattr(_file, &ts); 
      ts.c_lflag &= ~(ICANON | ISIG | ECHO | ECHOE |ECHOK |  
        ECHONL | ECHOPRT); 
      ts.c_cc[VMIN] = 1; 
      ts.c_cc[VTIME] = 0; 
      ts.c_oflag &= ~OPOST; 
      ts.c_iflag &= ~ICRNL; 
      ts.c_iflag &= ~BRKINT; 
      ts.c_iflag |= IGNBRK; 
      ts.c_iflag &= ~CRTSCTS; 
      ts.c_iflag &= ~(IXON | IXOFF | IXANY); 
 
      tcsetattr(_file, TCSANOW, &ts); 
 
      _isOpen = true; 
     }  

Modifying the termios settings allowed the engine to send and receive raw bytes 
through the communications port without requiring any additional encoding or 
decoding apart from that provided in the LinkLayer class. The Smart Controller could 
now communicate to the embedded firmware running RTEMS by using a patch 
editor running on Microsoft Windows. 

3.4.5 Summary – software simulator implementation 
During the second development iteration, an executable was created that allowed the 
patch editor running on a Windows platform to communicate with an engine running 
as a simulator on a Windows platform, or as firmware on an Intel 386 PC running 
RTEMS. This was accomplished by first addressing the issues of multiple target 
platforms, which required multithreading and platform dependant device drivers. 
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These issues were resolved by developing target abstraction layers and using the 
“ Abstract Class Abstract Factory”  (Larman 2002, p. 527) pattern.  

A layered communication protocol was developed that identified and assigned 
different portions of a communication exchange between the patch editor and engine 
through the application, session, link, and physical layers; the information being 
subsequently decoded by the receiving party in the reverse order. 

The protocol was built and tested on a PC running RTEMS, which meant that the 
Smart Controller firmware in an embedded device could be controlled by a patch 
editor through a serial port. The engine and patch editor could now be refined in 
subsequent development iterations. 

3.5 Elaboration iteration 3: embedded hardware development 
In the previous development iteration, the Smart Controller software was built for 
both the Windows simulator and the embedded device. The Windows code was 
tested on its target platform, a Windows PC. The embedded firmware, however, was 
tested on a 386 personal computer, which was only simulating the final embedded 
device. Also, MIDI and control voltage I/O were not implemented at all. 
Consequently, the Smart Controller was still a theoretical instrument. 

The target of the next development iteration was to realise the Smart Controller as an 
actual embedded device. This was implemented by first substituting the 386 PC with 
an embedded PC, designing and building the MIDI and control voltage circuits as a 
separate standalone system, and developing an interface mechanism that would 
enable the two hardware modules to communicate with each other. 

3.5.1 Implementation of embedded PC 
The original intended target for the Smart Controller PLC device was a PC/104 
embedded PC. The PC/104 derived its name from a combination of the name used by 
IBM for their popular desktop computers (PC) and the number of pins used to 
connect the cards within a system (Morris 1996). A PC/104 system is essentially a 
PC system with a different physical form factor, which was designed to be more 
rugged than its desktop counterpart (Arrick Publishing 2003). A key advantage of 
using the PC/104 in the Smart Controller system was that the PC/104 system is 
modular. The PC/104 system was compatible with the “ PC industry standard 
architecture (ISA)”  (Morris 1996, p. Q), which is commonly used by many engineers 
today. Modules available for PC/104 systems include sound cards and video frame 
grabbers, which would stack on top of one another in a typical system, as shown in 
Figure 37. The PC/104 form factor would allow these additional hardware modules 
to be added to the Smart Controller system as it matured and developed (Schiemer 
1998). Additionally, because the PC/104 is essentially a PC, most of the development 
tools available for PCs can be used for developing PC/104 systems (Arrick 
Publishing 2003). 
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Figure 37 Typical PC/104 stacked modules.56 

The author ordered what was thought to be a PC/104 single board computer over the 
internet; the system received, however, was a DIMMPC, which is a complete 386 
computer on a single chip, shown in Figure 38. 

 
Figure 38 DIMMPC module 57 

The DIMMPC is a 386SX 33 MHz personal computer in a 144 pin, 68 mm x 40 mm 
form factor, with two onboard serial ports, floppy disk support, up to 16 MB random 
access memory (hereafter RAM), and 16 MB on board Integrated Drive Electronics 
(hereafter IDE)-compatible flash memory (EMJ Embedded Systems 2003). Although 
this was not the device originally intended, this became a less expensive option to 
purchasing a ready built PC/104 single board computer, because connectors to 
interface all the available peripherals would only be purchased if required. For 
example, connectors to attach to an external floppy drive, keyboard, or video display 
unit would not be required on the Smart Controller. These features were, however, 
supplied on the starter kit that was purchased, shown in Figure 39, which enabled the 
development of a system that used the video display and keyboard for diagnostics, a 
floppy drive to boot the firmware, and a PC/104 interface for development of 
additional modules. Furthermore, circuits were provided for the evaluation board, 
which would facilitate design of the Smart Controller board using the DIMMPC as 
its central processor. 

                                                 

56 Picture used by permission of Richard Arrick.  
57 Actual size 68 x 40 mm . Picture used by permission of EMJ Embedded. 
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Figure 39 DIMMPC starter kit board. 58 

The evaluation board was set up with the DIMMPC and the supplied peripherals, 
connected to a video monitor and powered up. The console displayed a DOS prompt, 
showing ‘C’  as the first hard disk (Norton 1993, p. 13), because Caldera Dr-DOS59 
was preinstalled on the DIMMPC. The DIMMPC was rebooted with a GRUB boot 
disk containing the Smart Controller firmware, as originally detailed on page 33, 
without any errors. The patch editor was then connected to the device through the 
serial port and patches were created and manipulated. GRUB and the Smart 
Controller firmware were then installed to the DIMMPC flash, which meant the 
Smart Controller firmware could be booted when the device was powered on without 
a floppy disk or any user intervention.  

The successful completion of this stage, which took less than a day to complete, 
proved that the DIMMPC could run the Smart Controller firmware, and that using 
the 386 PC as a simulator was an effective method of validating the suitability of 
RTEMS. The next stage was to develop the control voltage and MIDI I/O module. 

3.5.2 Development of MIDI and control voltage I/O 
The MIDI and CV interface would be the physical medium performers used to 
interact with the Smart Controller and vice versa. During the previous development 
iteration, the Smart Controller engine firmware ran on the actual target hardware 
device; while, patch input was effected through the patch editor via a serial cable and 
patch output through the video console. This board is interchangeably referred to as 
the Smart Controller PLC or the 386 CPU board, depending upon the context of 
discussion. The MIDI and CV I/O would enable input and output through a separate 
hardware module that would communicate with the Smart Controller PLC board.  

                                                 

58 Picture used by permission of EMJ Embedded.  
59 Caldera Dr-Dos is a version of a disc operating system (hereafter DOS) that is compatible with Microsoft’ s MSDOS. 
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The development of the I/O card was in itself a substantial project, and consequently, 
had its own inception and elaboration stages, similar to the overall project as defined 
on page 25. 

3.5.2.1 I/O card inception  
Before commencing development of the MIDI and CV I/O board, it was essential to 
define a basic outline of what the board would do. After examining the requirements 
of the whole Smart Controller system, (see page 25), it became apparent that the 
MIDI and CV I/O board effectively performs a subsection of these requirements. The 
requirements for this I/O board are therefore: to respond to changes in voltage and 
MIDI input, passing them to the Smart Controller PLC board; and to generate CV or 
MIDI output when requested by the Smart Controller PLC board. The functionality 
was therefore a subset of the functionality of the whole Smart Controller system 
defined on page 26. The I/O board would: 

1. respond to standard MIDI messages from other MIDI devices 

2. output MIDI messages 

3. respond to control voltages and switched inputs 

4. generate control voltages 

The performance, supportability and implementation were identical to that defined 
for the whole Smart Controller system. The interface section would only deal with 
how the I/O board would interface with external hardware and with the PLC board. 
A consolidated list, shown in Table 4, was created to outline the MIDI and CV 
subsystem against different categories. 

 

Function Attribute Details and Boundary Constraints Attribute 
category 

Respond to control 
voltage and switched 
digital inputs 

Interface Input connectors required. 

Reference voltage required. 

Must 

Generate control 
voltages 

Interface Output connectors required Must 

 Performance – 
response time 

Five to fifteen milliseconds for 
control voltage input. Less than 320 
microseconds per byte for MIDI 
input. 

Must 

Generate MIDI messages 
to external MIDI devices 

Interface Use standard MIDI protocol through 
UART 

Must 
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Function Attribute Details and Boundary Constraints Attribute 
category 

Respond to MIDI 
messages from external 
devices 

Interface Use standard MIDI protocol through 
UART 

Must 

Communicate with CPU 
board 

Interface Communicate using interrupts and 
ISA bus. 

Must 

Table 4 I/O Card consolidated list. 

Effectively, the I/O board contained a separate microcontroller running 
asynchronously to the PLC board. Input changes to the board would cause an 
interrupt to be sent to the 386 CPU board, while output would be initiated by sending 
an interrupt to the MIDI and CV board.  

3.5.2.2 MIDI and control voltage I/O elaboration 
Having defined the basic functionality of the I/O board, it became apparent that the 
I/O board should be first built as a separate and complete system in itself before 
integrating it into the Smart Controller system. In the context of the Smart Controller, 
the I/O card would receive MIDI or scan its inputs for a change, sending this 
information to the Smart Controller PLC board. Additionally, the I/O board would 
receive requests from the Smart Controller PLC board and generate MIDI or CV as 
required.  

In order to develop the MIDI and CV as a separate hardware system, it was possible 
with different code programmed in the microcontroller to generate MIDI messages 
based upon changes to the scanned input voltages, and also to generate CVs 
dependent upon received MIDI messages. The resultant device was a simple CV to 
MIDI and MIDI to CV converter that could be tested and used in conjunction with 
other MIDI software. Testing of the device was expedited by having people in the 
computer music community use the device. A message was mailed to the 
Australasian Computer Music Association mailing list, with ethics approval from the 
University of Western Sydney (HEC 02/033), requesting that interested parties send 
their expressions of interest to be beta testers via return email. Feedback was 
obtained from the people selected during the development of the board, and in some 
instances, boards had to be returned for modification during the testing.  

The MIDI and CV board was implemented using a Microchip PIC 16F877 
microcontroller (Microchip 2001b). The microcontroller runs its own independent 
processes and communicates asynchronously with the 386 processor through a 
parallel bus, appearing as a sixteen-bit I/O device. The author was first introduced to 
the PIC microcontroller when working at NKA (formally Neil Kilgour and 
Associates), and saw its potential for MIDI controller applications because the 
boards had an in-built universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) for serial 
communications, analogue to digital converters, I/O port expansion, and on board 
electronically erasable programmable random access memory (hereafter EEPROM) 
(Peatman 1998). Furthermore, there were already quite a few examples of PIC 
microcontrollers being used as MIDI controllers (Bencina 2002), supporting the idea 
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that the PIC was a suitable device. The PIC 16F877 was selected as the target chip 
for the following reasons:  

1. It had builtin I2C, a two-wire transmission protocol, that could be used to 
facilitate digital to analogue conversion (Flynn 1997). 

2. The PIC 16F877 was flash programmable, thus allowing it to be 
reprogrammed without having to erase the chip with an ultra-violet eraser 
(Peatman 1998, p. 7). 

3. The devices were inexpensive. NKA kept these microcontrollers in stock and 
were willing to provide a PIC programmer for the project at no cost to the 
author. Additionally, NKA have used PIC microcontrollers for some time, 
and were willing to provide competent advice when required. 

A detailed understanding of the PIC microcontroller was obtained by reading John 
Peatman’ s book Design with PIC Microcontrollers (Peatman 1998, p. 7), working 
through the problems in each section. The examples were compiled and stepped 
through with the MPLAB Integrated Development Environment (Microchip 2001a) 
in order to gain a greater understanding of the PIC. In addition to providing insight 
into using the PIC microcontroller, Peatman also provided circuits and device driver 
examples that demonstrated I/O expansion through the use of shift registers, which 
showed how to provide sixteen digital inputs and outputs using only three pins of the 
microcontroller (Peatman 1998, p. 123–42). 

NKA recommended using a C language (Kernighan and Ritchie 1988) compiler to 
program the microcontroller because debugging code in Assembler language was 
both tedious and frustrating. Engineers normally agree that programming in C is 
faster and easier— the reasons one would program in assembler would be due to the 
lack of a compiler or because the code generated by a compiler was too inefficient 
for the project (Hilton 1999). Apart from these reasons, one may prefer to program in 
assembler to learn more about what is actually happening when programming such a 
device, or for the enjoyment of programming as a creative act (Arveiller 1982; 
Schiemer 1998). The examples in Peatman’ s book were all in assembler, and 
consequently enabled a greater understanding of the underlying architecture of the 
microcontroller. In this project, however, programming in C would provide a result 
much faster, and with fewer errors, than if programmed in assembler (Hilton 1999). 
Furthermore, “ C has become the standard language of embedded programmers”  
(Barr 1999b, p. 9); consequently, the firmware was compiled using the CCS compiler 
(CCS 2003) primarily because the cost was only $A200, and because NKA used and 
recommended that particular compiler. 

3.5.2.3 LED indicator 
The first project tested with the compiler was flashing a light emitting diode 
(hereafter LED) from pin RC0 as shown in Figure 40. Electrical circuits were 
constructed on a solderless breadboard, displayed in Figure 41, which enabled 
electrical circuits to be quickly constructed by pushing components and jumper wires 
into the board without the requirement of soldering (O'Sullivan and Igoe 2004).  
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Figure 40 Schematic of PIC controlling LED. 

 
Figure 41 Circuit built on solderless breadboard. 

The code to make the LED flash is as follows: 

#define WATCHDOG_PIN PIN_C0 
 
void SetWatchdogLed (short value) 
{ 
  output_bit (WATCHDOG_PIN, value); 
} 
 
main()  
{ 
  short led_state = 0; 
  do  
  { 
    SetWatchdogLed (led_state); 
    led_state = ~led_state; // toggle state 
    delay_ms (500); // wait for 500 ms 
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   } while (TRUE); 
} 

The most notable feature of the program is that it should never complete the main 
function due to the while (TRUE) statement. This is because the device is 
supposed to continue performing the operation until it is powered off or rebooted. 
The LED is used to display diagnostic information about the state of the processor. 
During the ‘while’  loop, the LED toggles from on to off with each iteration of the 
loop. Although the blinking60 LED is often equated as the “ hello world”  of 
embedded system programming (O'Sullivan and Igoe 2004, p. 49), blinking a LED 
every second or so is also a standard technique used by embedded systems 
programmers to indicate that a system is operating correctly and not stuck in a loop 
(Ganssle 2003).  

If the microcontroller program hangs at any point, which could be caused by an 
infinite loop, a power fluctuation, or some unexpected error; the LED will stop 
blinking. In such a situation, however, the device would remain in a permanently 
disabled state until reset. Although a user could notice that the LED is no longer 
blinking and reset the device, the speed at which a user could reset the device might 
be too slow. The device, however, can be made to reset itself in such a situation 
through the use of a watchdog timer (Murphy and Barr 2001). In such a situation, the 
device is configured to reset itself if the watchdog timer is not reset within a certain 
period of time. Murphy states: 

The process of restarting the watchdog timer's counter is sometimes called “ kicking 
the dog.”  The appropriate visual metaphor is that of a man being attacked by a vicious 
dog. If he keeps kicking the dog, it can’ t ever bite him. But he must keep kicking the 
dog at regular intervals to avoid a bite. Similarly, the software must restart the 
watchdog timer at a regular rate, or risk being restarted (Murphy and Barr 2001, p. 79).  

The previous code fragment was modified to provide for a watchdog by adding the 
watchdog fuse, and restarting the watchdog with each iteration of the ‘do-while’  
loop.  

#fuses WDT, BROWNOUT 
// ... other code 
  do  
  { 
    restart_wdt(); // if removed, will cause  
                   // device to restart 
    // ... other code 
   } while (TRUE); 

Although the system would be reset due to an error, the reset would probably go 
undetected in a normal situation, and consequently, errors in the system could go 
undetected. The reset condition can be easily detected by creating a unique sequence 
that only occurs when the device first starts. For example: 

main()  

                                                 

60Blinking a LED is turning it on and then off. 
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{ 
  InitialiseWatchdog(); // causes LED to blink fast five times 
  do  
  { 
    restart_wdt(); // if removed, will cause device to restart 
    //... do other operations – includes wait 
    BlinkWatchdog(); // causes LED to toggle  
   } while (TRUE); 
} 

When the device initially starts, the LED blinks in a recognisable five flash sequence, 
displaying to the user that the device has just booted. The device then enters the loop 
and blinks every second. The device has the watchdog enabled; however, the call to 
‘restart_wdt’  prevents the device from rebooting due to a watchdog timeout (Murphy 
and Barr 2001). If the system enters an error condition, either by a watchdog timeout 
or brownout (Peatman 1998),61 the device will reboot, causing the LED to flash in 
the recognised five blink sequence, thus indicating the device reset for some reason. 
For example, if a performer were to use a sensor that created a current surge too great 
for the power supply, this would cause the device to reset, causing the LED to blink 
in the recognisable sequence. This in turn would indicate to the performer that there 
was a problem somewhere. 

The initialisation code was placed in the function ‘ResetController’ , which would 
perform start-up functions such as initialise the watchdog, enable interrupts, and 
initialise peripherals. 

3.5.2.4 Analogue inputs 
The next point in development was the analogue inputs. The 16F877 has only eight 
onboard analogue to digital converters (hereafter ADC) (Microchip 2001b, p. 1); 
however, the design specified sixteen inputs. The extra inputs were derived by 
multiplexing the sixteen required inputs into two through a pair of 4051 analogue 
multiplexers (Philips 2003). The channel select for the multiplexers was performed 
through pins B1, B2 and B3 of the PIC,62 which switches the multiplexer from 
channel zero through to seven. The output of the multiplexer being read is defined by 
selecting which PIC ADC channel is sampled, being pin A0 or A1 as shown in 
Figure 42.  

                                                 

61 A brownout is a condition where the power is below a certain voltage, which can cause the microcontroller to behave in an 
undefined way.   
62 Pin B0 was not used to switch the outputs because it is the primary interrupt pin, and consequently, would be required for use 
later.  
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Figure 42 Multiplexing analogue inputs. 

The input channels of the multiplexer are sequenced from zero to seven by treating 
PIC pins B1, B2, and B3 as a single arithmetic unit, counting from zero to seven; 
requiring the output of PORTB to range from XXXX000X63 to XXXX111X.  

After setting the channel on the multiplexer, the desired ADC input channel is 
sampled and compared to the previous scanned value for that channel. An output is 
generated only if the two values are different, thus behaving as an event-driven 
output. Although the final targets would be to generate MIDI messages or send 
changed analogue values to the Smart Controller PLC engine, the function 
‘OutputAnalog’  was stubbed to print the values to a serial port in order to prove that 
the analogue channels were mapped correctly to the ‘OutputAnalog’  function. For 
example: 

#use rs232(baud=9600, xmit=PIN_C6, rcv=PIN_C7) 
 
short OutputAnalog (int channel_num, int adc_val)  
{ 
   printf("A: %u, %u\r\n", channel_num, adc_val); 
   return true; 
} 

The analogue inputs were shorted to +5 V momentarily for testing. For example, the 
following output was displayed when manipulating input channel five. 

 A: 5, 255 

                                                 

63 Values of X signify that bits 7 to 4, and bit 0 are of no consequence in the value at PORTB because the pins are set as inputs.  
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 A: 5, 0 
 A: 5, 255 
 A: 5, 0 
 A: 5, 255 
 A: 5, 0 

Having successfully scanned the analogue inputs and produced an appropriate 
output, the digital inputs were then implemented.  

3.5.2.5 Digital inputs 
Digital inputs were implemented by latching the parallel input of a 74HC165 (Philips 
1990) shift register and reading the contents one bit at a time (Peatman 1998, p. 133). 
Figure 43 shows how the 74HC165 shift registers are connected to the PIC. When 
the PIC is required to read the digital inputs, the shift registers are both latched by 
pin C2 of the PIC. The values at inputs ‘A’  to ‘H’  of both registers are stored inside 
the shift registers. The PIC then reads the state of pin 9 of the leftmost shift register 
through C4 of the PIC. This value is the value that was latched through input ‘H’  of 
that chip.  

 
Figure 43 Digital Input 

The PIC then generates a pulse on pin C3, which causes the shift register to shift all 
the contents left. The value that was on input ‘G’  of that chip is now reflected at pin 
9, which is connected to pin C4 of the PIC. The PIC reads this value and pulses the 
clock pin again, causing the contents of the shift registers to move along once again. 
This sequence is continued until all the required bits are shifted across and read. The 
following code fragment displays how a single byte is read using the shift register. 

// prepare clock 
output_low (SPI_CLOCK); 
 
// latch the data 
output_low (SPI_IN_LATCH); 
output_high (SPI_IN_LATCH); 
 
in_val = 0; // will contain byte read 
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for (bit_num = 0; bit_num < 8; bit_num++) 
{ 
  in_val <<= 1; // first shift is a dummy.  
                // Only seven are really shifted 
 
  data_val = input (DIGITAL_IN_DATA); 
   
  if (data_val) 
  { 
    in_val |= 0x0001; 
  } 
 
  // now clock register 
  output_high (SPI_CLOCK); 
  output_low (SPI_CLOCK); 
} 

Similar to the ‘OutputAnalog’  function on page 99, an ‘Output Digital’  function was 
created and stubbed to generate a message using the “ printf”  (Kernighan and Ritchie 
1988) function. 

Having successfully read and displayed analogue and digital inputs, the next step was 
to generate MIDI messages. 

3.5.2.6 MIDI input and output 
The implementation of MIDI input and output was approached by writing a simple 
program in the PIC that generated continuous MIDI controller messages that would 
be displayed by Algorithmic Composer (Fraietta 1998b) on the desktop computer. 
There is some confusion by various authors as to the physical transmission of MIDI 
data, in particular, the order in which bits are transmitted in a MIDI byte. Both Jeff 
Pressing (Pressing 1992, p. 89) and Curtis Roads (Roads 1996, p. 978) incorrectly 
explain and display MIDI bytes as being transmitted with the most significant bit 
first after the start bit. This is opposite to the data communication method used in the 
PIC microcontroller, which transmits least significant byte first (Microchip 2001b, p. 
102). The confusion as to the order of bit transmission is probably caused due to the 
fact that MIDI programmers for Windows or Macintosh would rarely be required to 
implement the transmission of MIDI bytes at the hardware level. The MIDI 
specification states “ The interface operates at 31.25 (+/–1%) KBaud, asynchronous, 
with a start bit, 8 data bits (D0 to D7), and a stop bit”  (IMA 1983). D0 represents that 
the data bit has a weight of 20, which equals one; whereas D7 represents 27, which 
equals 128. For example, even though the hexadecimal byte B0,64 which is the first 
byte of a control change message (Pressing 1992, p. 92), is represented in binary as 
11000000; the data, however, is physically transmitted in the order 00000011— least 
significant bit first. 

Having successfully implemented the MIDI output, MIDI input was developed by 
implementing a buffering system where a received byte would interrupt the 
microcontroller, the interrupt handler would add the byte to a buffer, and set a flag to 
                                                 

64 Hexadecimal B0 would be represented in decimal as 192. 
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notify the program that a byte was ready. Additionally, an overflow flag was 
implemented to notify when more bytes had been received than could be processed.  

A program was written that flashed an LED quickly when it received more MIDI 
messages than could be processed. The program was designed so that processing was 
slowed significantly, intentionally generating an overflow state. Additionally, the 
incoming MIDI messages were decoded and the program was designed to reset the 
input buffer when it received a controller message on MIDI channel two. The output 
of a MIDI controller keyboard, configured to transmit on MIDI channel one, was 
plugged into the MIDI input of the microcontroller circuit. The modulation wheel 
was manipulated slowly, which caused the LED to blink slowly. When the controller 
was manipulated quickly, it caused the LED to blink quickly. The channel on the 
keyboard was then configured to transmit on MIDI channel two, and when 
manipulated, it caused the LED to commence blinking slowly. This confirmed the 
sequence of bit transmission using MIDI because the controller keyboard was a 
separate MIDI instrument that was not developed by the author. Additionally, it 
confirmed that an overflow of MIDI information could be detected. 

Having successfully implemented MIDI input and output, analogue outputs were 
developed. 

3.5.2.7 Analogue output 
It was originally intended that I2C (Kalinsky and Kalinsky 2001) digital to analogue 
converters (hereafter DAC) would be used for the analogue outputs. Digital 
potentiometers (Dallas Semiconductor 1995) that could be used instead of a DAC 
chip. A program was written to drive the device from the PIC, and supplying power 
to the outer terminals, a sawtooth waveform was observed when monitoring the 
digital potentiometer wiper with an oscilloscope, as shown in Figure 44. 

 
Figure 44 Monitoring wiper from digital potentiometer 

A potentiometer would be of greater benefit as an input to an external analogue 
instrument because it would allow the external instrument to have voltages that were 
completely isolated from the Smart Controller voltages. The limitation, however, was 
that the pins on the potentiometer had to be within the range of zero to plus five 
volts. This meant that it was of no real advantage to choose the potentiometer in 
preference to a DAC. Furthermore, it would be much more complicated to provide 
the three outputs per channel required by a potentiometer, than a single voltage 
referenced to ground. The former, although more flexible to an end user, would 
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require a greater knowledge of electronics by the end user, increasing the possibility 
of damage to the unit. It was decided, therefore, that the MAX520 four channel DAC 
(Maxim 1996) would be used to provide digital to analogue conversion. Connection 
of the DAC to the PIC is displayed in Figure 45. 

 
Figure 45 Connection of MAX 520 DAC to PIC using I2C 

The cost of the DACs was considerable, and so it was decided that an additional but 
cost-effective method of providing control voltages would be through the use of 
digital outputs. The main difference between the DAC and the digital output method 
was that the DAC could produce an output voltage that could vary incrementally 
from the minimum to the maximum voltage, whereas a digital output would provide 
maximum or no voltage (on/off). The DAC method would be ideal for controlling 
devices that require a variable voltage, such as analogue synthesisers or motor 
controllers; the digital output would be more suited to actuating relays, which in turn 
could be used to control other circuits, or lasers. 

Generating a digital output was effected through the use of shift registers. Peatman 
demonstrates this method of output port expansion (Peatman 1998, p. 131) using a 
74HC595 (Philips 1998). The method is similar to the way digital inputs were 
obtained, except that the data was clocked out to the shift registers first before the 
output was latched, as shown in the following code fragment. 

for (bit_num = 0; bit_num < 8; bit_num++) 
{ 
  // write the high bit 
  output_bit (SPI_DATA_OUT, out_val & 0x80); 
  out_val<<=1; 
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  // now clock register 
  output_high (SPI_CLOCK); 
  output_low (SPI_CLOCK); 
} 
 
// latch the data 
output_low (DIGITAL_OUT_LATCH); 
output_high (DIGITAL_OUT_LATCH); 

3.5.2.8 Summary – MIDI and control voltage I/O 
The basic MIDI, analogue, and digital I/O functionality was tested and proved by 
building subsections on a breadboard and driving the components using the PIC with 
device drivers created with the C compiler. The next stage was to create a schematic 
circuit of the complete system, paying particular attention to interfacing between the 
PIC microcontroller and 386 CPU boards. 

3.5.3 PIC microcontroller board implementation 
Although the MIDI and control voltage inputs and outputs had been configured and 
tested individually, there had been no real attempt to combine all the subcomponents 
into a complete circuit. After compiling a circuit that contained all the I/O 
functionality, it was possible to determine which pins of the PIC were available for 
interfacing with the Smart Controller PLC board. After creating a complete 
schematic diagram, prototype printed circuit boards (hereafter PCBs) were designed 
and built. 

3.5.3.1 Circuit design 
Schematic diagrams were designed using “ Protel 99 SE”  (Altium Limited 1999), 
using a separate page for each major subsection of the circuit. The motivation for not 
placing the entire circuit on a single page was to facilitate modularisation. For 
example, it would be much simpler to examine or modify the analogue input section 
in a schematic diagram if it was on a separate page than if it was on a page with five 
other major sections. As a result, a separate page was designed and printed for 
analogue input, analogue output, digital input, digital output, MIDI65 and the PIC 
microcontroller.  

Some components were not included in the Protel libraries, and therefore, had to be 
designed. Designing a component in Protel means to create a symbol that represents 
the real component that one uses in a project. This can include any or all of the 
following: drawings of electrical symbols for use within a schematic diagram; 
defining pin configurations within the component such as power, input and output; 
and designing printed circuit board footprints, which map the pins of a component to 
physical component dimensions. For example, Figure 46 displays a 4051 analogue 
multiplexer (Philips 2003) showing the schematic symbol on the left and the 
component footprint, a sixteen pin dual inline package (DIP-16), on the right. 

                                                 

65 MIDI input and output were both presented on the same page due to the simplicity of the circuit. 
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Figure 46 Analogue multiplexer schematic symbol component and footprint 

The components designed within Protel included the 6N138 optocoupler (Fairchild 
Semiconductor 1999) and single inline resistor networks (hereafter RESNET) 
(Bourns), which are shown in Figure 47. 

 
Figure 47 6N138 and RESNET components designed within Protel. 

The circuits were shown to NKA for an opinion and suggestions for improvement. 
The main suggestion was to use a programmable logic array (hereafter PLA) (Barr 
1999a) as a replacement for the shift registers in the digital inputs and outputs. NKA 
provided a demonstration of the software tools for the MACH4 PLA (Lattice 
Semiconductor Corporation 2003b), which enabled programming of the device using 
both text- and graphics-based languages. Additionally, the software was available for 
download from the Lattice Semiconductor site at no cost. 

One of the greatest advantages of the PLA was that complex logic could be created 
and tested for correctness before committing to an actual device (Barr 1999a). It was 
not cost effective to implement the PLA for the digital inputs and outputs because of 
the simplicity of those particular circuits; it was, however, an extremely cost 
effective method of developing the PIC I/O card to 386 CPU board interface. The 
data to and from the PIC could be implemented using the input and output port 
expansion method used for the digital input and outputs, which allowed synchronous 
serial transmission. The data to the 386 CPU board could be passed to the PLA using 
a parallel bus and latched within the PLA. This meant that the physical design of the 
interface to the 386 CPU board could be implemented initially in terms of the 
physical pins required between the two boards. The pins could be logically connected 
by programming the PLA at a later development stage, after the prototype circuit 
boards had already been made.  
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The interfacing of the 386 CPU board and the PIC I/O card was effected through the 
PC/104 interface (PC/104 Embedded Consortium 2001), which has identical pin 
assignments to the ISA Bus (Shanley, Anderson, and MindShare Inc. 1995). Triebel 
provided an example interfacing circuit (Triebel 1998), which was used as a guide 
for the implementation. The PIC I/O card would be required to appear at an I/O 
address on the ISA bus. After examining the I/O map of the DIMM-PC (Jumptech 
2001b, p. 11), it was found that addresses 0230H to 02AFH would be suitable I/O 
addresses because they were not being used by the existing DIMM-PC peripherals. 
Although addresses 0400H to 07FFH were also available, it was intended that these 
addresses would be reserved, if required, for use by a non-volatile memory system on 
the 386 CPU board for patch storage. 

A Mach4 PLA symbol was created within Protel and the pins were connected within 
the schematic on the PIC I/O card as shown in Figure 48. After completing the 
schematic diagrams, a PCB was designed within the Protel Design Explorer software 
package. Protel allows one to create PCBs from schematic diagrams. Additionally, 
developers can position the components on the PCB diagram, as shown in Figure 49, 
and have the program automatically route the tracks, including through hole vias66 
where required. Figure 50 displays the output from Protel Design Explorer. Red 
tracks are those on the component side of the PCB, blue tracks are on the reverse 
side. 

 
Figure 48 PLA connections. 

                                                 

66 A through hole via is a plated hole drilled in a multi layer printed circuit board, used to electrically join tracks on two or more 
layers. In double sided boards, it joins a track from the top layer to a track on the bottom layer.  
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Figure 49 I/O Card component Layout 

In addition to the time saved by allowing the computer to perform the routing 
(Murray 2003), automatic routing reduces the possibility of errors caused by 
incorrect track layout (Feldmann, Koch, and Rothhaupt 1994). 
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Figure 50 Automatically routed through-hole plated PCB. 

The original intention was to create a board that was identical in size to the PC/104 
boards (PC/104 Embedded Consortium 2001), however, the number of components 
on the board did not allow for this. Nevertheless, the PC/104 connector was included 
on the circuit to pass signals between the I/O and the CPU boards.  

The printed circuit board was designed as a double sided, through-hole plated circuit 
board; and as such, required professional manufacture. This service was provided by 
FasTrack [sic] Circuit Boards, who provided construction of double sided prototype 
panels. The prototype panel size provided by FasTrack was approximately 40 cm by 
38 cm, whereas the I/O card boards were approximately 10 cm by 13 cm. FasTrack 
did, however, allow a customer to have many different board designs on a single 
prototype panel on the condition that all the boards fitted onto the single panel. This 
meant that nine boards could be constructed on a single prototype panel. It was 
decided that eight I/O card boards would be constructed and one CPU board would 
be made for the first prototype. This meant, however, that the Smart Controller 
Engine CPU board had to be designed before the I/O boards could be built. 

3.5.4 Smart Controller engine CPU board design 
The Smart Controller Engine CPU board was designed using the schematic and PCB 
libraries provided with the DIMM-PC Starter Kit (Jumptech 2001a). The schematic 
and libraries were supplied as a Protel project and included the connections between 
the DIMM-PC and all the peripherals, including the PC/104 plug. Additionally, the 
component footprint for the DIMM-PC connector was provided; it is a 144 pin 
surface mount ‘U’  shaped connector. Figure 51 displays the DIMM-PC schematic 
and the component footprint. 
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Although the DIMM-PC had on board IDE compatible flash (Glass 1998) with a 
DOS file system, RTEMS did not have a device driver for it at that time.  

 
Figure 51 DIMM-PC schematic symbol and component footprint 

Consequently, it might not have been possible to store patches or any information 
from within the RTEMS code to the DOS file system; therefore, alternative methods 
of non-volatile data storage were implemented on the Smart Controller Engine CPU 
board in case a DOS file system IDE driver could not be developed for RTEMS. The 
two methods provided for were: non-volatile static RAM (hereafter SRAM), and 
EEPROM (Barr 2001b). Provisions were made for these two methods by including 
the required parts on the schematic diagrams and designing the PCB with 
connections and physical placement of the parts; however, the parts would not be 
soldered to the PCB unless required. 

After completing the schematic circuit for the Smart Controller Engine CPU board, a 
PCB was designed using automatic routing, shown in Figure 52. Having successfully 
designed the PCBs for the PIC microcontroller and Smart Controller Engine CPU 
boards, the PCB files were sent by email to FasTrack for manufacturing. 
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Figure 52 Routed 386 CPU board. 

3.5.5 PIC microcontroller board assembly 
On receipt of the circuit boards from FasTrack, the components were soldered to the 
boards with the aid of an assembly rack, enabling the concurrent assembly of five 
boards. The assembly of these first five boards highlighted the following circuit 
design problems:  

1. Some of the component holes were too small. It would not be possible to drill 
the holes larger because the holes were through-hole plated, and therefore, 
were also used to electrically join tracks between top and bottom layers of the 
board. This was overcome by soldering the component leads to the board 
track using the tinning and reflow method (Smith 1994).67 

2. The input and output cable looms were soldered directly to the boards, as 
shown in Figure 53. This method caused three problems.  

(a) It was very time consuming and awkward to strip, tin, and push the 
individual ribbon cable wires through the holes; compounded because the 
spacing between the holes was double the distance between the ribbon 
cable wires.  

(b) There was no stress relief on the cable, and so excessive moving of the 
cable led to wires breaking due to metal fatigue.  

                                                 

67 Reflow soldering is accomplished by tinning both the PCB track and the lead, positioning the lead onto the track, and 
applying heat to both the track and board until the molten solder has joined the lead and the track. 
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(c) There was no method to quickly separate the board from the cable loom. 
This meant that modifying or repairing the boards after they had been 
placed in a case could result in excessive movement of the wires, which 
in turn aggravated the problem caused by the lack of stress relief. If a 
single wire broke, the affected wire would have to be stripped, tinned, and 
soldered back through the hole. This caused the repaired wire to be 
shorter than the wires that did not break, which in turn placed further 
mechanical stress on that wire.  

 
Figure 53 Input and output cables connected to PCB. 

The problem with the loom cable was alleviated by soldering single inline 
pins to the PCB and soldering the cable to a plug. This provided a fast way of 
separating the cable looms from the board; however, soldering the wires to 
the connector was till awkward due to the space differences between the 
wires on the cable and the connections of the plug. 

These issues were overcome in the design of the next set of boards by using 
IDC line sockets and headers, in which the ribbon cable is simply crimped to 
the connector, as shown in Figure 54.  
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Figure 54 IDC Inline socket and header. 

3. A missing circuit link on the PCB between the output of the second 4051 
analogue switch and the ADC input of the PIC microcontroller, which 
resulted in analogue inputs nine to sixteen not working. This was overcome 
by simply placing a wire jumper on the PCB and modifying the schematic in 
Protel, which ensured that it would not occur when the next iteration of PCBs 
was designed.  

4. The greatest problem with the boards occurred with the analogue outputs, 
primarily because a physical MAX520 DAC chip was not available when 
designing the circuits. When the MAX 520 chips finally arrived, there was a 
mistake in the circuit in that the reference voltages were not connected, and 
therefore a second wire jumper was required on the PCB. 

After correcting and assembling the boards, the assembled boards were mounted in 
boxes. The ribbon cable looms for the input and output control voltages were 
connected to DIN41612 Euro card connectors using heat-shrink tubing on the wires, 
as shown in Figure 55, to prevent inadvertent short circuiting of the pins and to add 
mechanical stress relief. 

 
Figure 55 Use of heatshrink tubing for stress relief. 

The DIN41612 connector was selected because it had identical pin spacing to the 
connectors used by the I-Cube (Infusion Systems 1998), which would therefore 
allow performers to use Infusion System sensors. The three pin input system contains 
+5 V on the top pin, which can be used to provide power to the sensor, the CV input 
value on the centre pin, and the CV common reference on the bottom pin. A simple 
sensor could be created and connected by soldering the three terminals of a 
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potentiometer to a three pin steak pin header and plugged into the input of the device 
as shown in Figure 56. 

 
Figure 56 Simple sensor created from a potentiometer. 

The mapping of controller values to inputs and outputs was done through dialog with 
the people who would be testing them, resulting in the MIDI controller mappings 
displayed in Table 5. The mapping for the analogue outputs was chosen to correlate 
with common performance controller numbers. Controller messages one, two, four, 
and seven correlate to modulation wheel, breath controller, foot controller, and 
volume (Pressing 1992, p. 97). 

MIDI controller Input MIDI controller output 

Analogue Control Voltage Inputs 
1–16. 

MIDI controller message on MIDI channel one, 
controller numbers 12–27 mapped to input 
channel, controller value mapped to input value. 

Digital Switch Inputs 1–16. MIDI controller message on MIDI channel one, 
controller numbers 64–9 mapped to input 
channel, controller value mapped to input value. 

MIDI controller message on 
MIDI channel one, controller 
numbers 80–87, controller value 
0–127. 

Digital output numbers 1–8 mapped to 
controller number, output value 0 or +5 V 
mapped to controller value.  

MIDI controller message channel 
one, controller numbers 1, 2, 4, 
and 7, controller value 0–127. 

Analogue outputs 1–4 mapped to controller 
number, output 0 to +10 V mapped to controller 
value. 

MIDI controller message channel 
two, controller numbers 1, 2, 4, 
and 7, controller value 0–127. 

Analogue outputs 5–8 mapped to controller 
number, output 0 to +10 V mapped to controller 
value. 

Table 5 MIDI controller mapping. 

After the first set of boards were created and encased, they were sent to the people 
who had agreed to test the devices as MIDI controllers and provide feedback via the 
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questionnaire shown on page 279. The feedback was very positive from the 
participants who returned the questionnaire. One participant, however, stated that the 
input impedance was too low, which in turn caused the controller value range to be 
half that required. This was discovered when connecting the voltage output of a 
Theremin,68 which had high output impedance, to a CV input. The output impedance 
of the Theremin was equal to that of the CV input, and consequently, the voltage at 
the CV input became half the required voltage. The CV inputs were connected 
without buffering to the ADC inputs of the PIC, which required a maximum of 10 
KΩ in order to obtain an accurate conversion (Microchip 2001b, p. 116). The 
impedance requirements of both the CV input device and the PIC could be satisfied 
in the next iteration of PCBs by buffering the inputs with operational amplifiers. 

The MIDI and control voltage capabilities of the I/O card were successfully 
designed, built, and tested by creating and deploying a standalone MIDI to CV / CV 
to MIDI converter. In addition to the original intention of developing the standalone 
device for testing, the device became an individual and useful instrument in its own 
right. The next stage of development was the interface between the PIC I/O and the 
386 CPU boards. 

3.5.6 PLA development 
Communication between the PIC microcontroller and the Smart Controller Engine 
CPU boards would be effected through the PC/104 bus. An ISA to PC/104 converter 
board enabled the PIC I/O card to communicate through its PC/104 connector to the 
simulation 386DX computer ISA bus, as shown in Figure 57. 

 
Figure 57 PIC I/O card attached to PC/104 to ISA converter card. 

The converter card was inserted into the ISA slot on the PC and device drivers were 
written incrementally. The order of development was as follows: 

                                                 

68 A Theremin is an instrument that is played by moving ones hands in the proximity of two antennae, where the capacitance of 
the human body with respect to the antennae provides the input stimulus to the instrument.  
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1. the RTEMS device driver was developed to respond to interrupts generated from 
PIC I/O card 

2. the PLA was programmed to read and write values to the parallel ISA BUS 

3. the PIC microcontroller and PLA were programmed to communicate using 
synchronous serial communications. 

3.5.6.1 RTEMS I/O card device driver development 
The first step to developing the communication between the PIC I/O card and the 
Smart Controller Engine CPU boards was to write the device drivers in RTEMS for 
the 386. This method was chosen because it would be very easy to display diagnostic 
information to the PC display using the ‘printk’  function— a function similar to 
“ printf”  (Kernighan and Ritchie 1988) except ‘printk’  can be safely used within an 
interrupt— which in turn would provide feedback to the console as to whether the 
device driver was working correctly or not. 

The device driver was modelled on the serial port code on the PC386 BSP within the 
RTEMS source. Modifications were made to compensate for the different I/O 
addresses and interrupt request (hereafter IRQ) numbers between a 386 PC 
communications port and those required for the PIC I/O board. A device driver table 
entry was created and added (OAR Corporation 2003 chap. 22, sect. 8); except that 
only an initialise function was defined because open, close, read, write, and control 
would not be performed using the standard RTEMS I/O API. 

extern  rtems_device_driver midiport0_initialize  
  (rtems_device_major_number major, 
   rtems_device_minor_number minor, void *arg); 
 
 
#define MIDIPORT_1_DRIVER_TABLE_ENTRY {midiport0_initialize, 
NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL}  

The entry was then added to the device driver table, which in turn caused function 
‘midiport0_initialize’  to be called during the IO Manager initialisation (OAR 
Corporation 2003 chap. 22, sect. 8) which is at the start of the application. 

rtems_device_driver 
midiport0_initialize(rtems_device_major_number major, 
                   rtems_device_minor_number minor, 
                   void                      *arg) 
{ 
   
  printk("midiport0_initialize\n"); 
  return RTEMS_SUCCESSFUL; 
} /* port 0 initialize */ 
 

The console displayed ‘midiport0_initialize’  when RTEMS booted, thus displaying 
that the device initialisation code had been executed. 
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The Smart Controller was designed to allow additional I/O by adding up to two 
additional PIC I/O cards. Consequently, the RTEMS code was written to facilitate 
this by defining additional I/O addresses and interrupt handlers.  

// define the irq numbers 
#define BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT0_IRQ ((rtems_irq_symbolic_name)10)  
#define BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT1_IRQ ((rtems_irq_symbolic_name)12) 
#define BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT2_IRQ ((rtems_irq_symbolic_name)5) 
 
//define MEMORY I/O addresses 
#define BSP_IO_BASE_PORT0 0x0230 
#define BSP_IO_BASE_PORT1 0x0248 
#define BSP_IO_BASE_PORT2 0x0250 
 
 
// define the IO Addresses of the drivers 
typedef struct 
{ 
  short io_address; 
  rtems_irq_symbolic_name irq; 
  const char* name; 
} str_midi_io_board; 
 
// define the IO board irq and address 
str_midi_io_board BSP_COMM_PORT_ADDRESS [MAX_MIDI_DEVICES] =  
{ 
  {BSP_IO_BASE_PORT0, BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT0_IRQ, "/dev/midi1"},  
  {BSP_IO_BASE_PORT1, BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT1_IRQ, "/dev/midi2"}, 
  {BSP_IO_BASE_PORT2, BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT2_IRQ, "/dev/midi3"} 
}; 
 
// define the connect data for the DATA port 
rtems_irq_connect_data port_irq_connect_data 
[MAX_MIDI_DEVICES] =  
{ 
  
  {BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT0_IRQ, RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt0, NULL, 
NULL, NULL}, 
  {BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT1_IRQ, RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt1, NULL, 
NULL, NULL}, 
  {BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT2_IRQ, RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt2, NULL, 
NULL, NULL} 
}; 

The structure ‘rtems_irq_connect_data’ , when registered with the I/O manager, 
causes the interrupt handler to call the function ‘RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt0’  upon 
the receipt of BSP_IRQ_DATA_PORT0_IRQ, which is defined as interrupt 10 on 
page 116. 

The ‘midiport0_initialize’  function was then modified so it would make a call to a 
generic initialisation function using the parameter value of zero. 

rtems_device_driver 
midiport0_initialize(rtems_device_major_number major, 
                   rtems_device_minor_number minor, 
                   void                      *arg) 
{ 
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  rtems_status_code status; 
  const int device_num = 0; 
  const char* port_name = 
BSP_COMM_PORT_ADDRESS[device_num].name; 
 
  RtemsMidiDriver::initialize (device_num); 
 
  //Register the device 
 
  status = rtems_io_register_name ((char*)port_name, major, 
0); 
 
  if (status != RTEMS_SUCCESSFUL) 
  { 
    printk("Error registering %s device!\n", port_name); 
    rtems_fatal_error_occurred (status); 
  } 
  printk("Device: %s initialized.\n", port_name); 
  return RTEMS_SUCCESSFUL; 
} // port 0 initialize  
 

When function ‘RtemsMidiDriver::initialize’  is called with the parameter zero, the 
interrupt handler at ‘port_irq_connect_data’  index zero is installed. This will cause 
the registration of the ‘rtems_irq_connect_data’  structure with the I/O manager.  

bool RtemsMidiDriver::initialize (int device_number) 
{ 
  rtems_status_code status; 
  const char* port_name = BSP_COMM_PORT_ADDRESS 
  [device_number].name; 
 
 
  if( !BSP_install_rtems_irq_handler( 
     &(port_irq_connect_data[device_number]) ) ) 
  { 
    printk("Error installing %s data interrupt handler!\n", 
           port_name); 
    rtems_fatal_error_occurred(status); 
  } 
 
  if( !BSP_install_rtems_irq_handler(  
     &(port_irq_connect_midi[device_number]) ) ) 
  { 
    printk("Error installing %s midi interrupt handler!\n", 
       port_name); 
    rtems_fatal_error_occurred(status); 
  } 
  return true; 
} 

When an interrupt is received on IRQ 10, the static function 
‘RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt0’  is called, which will result in the text ‘Interrupt 0’  
being written to the console. 
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void RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt0 () 
{ 
  printf ("Interrupt 0 \r\n"); 
} 

This was first tested by momentarily shorting the PC/104 IRQ 10 pin to ground. The 
PIC was then programmed to generate a pulse every second on the pin connected to 
IRQ 10 of the PC/104 bus. 

int main() 
{ 
  InitialiseWatchdog();  
  while (1) 
  { 
   // PREPARE 
   output_low(IO_INTERUPT_OUT_DATA);  
   delay_ms (1000); 
 
   // Send Interrupt 
   output_high(IO_INTERUPT_OUT_DATA);  
   restart_wdt(); 
   BlinkWatchdog(); 
   delay_ms (1000);    
  } 
} 

When the RTEMS code was run with the PIC I/O card plugged in, an interrupt was 
received every second, which in turn caused the interrupt message to be displayed on 
the console, proving that the interrupt could be detected within the RTEMS code. In 
order to add additional I/O cards later, a common function was created that would be 
called from the interrupt function. 

inline void RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt (int dev_num) 
{ 
  printk ("Interrupt %u received\r\n", dev_num); 
} 

The registered interrupt handler functions were defined as follows: 

void RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt0 () 
{ 
  interrupt (0); 
} 
 
void RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt1 () 
{ 
  interrupt (1); 
} 

If the interrupt was received for the first interrupt, function 
‘RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt0’  would generate 

Interrupt 0 received 
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If, however, the second interrupt was received, function 
‘RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt1’  would be called, causing 
‘RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt’  to generate 

Interrupt 1 received 

All subsequent code for receiving interrupts was implemented within the function 
‘RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt’ , using the ‘dev_num’  parameter to determine which 
interrupt was called. 

After determining that the interrupt handler was being called, the interrupt function 
was programmed to read and display the contents of the appropriate I/O address. 

inline void RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt (int dev_num) 
{ 
  short io_address = 
BSP_COMM_PORT_ADDRESS[dev_num].io_address; 
  IOData io_in_data; 
  inport_word (io_address, io_in_data); 
  printk ("Read %04X\r\n", io_in_data); // Display In hex 
} 

The I/O address of the card was defined by indexing the element ‘io_address’  of the 
array ‘str_midi_io_board’  structures, BSP_COMM_PORT_ADDRESS, defined on 
page 116, which evaluated to 0x0230. The console displayed the following text after 
receiving each interrupt: 

Read FFFF 

The value, which indicates that all data pins were set to logic high, was a result of the 
absence of a programmed PLA at that I/O address. The next stage in development 
was to program the PLA on the PIC I/O card to detect that it was being addressed, 
causing the PLA to generate an output. 

3.5.6.2 Communication from PLA to ISA bus 
The responsibility of the PLA would be to interface between the PIC and the ISA 
bus. The connections between the ISA bus and the PLA, although physically 
connected on the I/O card, had not been logically connected within the PLA, as 
stated on page 105. This was accomplished by programming the PLA using the 
Design Expert software from Lattice Semiconductor (Lattice Semiconductor 
Corporation 2001). 

The first stage in implementation was determining whether the PLA could be 
addressed. A detailed examination of the CPU Bus cycle timing diagram (Jumptech 
2001b, p. 43), shown in Figure 58, coupled with a detailed explanation of the ISA 
Bus cycle by Shanley (Shanley, Anderson, and MindShare Inc. 1995, p. 359–64), 
revealed that the signal Buffered Address Latch Enable (hereafter BALE) (Shanley, 
Anderson, and MindShare Inc. 1995, p. 342) should have been used instead of 
Address Enable (AEN). AEN was connected incorrectly due to a misleading diagram 
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that showed AEN being used to decode an I/O address (Triebel 1998, p. 756).69 The 
signal BALE, by contrast, is used by I/O to decode and latch the decoded system 
address, which is then used for the entire bus cycle (Shanley, Anderson, and 
MindShare Inc. 1995). In order to correct this, the printed circuit board track 
connected to AEN was physically cut with a knife. A wire was connected from the 
PLA side of the cut track to BALE on the PC/104 connector and the schematic 
diagram was updated.  

After correcting the circuit for the PLA to ISA bus interconnection, it was possible to 
program the logic to decode an address. The timing diagram shown in Figure 58 
illustrates that the address must be decoded at the falling edge of BALE, enabling the 
I/O card to recognise that it is being addressed, causing it to generate signal IOCS16# 
(Shanley, Anderson, and MindShare Inc. 1995, p. 344). Figure 59 displays the 
address decode logic of the PLA within the Design Expert Software.  

                                                 

69 AEN is only asserted by the CPU during a Direct Memory Access (hereafter DMA) transfer cycle (Shanley, Anderson, and 
MindShare Inc. 1995, p. 345); the I/O card, however, was not implemented using DMA. 
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Figure 58 ISA CPU Bus Timing70 

 
Figure 59 Decoding of I/O Address. 

                                                 

70 (Jumptech 2001b, p. 43) 
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The input signals, BALE, SA4 to SA9, A10_11, and A12_1571 are input to the sub 
module ‘InputEnable’ , which generates logic high on its ‘ADDRESS_ENABLED’  
output when the correct address is decoded. This output enables the tri-state buffer, 
which in turn outputs a logic zero on IO16_NOT. If however, the incorrect address is 
decoded, the tri-state buffer for IO16_NOT is disabled and its output is high 
impedance. The decoding sub module, ‘INPUTENABLE’ , displayed in Figure 60, 
uses a comparator to compare the input address with the required address.  

 
Figure 60 InputEnable Address decoder sub module. 

Whenever the correct address is decoded, the output of the AND gate I53 is a logic 
high. The output of this AND gate is latched to the flip-flop I51 by the negative edge 
of BALE, producing an output at ‘ADDRESS_ENABLED’  until BALE becomes 
positive and then negative again, which does not occur for the duration of the current 
CPU clock cycle, as shown in Figure 58. In order to determine whether the I/O card 
is being read from or written to, the output signal is ANDed with the inverse of 
IOR_NOT, which is asserted as a zero when the CPU is performing a read from the 
I/O board, as shown in Figure 61.  

 
Figure 61 Decoding I/O Read. 

 

                                                 

71 A10_11 and A12_15 are the ORed sum of SA12 to SA15, which was created in order to reduce the number of pins required 
in the PLA.  
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The resultant signal, which is logic high when the I/O card is being addressed and the 
CPU is performing a read, enables the tri-state buffers for the ISA data bus signals 
D0 to D15, as shown in Figure 62. 

 
Figure 62 Data output tri-state buffers.72 

In order to display an output, the input to the tri-state buffers for D0 to D15 were tied 
to logic low. When the RTEMS device driver read from the I/O card, the display was 
Read 0000, instead of Read FFFF, detailed on page 119.  

The PLA development software was then used to develop a counter that would 
increment the value generated on D0 to D15, which resulted in the RTEMS device 
driver displaying a counting input. 

Read 0000 
Read 0001 
Read 0002 

This conclusively proved that the values generated within the PLA were being read 
by the CPU. The next step was to prove that the ISA bus could write to the PLA. 

In order to determine this, a value had to be written from the RTEMS device driver 
to the PLA. The device driver from RTEMS was modified so it incremented the 
input value by one before generating the output. 

inline void RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt (int dev_num) 
{ 
  short io_address = 
BSP_COMM_PORT_ADDRESS[dev_num].io_address; 
  IOData io_in_data; 
  inport_word (io_address, io_in_data); 
  printk ("Read %04X\r\n", io_in_data); // Display in hex 
  outport_word (io_address, io_in_data + 1); 
} 

The PLA was programmed to store the value read from the ISA bus during the ISA 
write cycle, and then output the stored value to the ISA bus during the ISA read 
cycle. In order to effect this, the tri-state buffers for the data lines D0 to D15, 
displayed in Figure 62, were changed to bi-directional buffers, as shown in Figure 
63. 

                                                 

72 Dout[0:15] signifies a bus or set containing  signals sequentially named Dout0  through to Dout15. Thicker lines signify a bus 
as opposed to a single signal. 
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Figure 63 Bi-directional buffers. 

The result displayed to the console did not correlate to the expected output. In many 
cases, the value displayed was FFFF, which made it appear that the buffers’  
behaviour was not being switched from input to output quickly enough.73 

Read 0000 
Read 0001 
Read 0002 
Read FFFF 
Read FFFF 
Read 0000 
Read 0001 

In order to overcome this, extra wait-states were inserted by holding the Channel 
ready (hereafter CHREADY) signal low for four bus clocks periods (Shanley, 
Anderson, and MindShare Inc. 1995, p. 342). To effect this, the Bus Clock (hereafter 
BCLK) signal was required as an extra input to the PLA, while CHREADY was 
required as an extra output. Subsequent reading of the PLA manual revealed that two 
clock pins were available as high speed inputs to the PLA (Lattice Semiconductor 
Corporation 2003b, p. 26). The pins were connected and the PLA was 
reprogrammed, which resulted in the correct display generated by the RTEMS device 
driver, and the number of wait-states was reduced to zero— the circuit worked by 
simply adding BCLK as an input to the PLA without requiring the CHREADY 
signal. The resultant connection of the ISA bus to the PLA is displayed in Figure 64. 

                                                 

73 This assumption was actually incorrect. The problem was caused by high speed switching caused by noise. 
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Figure 64 Addition of BALE and BCLK to PLA clock inputs. 

Having successfully communicated between the PLA and the ISA bus, it was 
necessary to communicate between the PIC microcontroller and the PLA.  

3.5.6.3 Communication between PIC and PLA 
The method intended to pass information between the PIC and the PLA was to clock 
the data in and out of the PLA using synchronous transmission, similar to the way 
digital inputs and outputs were effected for the MIDI controller, which is discussed 
in detail on pages 100 and 103. 

3.5.6.3.1 Writing data from the PIC 

The first method used to construct the communication protocol was to write 
incremental numbers from the PIC to the PLA, which would be read through the ISA 
bus. Although the PLA can be programmed using schematic symbols, as was the 
case when programming the address decoder, a text-based method of programming is 
also possible. Advanced Boolean Expression Language-Hardware Design Language 
(hereafter ABEL-HDL) (McCrohan and Holley 2003) is often used to write logical 
expressions using “ high-level equations, state diagrams, and truth tables ... with little 
or no concern for the architecture of the target device”  (Lattice Semiconductor 
Corporation 2003a, p. 15). Consider the problem of converting a synchronous serial 
stream to a parallel output. In the development of the digital outputs, discussed on 
page 103, a 74HC595 shift register was used to shift bits in one at a time and then 
latch the shifted bits when required. Although it would be possible to create a similar 
mechanism using the schematic design tools using flip-flop and shift register 
symbols, ABEL-HDL is an extremely effective alternative. The biggest advantage 
was that it was possible to modify the internal logic of ABEL-HDL using a text 
editor, without modifying the interface. The serial to parallel converter was effected 
using ABEL-HDL as follows. 
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MODULE SPI_WRITE 
 
TITLE '16 bit serial in parallel out' 
   "define input pins 
  clk pin; "Clock pin 
  din pin; "Input Serial Data 
  rst pin; " Input count reset pin 

 
   "define output pins 
  out15..out0 pin istype 'reg'; "Output data 

 
   "define a set referring to all registers 
outs = [out15..out0];  

 
EQUATIONS 
outs.clk = clk; 

 
"The reset pin will set all shift registers to zero 
when (rst) then 
{ 
  outs = 0; 
} 
else 
{ 
  out15 := out14; 
  out14 := out13; 
  out13 := out12; 
  out12 := out11; 
  out11 := out10; 
  out10 := out9; 
  out9 := out8; 
  out8 := out7; 
  out7 := out6; 
  out6 := out5; 
  out5 := out4; 
  out4 := out3; 
  out3 := out2; 
  out2 := out1; 
  out1 := out0; 
  out0 := din; 
} 
END   

The ABEL-HDL file was compiled and a schematic symbol was created, which 
allowed the module to be used within the schematic design tools. The generated 
symbol, displayed in Figure 65, shows the input pins on the left, while the output 
pins are displayed on the right. 
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Figure 65 Sixteen bit serial to parallel shift register schematic symbol 

Before data could be shifted into the PLA, a device driver was required in the PIC. In 
order to simplify communication between the 386 CPU and the PIC microcontroller, 
and considering that the ISA bus supported sixteen-bit transmission, it was decided 
that the communication between the 386 and the PIC would use two bytes of 
information per transmission. The high-order byte would identify the type of 
message that was being transmitted, while the low-order byte would contain 
information or a value for transmission. The data types required at this point were 
MIDI, analogue, and digital. Additionally, considering that there were two output 
MIDI ports, a type for the second MIDI device was defined. The type definitions 
were defined as follows. 

#define MIDI_CHAN_1_DATA  0x00 
#define MIDI_CHAN_2_DATA  0x10 
#define ANALOG_DATA       0x20 
#define DIGITAL_DATA      0x30 
 

For example, if the message being transmitted from the PIC to the 386 was a MIDI 
byte, the high-order byte would define the message as a MIDI byte while the low-
order byte would be the actual MIDI byte.  

typedef struct  
{ 
  byte flags; 
  byte data; 
} str_PLA_Data; 
 
str_PLA_Data pla_data; 
 
pla_data.flags = MIDI_CHAN_1_DATA; // signifies Data is MIDI 
pla_data.data = 0x90; // MIDI byte  
 

The sixteen-bit data structure was clocked into the PLA using a method similar to 
that utilised for generating digital output, detailed on page 103. 

In order to test the transmission of data from the PIC to the 386 through the PLA, the 
PIC was programmed to increment a value, shift it into the PLA, and then interrupt 
the 386. The display generated through the RTEMS device driver showed values 
incrementing from 0000 to FFFF, with approximately ten increments every second—
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the data was being transmitted faithfully. At this stage the PIC sent an interrupt at a 
timed period; it was now necessary that the PIC send data immediately after 
notification that the 386 had serviced the previous message from the PLA through 
the use of handshaking. 

3.5.6.3.2 Handshaking between PLA and PIC 

Handshaking between the PLA and PIC was implemented by interrupting the PIC 
from within the PLA after the 386 had written data into the PLA. This was first 
implemented in the PLA by decoding the address and ANDing the result with the 
IOWC# signal, similar to the way that a read was decoded (see page 122), with the 
exception that the write signal from the ISA bus was decoded instead of the read 
signal. Additionally, the interrupt signal had to remain asserted until the PIC had 
serviced the data, and so this was accomplished when the PIC commenced sending 
its data to the PLA, effected through a flip-flop that was cleared by the combined 
address decode and IO write signal, and set through the changing of the data 
direction pin by the PIC at the commencement of a write by the PIC. This result was 
then inverted, as shown in Figure 66. 

 
Figure 66 Setting and clearing of PIC Interrupt pin. 

Within the PIC microcontroller, the interrupt for pin B0 was defined as a rising edge 
and enabled in the ‘ResetController’  function. Additionally, the PLA was initialised, 
which in turn cleared the PIC interrupt pin, as shown in Figure 66. 

Next, an interrupt vector function was written for the PIC to notify the main program 
that an interrupt had been received. 

short message_received = false; 
 
#int_ext 
ProcessInterrupt() 
{ 
  message_received = true; 
} 

The PIC was then programmed to send a message once it received an interrupt, 
which would occur as a result of the 386 writing data to the PLA. The display 
generated through the RTEMS device driver showed values incrementing from 0000 
to FFFF very quickly. In order to test the fidelity of transmission at this rate, the 
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RTEMS device driver was programmed to test that the current value received was 
one greater than the previous value. If the result was incorrect, the output would be 
displayed. 

IOData last_tx_message [MAX_MIDI_DEVICES]; // store last 
values 
 
inline void RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt (int dev_num) 
{ 
  short io_address = 
BSP_COMM_PORT_ADDRESS[dev_num].io_address; 
  IOData io_in_data; 
  IOData expected_data = last_tx_message [dev_num] + 1; 
  
  inport_word (io_address, io_in_data); 
 
  if (io_in_data != expected_data) 
  { 
    printk ("Read %04X\r\n", io_in_data); 
    printk ("Expected %04X\r\n", expected_data); 
  } 
   
  last_tx_message [dev_num] = io_in_data; 
  outport_word (io_address, io_in_data + 1); 
} 

The result displayed on the console showed that in some instances, the PLA was not 
outputting the data, resulting in errors being generated in pairs.  

Read FFFF 
Expected 0023 
Read 0024 
Expected 0000 
Read FFFF 
Expected 1234 
Read 1235 
Expected 0000 

These results indicated that when the 386 performed a read in the error condition, the 
PLA data bus was in a high impedance state, resulting in the value FFFF being read 
instead of the value generated from within the PIC. On the next interrupt, however, 
the PLA output data bus was not high impedance and so the 386 read the value from 
the PIC. It became apparent at this point that a protocol had to be developed in order 
to account for possible error conditions. An additional data type was added to those 
defined on page 127 to signify a diagnostic message.  

#define DIAG_DIAG_MESSAGE_FLAG 0xFF 

A set of diagnostic messages was defined in order to transmit non-data messages 
between the PIC and the RTEMS device driver. 

3.5.6.3.3 Preventing race conditions 

At this point, it became apparent that a race condition could exist if both devices 
initiated data transfer at the same time. Currently, the communication was initiated 
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from the PIC through an interrupt. The 386, however, could initiate communication 
by writing directly to the I/O address. If the 386 had written to the PLA and then 
received an interrupt from the PIC, the 386 may write to the PLA again before the 
PIC had time to read the data. This situation was resolved by using the highest bit to 
indicate that there was a message in the PLA that had not been read by the PIC. The 
state could be easily obtained within the PLA by using the same signal that was used 
to derive the interrupt for the PIC, shown in Figure 66 on page 128. The signal is 
placed on ‘Dout15’ , as shown in Figure 67, which is connected to system data 15 on 
the ISA bus. 

 
Figure 67 Setting PLA data ready. 

As a result, only fifteen bits of data from the PIC can be used as data by the RTEMS 
device driver, being SD [0:14]74. The bit that is not used as data by the 386, which is 
obtained from ‘out15’  of the ‘SPI_WRITE’  module, is used as a flag to determine 
whether the output to the system data bus should be enabled. Consequently, output 
cannot be enabled if all sixteen bits are not shifted into the PLA. On the data output, 
the sixteenth bit is determined by the state of the register ‘I13’  within the PLA, 
shown in Figure 67. This is applied within the RTEMS device drivers: if the most 
significant bit is low, the interrupt performs nothing. When the test was run again, 
only the data that was missing was written to the console. Having successfully 
written from the PIC to the PLA using a serial stream, it was necessary to implement 
reading from the PLA using a serial stream. 

3.5.6.3.4 Reading data into PIC 

The ‘READ_SPI’  module was written using ABEL-HDL, applying similar shift 
registers to the ‘SPI_WRITE’  module shown on page 126, with the exception that it 
performed a parallel to serial conversion. The data was latched into the registers 
upon the combination of the decoded address and the falling edge of ISA signal 
IOWC#, shown in the timing diagram in Figure 58. Within the PIC, a device driver 
was developed to read the data from the PLA as a shifted serial stream, similar to 
reading the digital inputs detailed on page 100. The PIC was then programmed to 

                                                 

74 ISA Bus System Data pins 0 to 14. 
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write the data originally read from the 386 through the PLA, and back to the 386 
through the PLA.  

The program was once again run on the 386; errors, however, occurred sporadically. 
It was suspected that the read function was at fault because that was the only thing 
that had changed. It was very difficult to ascertain the relationship between the 
expected data and the actual received data; and the errors only occurred after several 
thousands of successful transfers. For example, the following message was displayed 
on the console. 

Bytes Missing. ByteNum 86147 
Read 8D9D 
Expected 8DcE 
 

There did not appear at first to be any relationship between the two until the values 
were written down in binary. 

Read 8D9D = 1000110 110011101 
Expected 8DCE = 1000110 111001110 
 

The read value had been partially shifted to the left. This is marked below with the 
letter ‘E’  signifying the extra bit. 

8D9D = 1000110 E 11001110  1 
8DCE = 1000110 1 11001110 

The ‘SPI_READ’  module within the PLA was replaced with a pair of 74HC165 shift 
registers, which solved the problem. After discussing the problem with Neil Kilgour, 
a conclusion was drawn that it was probably caused by crosstalk, whereby a pulse on 
a nearby track induces a voltage on a neighbouring track or wire. He explained that 
the PLA device was so fast that a small spike could cause the device to clock. This 
was confirmed by replacing the wires used to connect the ISA bus to the PLA, 
detailed on page 119, with strips of ribbon cable with three wires; the inner wire 
connected the ISA bus pin to the PLA, while the outer two pins were connected to 
ground. The space between the signal wire and the two ground wires was small 
enough to provide enough capacitance to shunt any speed transients away from the 
PLA. This theory also sufficed to explain why the data out latch sometimes did not 
become enabled, as detailed on page 124. This was confirmed by removing the 
BUSCLK signal from the PLA completely, which resulted in no errors being 
displayed by the RTEMS device driver. 

3.5.7 Summary – embedded hardware development 
The initial implementation of the Smart Controller as a hardware device was 
successfully accomplished by validating and implementing each sub-module 
separately. 

1. The embedded PC was purchased and tested for suitability by running the 
RTEMS firmware 
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2. The I/O card, which would be responsible for providing the control voltage 
and MIDI I/O to the Smart Controller, was designed using a PIC 
microcontroller. The supporting peripherals, which would be responsible for 
transferring voltages and MIDI between the PIC and the external systems,75 
were implemented by writing device drivers for the PIC and testing their 
suitability on a solderless breadboard. 

3. The I/O card running the PIC microcontroller was designed as a complete 
unit that functioned as a CV to MIDI and MIDI to CV converter. 

4. Printed circuit boards were designed and built for both the PIC I/O and the 
386 CPU modules. 

5. Finally, the PLA was programmed in parallel with the device drivers from the 
PIC and the ISA bus. 

The next stage in the development was the design of the MIDI and CV driver tasks 
within both boards. 

3.6 Elaboration iteration 4: MIDI device driver and task development 
3.6.1 MIDI driver generalisation 
Having successfully provided communication between the 386 CPU and the PIC I/O 
boards, it was necessary to develop device drivers to respond to control voltages and 
MIDI messages being received and sent by the Smart Controller engine. Classes 
MidiInputDriver and MidiOutputDriver were derived from super class MidiDriver, 
as shown in Figure 68. 

 
Figure 68 MidiDriver classes 

                                                 

75 External systems in this context include input and output control voltage sensors and MIDI receivers and transmitters. 
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The MidiDriver was designed as a generalisation class (Larman 2002, p. 396) of both 
the input and output drivers because both drivers required an IOData object queue. 
The IODATA object contained the data type, defined on page 43, and the value of the 
MIDI or CV event received from the interrupt service routine (hereafter ISR) or the 
Smart Controller application. By using the generalisation, addition and removal from 
the queue could be effected through a single implementation. Receiving IO data from 
within the ISR would result in a call to the MidiInputDriver object ‘DataReady’  
method. 

MidiInputDriver* RtemsMidiDriver::pMidiIn[MAX_MIDI_DEVICES]; 
 
 
void RtemsMidiDriver::interrupt (int dev_num) 
{ 
  if (TX_DATA_MASK & io_in_data) // then we can proceed.  
  {  
    IOData io_out_data = 0; 
    // see if this is a diag message 
    if ((io_in_data & DIAG_MESSAGE_MASK) ==  
        DIAG_MESSAGE_MASK) 
    {  
       ... //do diag 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      pMidiIn[dev_num]->DataReady (io_in_data); 
      pMidiIn[dev_num]->ProcessInputData (); 
    } 

Reading data from the MidiInputDriver was effected as follows: 

void MidiInDriver::processMidiInput() 
{ 
  IOData iodata; 
  bool data_valid = ReadData(&iodata); 
 
  while (data_valid) 
  { 
   IOData iodata_type = (IOData) ((iodata & 
          DATA_TYPE_MASK) >> 8); 
 
    switch (iodata_type) 
    {   
      case  MIDI_CHAN_1_DATA: 
        printf ("Received Midi "); 
        break; 
 
      case ANALOG_DATA: 
        printf ("Received Analogue "); 
        break; 
 
      case DIGITAL_DATA: 
        printf ("Received Digital "); 
        break; 
 
      default: 
    } 
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  printf ("%04X\r\n", iodata); 
  data_valid = ReadData(&iodata); // read next One 
} 

The call to ‘ReadData’  makes a call to ‘MidiDriver::DequeData’ , which returns the 
item at the front of the queue or returns false if the queue is empty. 

inline bool MidiDriver::DequeData (IOData* item) 
{ 
  bool ret = false; 
 
  if (!pData.empty()) 
  { 
    *item = pData.top(); 
    pData.pop(); 
    ret = true; 
  } 
  return ret; 
} 

Reception of a single MIDI ‘note on’  message would result in four calls to 
‘DequeData’ . The first three calls would write the data in the ‘item’  parameter, while 
the fourth would return false. The message displayed to the console would be as 
follows:76 

Received Midi 90 
Received Midi C3 
Received Midi 7F 

Reception of a CV input would result in a single IODATA object being received from 
the queue. 

When sending MIDI or CV information from the Smart Controller engine to the 
peripheral, the IODATA queue is applied within the MidiOutputDriver by adding 
items to the queue from within the Smart Controller and removing them from within 
the operating system MIDI device driver. For example, transmitting a MIDI message 
would be accomplished by calling the ‘MidiOutputDriver::TansmitMidiData’ , which 
in turn calls ‘MidiDriver::EnqueData’ .  

MidiOutputDriver::TransmitMidiData (0x90) 
MidiOutputDriver::TransmitMidiData (0xC3) 
MidiOutputDriver::TransmitMidiData (0x7F) 

In addition to transmitting and receiving MIDI data from within the Smart Controller 
embedded device, the device drivers had to run in the simulator for both Windows 
and Macintosh platforms. The application layer device drivers were implemented 
using the “ Abstract Class Abstract Factory”  (Larman 2002, p. 527) pattern, similar to 
the method used to create multiple threads as described on page 43. The 

                                                 

76 The example shows the reception of a Midi Note C3 On message with a velocity of 127 on MIDI channel 0. 
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MidiOutputDriver specialised subclasses, shown in Figure 69, are created through 
the call to ‘MidiOutputDriver::create’ , using the output queue size as a parameter. 

 

 
Figure 69 MidiOutputDriver classes 

3.6.2 Input task implementation 
Within Algorithmic Composer, the MIDI input was triggered and run in the context 
of the MIDI call-back function; this method, however, was not possible within 
RTEMS due to the resource limitations available during ISRs (OAR Corporation 
2003). MIDI input would therefore be processed in an individual thread. Also, 
considering that the I/O board sent both MIDI and CV, although not necessarily at 
the same time, both CV and MIDI input would be serviced by the same thread.  
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Figure 70 MidiInputDriver 

The MidiInputDriver (A) does not run within the context of a thread; on the contrary, 
MidiInputTask (B) is derived from the abstract MidiInputSync class (C) shown in 
Figure 70, which is derived from ActiveObject (D). The MidiInputSync class creates 
the required MidiInputDriver within its constructor. Furthermore, the MidiInputSync 
class contains an event class, which is used to suspend the thread until an event is 
received from the MidiInputDriver class.  

MidiInputSync::MidiInputSync (int queue_size) 
   : _purging(false), 
  pMidiDriver(MidiInputDriver::create(queue_size,   
                                      this)),  
   pEvent(Event::create()) 
} 

The MidiInputSync class overloads the ‘run’  function from the ActiveObject class, 
processing data when an event is received. 

inline void MidiInputSync::run () 
{ 
  while (!Terminated() && !_purging) 
  { 
    pEvent->Wait(); 
    if (!_purging) 
    { 
      pMidiDriver->PreProcesData(); 
      processMidiInput(); 
      pMidiDriver->PostProcesData(); 
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    } 
  } 
} 
 

 
Figure 71 MidiInputDriver to MidiInputSync sequence 

The sequence diagram in Figure 71 displays the MidiInputDriver class receiving 
IODATA from the input device, which in the case of the Smart Controller is the ISR. 
The MidiInputDriver adds the IODATA object to its queue and calls the ‘resume’  
method on MidiInputSync class, which in turn triggers its event. The MidiInputSync 
class receives the event in the context of its thread, reads objects from the 
MidiInputDriver queue, and sends them to the MIDI receiver. This is a similar 
process to that given in the sample program on page 47. 

3.6.3 Windows device driver implementation 
After designing the abstract MidiInputDriver and MidiOutputDriver classes, the 
specialised WindowsMidiInputDriver and WindowsMidiOutputDriver classes were 
implemented. Within the embedded hardware Smart Controller, MIDI information 
would arrive one byte at a time within the interrupt handler. This would not be the 
case with the Windows subclasses because the Windows multimedia subsystem 
treats MIDI messages as either short messages, which are received as four-byte 
entities, or long messages, which are used for system-exclusive messages (Messick 
1998). This meant that the entire MIDI message had to be added to the MidiDriver 
queue and then parsed before the device driver could send the MIDI message through 
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the Windows multimedia subsystem. After receiving a status byte, the number of 
bytes still required is determined by the type of the status byte. 

void WindowsMidiOutputDriver::TransmitMidiByte (unsigned char 
data, int output_num) 
{ 
  IOData iodata = data; 
  EnqueData(iodata); 
 
  // test for status 
  if (data & 0x80) 
  { 
    switch (data & 0xff) //we have to add the 0xff  
                         //because we must have an int 
                         // in the switch 
    { 
      case SYSEX_START_STATUS: 
        _in_SYSEX = true; 
        _num_bytes = -1; 
        break; 
 
      case SYSEX_END_STATUS: 
        _num_bytes = 0; 
        break; 
 
      default: 
        _num_bytes = MidiUtilities::num_bytes(data)-1; 
    } 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    _num_bytes--; 
  } 

When it has been determined that an entire message can be sent, the bytes are 
removed from the queue and added to either a short message for non-system-
exclusive messages; otherwise, they are sent to the ‘TransmitSysex’  function. 

  // we are ready to transmit 
  if(!_num_bytes) 
  { 
    if (_in_SYSEX) 
    { 
      TransmitSysex(); 
      _in_SYSEX = false; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      if (DequeData(&iodata)) 
      { 
        // write the status byte 
        int tx_bytes =  MidiUtilities::num_bytes 
                       ((char) (iodata & 0xff)); 
 
        DWORD short_msg = iodata & 0xff; 
        // now write remaining bytes 
        for (int i = 1; i <= tx_bytes; i++) 
        { 
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          if (DequeData(&iodata)) 
          { 
            DWORD byte_mask = iodata & 0xff; 
            // now shift data to left one byte for 
            // every position 
            for (int j = 0; j < i; j++) 
            { 
              byte_mask <<=8; 
            } // for (unsigned j = 0; j < i; j++) 
 
           short_msg |=  byte_mask; 
          }  // if (DequeData(&iodata)) 
        } // for (unsigned i = 1; i <= tx_bytes; i++) 
 
        if (midiOutShortMsg (_hmout, short_msg) !=  
            MMSYSERR_NOERROR) 
      } //dequedata 
    } // end !SYSEX 
  } 
} 

Likewise, when data is received within the WindowsMidiInputDriver, a registered 
function is called on receipt of a complete MIDI message. The function receives the 
entire message, adds the bytes to the queue, and triggers the event. 

void CALLBACK WindowsMidiInProc(HMIDIIN hmo, 
    UINT wMsg,DWORD dwInstance, DWORD dwParam1, 
    DWORD dwParam2) 
{ 
  IOData iodata; 
  WindowsMidiInputDriver* pDriver =  
 (WindowsMidiInputDriver*)dwInstance; 
   
  bool process_required = pDriver->isEmpty(); 
 
  //... sysyex not shown 
 
  if (wMsg == MIM_DATA) 
  { 
    if (dwInstance) 
    { 
      iodata = (short) (dwParam1 & 0xff); 
 
      int num_bytes = MidiUtilities::num_bytes((char) 
      (iodata & 0xff)); 
 
      pDriver->DataReady(iodata); 
 
      for (int i = 1; i < num_bytes; i++) 
      { 
        DWORD byte_mask = dwParam1; 
 
        // now shift data to left one byte for every  
        // position 
        for (int j = 0; j < i; j++) 
        { 
          byte_mask >>=8; 
        } // for (unsigned j = 0; j < i; j++) 
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        iodata = (short) (byte_mask & 0xff); 
 
        pDriver->DataReady(iodata); 
      } // for (unsigned i = 1; i <= tx_bytes; i++) 
 
    } 
 
    if (process_required) 
      { 
      pDriver->ProcessInputData(); 
      } 
  } 
} 

3.6.4 RTEMS device driver implementation 

 
Figure 72 RTEMS MIDI devices 

Within the RTEMS device driver, the MIDI message does not have to be complete 
before sending or receiving each byte. Communication is handled within the 
RtemsMidiOutputDriver (A) and RtemsMidiInputDriver (B), which communicate 
through the RtemsMidiDriver (C), shown in Figure 72. When the input and output 
devices are opened within the application, a pointer to the RtemsMidiInputDriver or 
RtemsMidiOutputDriver is registered within the RtemsMidiDriver class, which is 
subsequently able to call the correct input or output driver based on the device 
number.  

Output is effected by storing the data on the output queue and then testing if the 
device driver needs to initiate a data transfer. If so, the 386 writes to the PLA, which 
in turn interrupts the PIC.  

void RtemsMidiOutputDriver::TransmitData (IOData data) 
{ 
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  rtems_interrupt_level level; 
  bool successful_transmit = true; 
  const unsigned max_retries = 3; 
  unsigned num_retries; 
 
  EnqueData(data); 
 
  do 
    { 
    if (_tx_ready) 
      { 
        rtems_task_wake_after(1); 
        rtems_interrupt_disable (level); 
 
        successful_transmit =  
        RtemsMidiDriver::WriteOutputReady(_device_num); 
       } 
      else 
      { 
        successful_transmit = true; 
      } 
    
      if (successful_transmit) 
      { 
        _tx_ready = false; 
      } 
 
      rtems_interrupt_enable (level); 
      num_retries++; 
 
    }while(!successful_transmit&& num_retries < max_retries); 
} 
 
 
bool RtemsMidiDriver::WriteOutputReady (int device_num) 
{ 
  bool ret = false; 
 
  // this message is called in the context of a task 
  short io_address = BSP_COMM_PORT_ADDRESS[device_num] 
  .io_address; 
 
  IOData io_in_data; 
 
  inport_word (io_address, io_in_data); 
 
  // See if we can proceed. Otherwise get out quickly 
  if (TX_DATA_MASK & io_in_data) 
  { 
    outport_word (io_address, DIAG_ASYNC_MESSAGE_READY); 
    // now clear flag   
    pMidiOut[device_num]->SetTxReady(false); 
 
    ret = true; 
  } 
 
return ret; 
} 
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After the data has been stored in the queue, it will be transmitted to the ISA bus 
during the 386 ISR, which occurs during input as detailed next. 

3.6.4.1 ISA bus interrupt handling procedure 
Input data is transferred from the PLA to the RtemsMidiDriver, through the ISA bus, 
to the MidiInputDriver through an ISR. Before completing the ISR, data is read from 
the MidiOutputDriver. If data is available for output, the output data is written to the 
PLA, otherwise an ETX message is written to the PLA. This means that data can be 
transferred both to and from the PLA within the context of a single interrupt, as 
shown in Figure 73. 

 
Figure 73 MidiDriver ISR 

After implementing the MIDI drivers, the MIDI input was tested by sending a stream 
of system-exclusive messages from the Windows Machine to the RTEMS Smart 
Controller ranging from 0 to 127. A task was created within the RTEMS code to 
process incoming MIDI messages, displaying errors to the console. 

Running the test generated a continuous stream of errors. The program was modified 
to display the all the bytes of information. Instead of using a stream of MIDI system-
exclusive messages, single ‘note on’  messages were generated once per second using 
Algorithmic Composer. The messages displayed were correct. The original program 
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was loaded again and Algorithmic Composer was programmed to generate ‘note on’  
messages that produced sequential numbers. For example, the first message produced 
note 0, velocity 1; the second message note 2, velocity 3, and so on. The program did 
not show an error until the rate of note generation was increased to approximately 
one MIDI message every six milliseconds.  

77At this point, it was noticed that the LED on the I/O board was blinking rapidly, 
indicating a MIDI overflow.78 An oscilloscope probe was placed on the interrupt pin 
in order to determine the speed at which an interrupt was taking place. This displayed 
approximately two milliseconds with the RTEMS interrupt handler. This huge delay 
was caused by the ‘printf’  statements that had been left within the ISR. These were 
removed and the time between interrupts was reduced to four hundred and fifty 
microseconds. This, however, was still not fast enough to cater for the fastest MIDI 
input, which was one byte every three hundred and twenty microseconds. The 
communication method between the I/O board and the 386 board had to be either 
optimised or modified; otherwise a faster CPU would be required to replace the 386. 

3.6.4.2 Optimisation of I/O data exchange 
In order to determine the maximum data exchange between the I/O and 386 boards, 
the PIC was reprogrammed to immediately write messages back to the PLA. There 
were two points at which the time between data exchanges could be significantly 
reduced. The first was within the RTEMS ISR, while the second was the time the 
PIC took to respond to its interrupt and send another message to the 386. In order to 
measure the time taken for data exchange within both the PIC and the 386, signals 
from both the 386 interrupt and the PIC interrupt were monitored using a dual trace 
oscilloscope. Both traces were triggered from the positive edge of the 386 interrupt 
pin using a fifty microsecond per division sweep time per division, resulting is the 
display in Figure 74. 

                                                 

77 A brief excerpt of the following account has been published in (Fraietta 2002a) 
78 The implementation of the overflow is described on page 102. 
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Figure 74 CPU and PIC interrupt signals 

A detailed analysis of the display is as follows. 

A. The interrupt request signal to the 386 CPU is generated by the PIC 
microcontroller. 

B. One hundred and thirty microseconds later, the 386 has processed the 
interrupt and written the response to the PLA. This is ascertained by the fact 
that the PIC interrupt pin has gone high, caused by a write message from the 
ISA bus generating the resultant signal ‘ReadDataLatch’  within the PLA 
device, shown in Figure 66 on page 128, clocking the high into the 
‘TxReady’  register. 

C. Ten microseconds later, the PIC has received the interrupt and removed the 
interrupt signal from the 386.  

D. One hundred and fifty microseconds later, the PIC has completed reading the 
contents of the PLA and has commenced the write. This is as a result of the 
‘DataDir’  signal within the PLA, shown in Figure 66 on page 128, clearing 
the ‘TxReady’  register. 

E. One hundred and fifty microseconds later, the PIC has completed writing the 
contents to the PLA and sends the interrupt request signal to the 386. 

A message was posted to the RTEMS newsgroup detailing the predicament. A 
suggestion was made that each instruction should be counted. This would be an 
enormous task within the RTEMS code, particularly because template classes, 
pointers, and other high-level procedures were being used. Coupled with this, it is 
not possible to step through the code using a debugger within the ISR. It was 
possible, however, to step through the PIC code using the MPLAB simulator, 
enabling the author to count the machine instructions.  
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The first method used to reduce the time taken within the PIC was to use global 
variables instead of function parameters. Although it is often considered poor 
programming practice to use global variables (Stewart 1999), they are the fastest 
method of accessing data within a system (Ganssle 2001) because the need to push 
the function parameter onto the stack before the function call and to pop it back off at 
completion is eliminated (Barr 1999b, p. 142). Although global variables can have 
negative side effects, “ it’ s not always possible to entirely eliminate them from real 
time systems”  (Ganssle 2001, p. 184). The two main functions that were called 
within the section of code that required optimisation were ‘Pla_write_data’  and 
‘Pla_read_data’ . The function parameters were removed and replaced with global 
variables. 

str_PLA_Data pla_out_data, pla_in_data, prev_pla_out; 
 

Also, a #USE_FAST_IO directive was applied to remove unnecessary changes to the 
data direction registers. Testing indicated a saving of eighty microseconds, reducing 
the time between interrupts to three hundred and seventy microseconds. The function 
had to be reduced by at least a further fifty microseconds.  

Code optimisation was accomplished by first stepping through the C code generated 
by the PIC compiler and comparing it with the generated assembly code. One 
procedure, which wrote the most significant bit79 to the PIC pin, was implemented in 
a single line of C code. 

output_bit (SPI_PLA_DATA, pla_out_data.flags & 0x80); 

Stepping through the code showed that this one line of code took five instructions to 
complete. The following fragment was used in its place. 

if (bit_test (pla_out_data.flags, 7)) 
{ 
  output_bit (SPI_PLA_DATA, 1); 
} 
else 
{ 
  output_bit (SPI_PLA_DATA, 0); 
}  

Although the second fragment of code appears larger in C, the fragment is completed 
in only three machine cycles. This saving of two instructions amounts to sixty-four 
instructions over the exchange because the function is performed thirty-two times per 
exchange.80 This effectively becomes a saving of sixteen microseconds.81 The next 
fragment of code examined was the ‘for’  loops used to shift the serial data in and out 
of the PLA.  

                                                 

79 The most significant bit in a byte is the bit that holds the greatest numerical weight. 
80 Although the exact fragment is only performed sixteen times, a computationally equivalent fragment is used sixteen times on 
the receive cycle. 
81 On a PIC using a 20-Mhz crystal, each instruction is executed in 250 nanoseconds. 64 x 250ns = 16us. 
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for (byte_num = 0; byte_num < 8; byte_num++) 

The single line of code used in the ‘for’  loop required ten machine cycles, which 
translated to eighty machine cycles for the entire ‘for’  loop. This type of loop was 
performed four times per PLA exchange, which translated to three hundred and 
twenty machine cycles per exchange. This calculated to eighty microseconds per 
exchange. The loop was ’ unrolled’  using inline functions, which were literally called 
eight times within the function.  

#inline 
void WritePlaFlags() 
{ 
  if (bit_test (pla_out_data.flags, 7))  
    { 
      output_bit (SPI_PLA_DATA_OUT, 1); 
    } 
  else 
    { 
      output_bit (SPI_PLA_DATA_OUT, 0); 
    } 
 
  // now clock register 
  output_high (PLA_CLK); 
   
  output_low (PLA_CLK); 
} // end WritePlaFlags 
 
void Pla_write_data () 
{ 
#use fast_io(d) 
  // prepare Direction 
  set_tris_d (WRITE_TRIS_VAL); 
 
  output_low (PLA_CLK); 
  output_high(SPI_PLA_DATA_DIR); 
 
  // set the MSB to a one so we can stop the  
  // shifting in the pla 
  bit_set (pla_out_data.flags, 7); 
 
  WritePlaFlags(); 
  pla_out_data.flags<<=1; 
  WritePlaFlags(); 
  pla_out_data.flags<<=1; 
  WritePlaFlags(); 
  pla_out_data.flags<<=1; 
  WritePlaFlags(); 
  pla_out_data.flags<<=1; 
  WritePlaFlags(); 
  pla_out_data.flags<<=1; 
  WritePlaFlags(); 
  pla_out_data.flags<<=1; 
  WritePlaFlags(); 
  pla_out_data.flags<<=1; 
  WritePlaFlags(); 
 
  // now write the data byte 
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  WritePlaData(); 
  pla_out_data.data<<=1; 
  WritePlaData(); 
  pla_out_data.data<<=1; 
  WritePlaData(); 
  pla_out_data.data<<=1; 
  WritePlaData(); 
  pla_out_data.data<<=1; 
  WritePlaData(); 
  pla_out_data.data<<=1; 
  WritePlaData(); 
  pla_out_data.data<<=1; 
  WritePlaData(); 
  pla_out_data.data<<=1; 
  WritePlaData(); 
   
   
  set_tris_d (READ_TRIS_VAL); 
} 

Although the function is significantly longer and more difficult to read than its 
predecessor, the function is now correct in that it can transfer data between the PIC 
and the PLA within the required amount of time. 

The resultant signal display on the oscilloscope, shown in Figure 75, indicates that 
the time taken between interrupts was reduced to three hundred microseconds, which 
was better than the maximum acceptable time. Furthermore, when comparing the 
signals to those displayed in Figure 74, the time taken for the PIC to read and write 
the data to and from the PLA was halved.  

 
Figure 75 Optimised CPU and PIC interrupt signals 

 

3.6.5 Implementation of I/O in the Smart Controller engine 
The implementation of the MIDI and I/O within the engine was implemented by 
modifying the existing StdMidiIn and StdMidiOut classes from Algorithmic 
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Composer (Fraietta 1998a). In order to create an efficient interface to the existing 
StdMidiIn and StdMidiOut classes, the MidiData class was created, as shown in 
Figure 76, to enable the passing of a complete MIDI message within a single data 
structure. 

 
Figure 76 MidiData class 

Additionally, classes for digital and analogue input and output were also created. 

3.6.5.1 Output data 
Output data was implemented by creating specialist classes AnalogOut and 
DigitalOut from the BaseShell abstract class, shown in Figure 77.  

 
Figure 77 AnalogOut and DigitalOut classes 

Sending the data to the MidiOutputDriver was accomplished by calling the 
appropriate output method in the MidiOutputDriver class from within the 
StdMidiOut, AnalogOut, or DigitalOut class. For example, sending an analogue 
voltage, as shown in Figure 78, would be accomplished within the AnalogOut class 
as follows: 

void AnalogOut::Send() 
{ 
  MidiOutputDriver::TransmitControlVoltage((BYTE)iValue, 
  iChannel - 1); 
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} 

 
Figure 78 Sending an analogue value 

The function ‘MidiOutputDriver::TransmitControlVoltage’  is static, calling the 
function ‘TransmitCV’ . 

void MidiOutputDriver::TransmitControlVoltage (unsigned char 
data_val, int output_num, unsigned device) 
{ 
  MidiOutputDriver* p_device = _devices[device]; 
 
  if (p_device) 
  { 
    p_device->TransmitCV(data_val, output_num); 
  } 
} 

The function ‘TransmitCV’  is a virtual function (Lippman and Lajoie 1998, p. 919–
43), and can therefore, be implemented differently in each specialised class. The 
WindowsMidiOutputDriver processes calls to digital and analogue output by sending 
them for display on the Smart Controller simulator. The RtemsMidiOutputDriver, 
however, adds the information required by the PIC before sending it to the 
‘TransmitData’  function. For example, generating an analogue output would 
eventually come to the ‘TransmitCV’  function within the MidiOutputDriver. 

void RtemsMidiOutputDriver::TransmitCV (unsigned char 
data_val, int output_num) 
{ 
  IOData iodata = 0; 
  // store the Flags and channel 
  iodata = output_num | ANALOG_DATA; 
 
  // shift the data to MSB 
  iodata <<=8; 
 
  // now store the data value 
  iodata |= data_val; 
  TransmitData(iodata); 
 
} 

Digital output is implemented in a similar way, with the exception that DigitalOut 
calls ‘MidiOutputDriver::TransmitDigitalVoltage’ , which in turn calls 
‘TransmitDigital’ .  
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3.6.5.2 Input data 

 
Figure 79 AnalogIn and DigitalIn class 

In the same way that new BaseShell specialist classes were provided for analogue 
and digital outputs, AnalogInput and DigitalInput classes were created for use of 
input data, as shown in Figure 79. Unlike the output classes, the input classes initiate 
a thread of execution within the Smart Controller engine. This was effected using the 
EngineDataInput class, which was derived from the MidiInputSync class, defined on 
page 136, as shown in Figure 80.  

The EngineDataInput class receives data from the MidiInputDriver and passes it to 
the appropriate input driver, depending upon the data flags. 
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Figure 80 EngineDataInput class 

void EngineDataInput::processMidiInput () 
{ 
  IOData iodata; 
   
    bool data_valid = ReadData(&iodata); 
   
    while (data_valid) 
    { 
      IOData iodata_type = (IOData)  
             ((iodata & DATA_TYPE_MASK) >> 8); 
 
      switch (iodata_type) 
      { 
        case  MIDI_CHAN_1_DATA: 
        { 
         //... other processing 
          StdMidiIn::ProcessMidi(GetDeviceNum(), 
                                &_current_message); 
        } 
          break; 
 
        case ANALOG_DATA: 
        { 
         // other processing...  
          AnalogIn::ProcessInput(channel, value); 
        } 
        break; 
 
        case DIGITAL_DATA: 
        { 
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         // ... other processing 
          DigitalIn::ProcessInput(channel, value); 
        } 
        break; 
     } 
} 

The appropriate interface function passes the data to each object in its ‘ObjectsList’ . 

void AnalogIn::ProcessInput(unsigned channel, unsigned value) 
{ 
  for (unsigned i = 0; i < ListSize; i++) 
  { 
    ObjectsList[i]->OutputValue(channel, value); 
  } 
 
} 

The Scheduler and EngineDataInput classes each run in the context of their own 
thread. Consequently, both classes can access the Smart Controller object classes at 
the same time, which could create data corruption if both threads attempted to 
modify the same data variable at a critical time. In order to prevent this, a semaphore 
was added to the Scheduler class that only allowed one thread of execution to access 
the engine objects at any one time. Within the RTEMS implementation, the 
‘LockEngine’  function was implemented as follows. 

bool Scheduler::LockEngine (unsigned wait_period) 
{ 
  bool ret = false; 
 
  if (scheduler_initialised) 
  { 
    if (!wait_period) 
    { 
      ret = rtems_semaphore_obtain (engine_sem,  
      RTEMS_NO_WAIT, wait_period) == RTEMS_SUCCESSFUL; 
    } 
  else 
  { 
    ret = rtems_semaphore_obtain (engine_sem, RTEMS_WAIT, 
       wait_period) == RTEMS_SUCCESSFUL; 
  } 
 
 } 
 return ret; 
} 
 

Within the Windows implementation, the function was implemented as follows. 

bool Scheduler::LockEngine (unsigned wait_period) 
  { 
    bool ret = (WaitForSingleObject (engine_lock,  
                wait_period) == WAIT_OBJECT_0); 
    return ret; 
  } 
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The lock was implemented within the input thread as follows. 

void EngineDataInput::processMidiInput () 
{ 
  //... select data types 
  //... 
  case DIGITAL_DATA: 
  { 
    if (Scheduler::LockEngine(LOCK_WAIT_TIME)) 
    { 
       DigitalIn::ProcessInput(channel, value); 
       Scheduler::UnlockEngine(); 
     } 
 

Within the Scheduler class thread, the protection is performed within its run function. 

DWORD Scheduler::processCallback () 
{ 
  // perform pre-execution processing 
  //see if it is time yet 
  while (NextEvent) 
  { 
    if(NextEvent->valid) 
    { 
      NextEvent->valid = false; 
      //send the event 
      // we need to protect this area so only  
      // one task can enter the engine 
      if (LockEngine ((unsigned (-1)))) 
        { 
          NextEvent->Timer()->ReceiveClockTiming 
                          (NextEvent->Param()); 
          UnlockEngine(); 
           
          delete NextEvent; 
          NextEvent = NULL; 
        } 
      } 
      else // not valid 
      { 
        delete NextEvent; 
        NextEvent = NULL; 
      } 
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Figure 81 MIDI and Scheduled execution 

The code was tested by creating a patch, similar to that shown in Figure 81, which 
performed both MIDI input and output. When the patch received MIDI input, the 
received MIDI was sent to the output. Additionally, the MIDI turned the Flip-Flop 
on, which turned the Metro object on, which in turn caused the Counter object to 
send sequential numbers to the ‘Data 2’  inlet of MidiOut object. This resulted in 
MIDI ‘note-on’  output with a sequential note velocity occurring every five hundred 
milliseconds. The code was tested in the Windows simulator by plugging a MIDI 
keyboard into the sound card and playing notes. The patch worked correctly and was 
then tested successfully on the embedded device.  

 
Figure 82 Testing analogue input and output 

Next, the analogue inputs and outputs were tested on the embedded device by 
connecting an AnalogIn object to a MidiOut and an AnalogOut object. The analogue 
input was mapped to the analogue output. Additionally, the input channel was 
mapped to the MIDI channel, while the input CV value was mapped to the velocity 
as shown in Figure 82. A potentiometer was connected to the input while the MIDI 
output was monitored by the computer running Algorithmic Composer and the 
analogue output was monitored with a volt-meter. The monitored values followed the 
control voltage applied at the input.  
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Figure 83 Testing digital inputs and outputs 

Finally, the digital inputs and outputs were tested using a patch similar to that in 
Figure 83. When the input was shorted to earth, the output generated a high. The 
digital output, therefore, was the inverse of the input. The output was monitored with 
a LED and showed that this was correct. Next, the output voltage was connected to 
the input in order to create a feedback loop, which was monitored with an 
oscilloscope. This produced a square wave on the output that had a pulse width of 
three to four milliseconds.  

Having implemented I/O in the Smart Controller engine, the Smart Controller was 
tested for an extended period of time. This was done by creating a patch within the 
Smart Controller that generated a MIDI message every ten milliseconds. The patch 
was left to run inside the Smart Controller for seven days. This test simulated the 
maximum amount of processing expected in an installation using the Smart 
Controller. After approximately three days, the Smart Controller locked up 
completely. When restarted, Smart Controller would work as normally; however, 
only for three days. The Smart Controller was tested without a patch, and then 
without a running timer successfully for over a week. It was determined, therefore, 
that a problem was occurring within the Scheduler. 

3.6.6 Memory management 
The scheduling algorithm, which was originally developed during the inception on 
page 34, had previously been tested for a week, as detailed on page 40; the new test 
caused the Smart Controller to fail in much less than a week. The author suspected 
that the memory within RTEMS was becoming fragmented due to the large number 
of calls to allocate and deallocate memory from within the Scheduler. Creating an 
object for scheduling contained the following fragment within the 
‘Scheduler::SetTimeEvent’  function. 

pSchedule = new ScheduledObject (item); 

The memory was then released during the ‘Scheduler::processCallback’  function. 

ScheduledObject* NextEvent = NULL; 
 
//.. other code  
NextEvent = ScheduledItems.top()._scheduler; 
 
delete NextEvent; 

With a ‘metro’  object running at a rate of one tick per ten milliseconds, one hundred 
allocations and deallocations were occurring every second. Over a three day period, 
this amounts to 25 920 000 allocations and deallocations. In order to overcome this 
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problem, the allocation of memory for the ScheduledObject had to be controlled 
using a memory manager.  

By default, the memory for a dynamically allocated class object is performed by 
global operators 'new’  and ‘delete’ , which in turn provide memory from a pool of 
free memory called the “ free store”  (Lippman and Lajoie 1998, p. 406). Many 
memory allocators suffer from a condition known as “ blow up”  (Berger et al. 2000, 
p. 2), which is caused when one thread continually allocates memory and gives it to 
another thread to deallocate. This in turn causes the free store to become exhausted 
and therefore unable to allocate any more memory. Allocation and deallocation for 
classes can be modified by overloading operators ‘new’  and ‘delete’  (Lippman and 
Lajoie 1998, p. 763) to call user-defined allocator and deallocator methods (Dailey 
1999). When considering that the problem was caused by the allocation and 
deallocation of ScheduledObject class objects, the memory was managed using a 
“ segregated free list”  (Johnstone and Wilson 1998), because identical class objects 
are always the same size (Lippman and Lajoie 1998, p. 160–62). This would group 
all freed object memory for that class to a single linked list. Instead of implementing 
a “ per-class allocator” 82 (Berger, Zorn, and McKinley 2001, p. 3), a general purpose 
heap allocator was designed and implemented in more than one class without the 
overhead of using a parameterised template (Plauger 1997; Barr 1999b).  

The method of designing a segregated list appears simple. A client requests memory 
from the memory manager, and if a block of memory is available from the free list, 
that block is returned to the client. If a block is not available on the free list, a block 
is obtained from the free store. When the client is finished with the memory, it 
returns it back to the memory manager and the block is subsequently placed on the 
free list. A problem occurs when one considers that when placing the returned 
memory on the free list, the list node must contain a pointer to the memory that has 
just been freed and a pointer to the next list node as shown in Figure 84. 

                                                 

82 A “ per class allocator” 82 is a memory allocator designed specifically for a single class through the use of a template (Berger, 
Zorn, and McKinley 2001, p. 3). 
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Figure 84 Memory manager using single free list 

When first freeing an object, one must create a ListNode object to contain the pointer 
to the freed memory block and the next ListNode object in the list. This object must 
be allocated from the free store. A problem occurs, however, when a client requests 
memory again. The memory that will be returned to the client is contained within 
ListNode and the ListNode is removed from the free list. If the ListNode is returned 
back to the free store, fragmentation will occur due to allocation and deallocation of 
ListNode objects. Berger, Zorn and McKinley propose that this could be overcome 
by obtaining enough memory in the original call to the free store to contain both the 
required memory and the pointer (Berger, Zorn, and McKinley 2001). When the 
object is returned, the memory for the ListNode is available within the returned 
memory by pointing to the memory location at the end of the client memory. 
Although effective, there are two drawbacks with the method. First, extra memory is 
always allocated to accommodate the ListNode. Second, the method employs the use 
of static casts, which are generally regarded as dangerous (Lippman and Lajoie 1998, 
p. 182–84). 

An alternative method is to use two lists, one that contains a list of memory blocks 
that are free and a second one that contains a list of free ListNode objects. This was 
implemented as the MemoryCache class with the list implemented as the 
MemorySegment class as shown in Figure 85 
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Figure 85 Memory manager implementation 

The MemorySegment list ‘_full’  is a list of MemorySegment objects that contain a 
reference to an available block of memory. The parameter ‘_empty’  is a list of 
MemorySegment objects that do not point to an available memory block, and were 
placed on the list because they once existed on the ‘_full’  list. 

void* MemoryCache::allocate (size_t size) 
{ 
  void* ret; 
 
  if (_full) 
  { 
    // get mem segment from full cache and remove  
    // segment from full list 
    MemorySegment* mem_store = _full; 
    _full = mem_store->_next; 
    ret = mem_store->_mem; 
 
    mem_store->_mem = NULL; 
 
    // now move segment to empty list 
    mem_store->_next = _empty; 
    _empty = mem_store; 
 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    ret = new char [size]; 
  } 
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  return ret; 
} 
 
void MemoryCache::free (void* mem) 
{ 
  MemorySegment* mem_store; 
 
  if (_empty) 
  { 
    // get mem segment from empty list and  
    // remove from empty list 
    mem_store = _empty; 
    _empty = mem_store->_next; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    mem_store = new MemorySegment; 
  } 
 
  if (mem_store) 
  { 
    // stored memory into segment and place on full list 
    mem_store->_mem = mem; 
    mem_store->_next = _full; 
    _full = mem_store; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    delete [] mem; 
  } 
 
} 

The ScheduledObject class was implemented with an instance of the MemoryCache 
object using the “ Singleton pattern”  (Larman 2002, p. 348–53), and had its ‘new’  and 
‘delete’  operators overloaded. 

MemoryCache ScheduledObject::_mem_manager; 
  
void* ScheduledObject::operator new (size_t size) 
{ 
  return _mem_manager.allocate(size); 
} 
void ScheduledObject::operator delete (void* mem) 
{ 
  _mem_manager.free(mem); 
} 

The Smart Controller was again run with the patch that generated a MIDI message 
every ten milliseconds for a full two weeks; this time, however, the Smart Controller 
did not fail. Having successfully implemented the memory manager for the 
scheduling component of the Smart Controller, the memory manager was included in 
other classes that required dynamic allocation of memory during patch execution. An 
additional advantage of using the memory manager was that subsequent allocations 
of the memory did not require calls to be made to the free store. This in turn provided 
a faster memory allocation than that available through the free store (Dailey 1999). 
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3.6.7 Summary – MIDI device driver and task development 
A platform independent API was implemented using the abstract interface classes 
MidiInputSync and MidiOutputDriver. The MIDI, analogue, and digital interfaces 
were integrated in the Smart Controller engine as the BaseShell object types 
StdMidiIn, StdMidOut, AnalogIn, AnalogOut, DigitalIn, and DigitalOut, which 
allowed other objects to connect to them using the graphical patching mechanism. 
Furthermore, the input objects were all fed by the same thread, which obtained 
exclusive access to the internal objects by locking out the scheduler task when 
required. Patches were created using the graphical interface and used to test the I/O 
objects. Additionally, memory management was developed to prevent fragmentation 
of the internal memory and provided faster memory reallocation. 

Having successfully implemented input and output of I/O data, it was necessary to 
implement a non-volatile method of storing patches. 

3.7 Elaboration iteration 5: non volatile storage 
During the second iteration of the Smart Controller, described in detail from page 49, 
a layered communications protocol was developed that enabled communication 
between the patch editor and engine. The engine was run on the embedded device 
and controlled through a serial communications port from a patch editor running on a 
computer running Windows. Patch creation on the embedded device was effected by 
connecting the patch editor to the device and creating the patch by manually adding 
objects and connections. In order to meet the functional requirements, stated on page 
26, software was developed to provide the ability to create and store patches without 
requiring a connection to the embedded Smart Controller device.  

This development iteration was implemented in six phases.  

1. A program was developed whereby new firmware could be downloaded to 
the embedded device though a communications port. 

2. A file format was defined and patches were saved and loaded within the 
simulator.  

3. An additional application layer class pair 83 was created that enabled file 
transfer between the patch editor and the embedded device.  

4. An additional set of commands were added to the existing patch application 
layer that enabled the starting and stopping of patches on the embedded 
hardware.  

5. The facility to transfer patches from the simulator to the embedded device 
was made available by transmitting the commands as MIDI SYSEX 
messages.  

                                                 

83 The application layer is discussed on page 57. 
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6. A persistent method of storing the patches on the embedded device was 
developed by first using EEPROM, and later by using the flash IDE hard disk 
on the DIMM-PC. 

3.7.1 Downloadable firmware 
Within the Smart Controller, the DIMM-PC booted the firmware through GRUB 
immediately upon start up. Upgrading the firmware was performed by removing the 
DIMM-PC from the board, inserting it into the DIMM-PC starter kit board, booting 
the DIMM-PC from DOS on a floppy disk, and copying the new firmware from a 
floppy to the DIMM-PC flash IDE. This procedure risked either physical or static 
discharge damage to the DIMM-PC. Furthermore, the requirement of having to 
remove the chip to upgrade the firmware made upgrading the firmware a time 
consuming task.  

A method being employed in the embedded software industry is the use of 
downloadable firmware (Gatliff 2002). In such a case, a small program would run on 
the embedded device that upgraded the firmware through a communications port 
from a host computer. Although it was possible to write and compile a program that 
would run in DOS, GRUB did not have the facility to boot a DOS program and then 
start RTEMS after the DOS program completed. The problem was overcome through 
the use of the “ eXtender”  [sic] program, which could boot different operating 
systems from DOS (Abeni 2002). The ability to boot RTEMS from DOS meant that 
the DIMM-PC could first boot to DOS and run a downloader program from a batch 
file at start up (Norton 1993, p. 263–78).84 When the downloader program finished, 
eXtender would then boot the RTEMS firmware. Figure 86 displays a state diagram 
of the download process from the perspective of the embedded device. In order to 
download a file, the host computer waits for the start message from the embedded 
device before downloading. Although the embedded device initiates the download of 
a file by sending the start message, the host computer program must be already 
started before powering the Smart Controller in order to receive the message sent by 
it. If the Smart Controller does not receive a response from the host within five 
seconds, it boots into the normal RTEMS program. 

                                                 

84 DOS automatically runs a file called “ AUTOEXEC.BAT”  upon start up. 
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Figure 86 Downloader state diagram 

The downloader program was compiled as a sixteen bit real-mode DOS program, as 
opposed to a thirty-two bit protected mode Windows program, using Borland C++. 
This allowed the program to run without requiring any Windows dependant device 
drivers. Instead, the source code for an interrupt-driven serial device driver was 
provided for free on the internet (Russell and Mille 2002). After compiling the 
embedded device downloader, the program for the host computer was compiled. The 
two programs were tested by configuring the host program to send a file through the 
serial port. The downloader program was run on the embedded device in the DIMM-
PC starter kit from the DOS prompt and the file downloaded successfully from the 
host computer.  

The successful development of the firmware downloader allowed the upgrading of 
the firmware in the Smart Controller without requiring the device to be physically 
opened. Additionally, it would be possible to distribute new versions of firmware to 
users through the Internet instead of requiring them to return the unit to a service 
department. 

3.7.2 Patch file format 
Saving and restoring patches, also known as “ streaming”  (Channon 1996), is 
accomplished using the “ Information Expert”  (Larman 2002, p. 221) pattern. Using 
this pattern, each part of the patch is assigned the responsibility of saving and 
restoring itself. For example, consider the patch displayed in Figure 87. 

The patch contains ten individual objects, one of which is itself a patch, ten 
connectors, and one view. Using the Expert Pattern, the objects, connectors, and 
views are each responsible for saving the information that defines itself as an object 
when the parent patch is saved. In this case, when ‘Save’  is called, the patch will first 
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open a file to save to and then save its Identity information.85 Next, the patch will 
iterate through its list of BaseShell objects, directing each object to save itself to the 
defined file. This effectively passes complete control to the current object, which 
then returns control to the parent patch when it has completed its save. The 
particulars of each object being saved are completely isolated from the patch.  

 
Figure 87 TestDelay Patch86 

For example the following code fragment displays the list of objects being instructed 
to save their information to the supplied file. 

void Patch::Save(FILE* OutFile) 
{ 
// ... other code 
  int Size = ObjectList.size(); 
 
  for (int i = 0; i < Size; i++) 
    { 
      BaseShell* pObject = ObjectList[i]; 
      pObject->Save(OutFile); 
    } 

The patch iterates through the connectors and then the views, instructing each to save 
itself to a file.  

Before explaining the connectors and views, however, the streaming of the BaseShell 
objects will be described in detail. 

                                                 

85 This is covered in detail in the section describing Identity attributes within BaseShell objects, on page 165, because a Patch is 
itself a subclass of BaseShell, which is a subclass of Identity. 

86 Red and black connectors were introduced later in the project. Their significance is detailed from page 199. 
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3.7.2.1 BaseShell streaming 
When storing patches within Algorithmic Composer, each object stores and restores 
its attributes specifically (Fraietta 1998a). For example, consider the Counter class 
store function. 

ofstream& Counter::Save(ofstream& OutFile) 
{ 
   
SaveBase(OutFile)<<iResetLowerLimit<<DELIM<<iResetUpperLimit<<DELIM 
        
<<(int)fResetDirection<<DELIM<<(int)fResetBidirectional<<DELIM 
        <<iResetStepSize<<DELIM<<iResetCount<<DELIM; 
 
   return OutFile; 
} 

Each attribute is stored with a literal reference to its being part of the Counter class. 
Additionally, the BaseShell super-class attributes for the counter are called by the 
function ‘SaveBase’ .  

ofstream& BaseShell::SaveBase(ofstream& Outfile) 
{ 
   //save Identity 
   SaveID(Outfile) 
   //save old pointer info 
   <<(unsigned long) this<<DELIM; 
 
   return Outfile; 
} 

Additionally, a call is made to the Identity super-class method ‘SaveId’ , which saves 
the Identity attributes. Consequently, when the object is restored from file, the 
attribute values must be read and restored in the same order, which is shown in the 
‘Counter::Restore’  function. 

BaseShell* Counter::Restore(const char** pszCursor, 
            unsigned long* pOldPointer, Patch* Parent) 
{ 
    const char* szName; 
    const char* szComment; 
    *pOldPointer = RestoreBase(pszCursor, &szName, &szComment); 
 
    int LowerLimit = atoi(*pszCursor); 
    *pszCursor = *pszCursor + strlen(*pszCursor)+1; 
 
    int UpperLimit = atoi(*pszCursor); 
    *pszCursor = *pszCursor + strlen(*pszCursor)+1; 
 
    bool fDirection = (atoi(*pszCursor)); 
    *pszCursor = *pszCursor + strlen(*pszCursor)+1; 
 
    bool fBidirectional = (atoi(*pszCursor)); 
    *pszCursor = *pszCursor + strlen(*pszCursor)+1; 
 
    int iStepSize = atoi(*pszCursor); 
    *pszCursor = *pszCursor + strlen(*pszCursor)+1; 
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    int iCount = atoi(*pszCursor); 
    *pszCursor = *pszCursor + strlen(*pszCursor)+1; 
 
    return new Counter(Parent, szName, szComment, LowerLimit, 
    UpperLimit, fDirection, fBidirectional ,iStepSize, iCount); 
} 

The problem with the methodology is twofold. Firstly, the classes became inflexible 
because extra attributes could not easily be added as the Smart Controller increased 
in complexity. Patches created with an older version of the software would not load 
correctly with a newer version. In Algorithmic Composer, this was partially 
overcome by padding the attribute list with ten blank attributes. Older versions of the 
software, however, were unable to open files created with newer versions. 
Furthermore, additional attributes within the Identity or BaseShell super-class could 
never be added later without a substantial recode of the ‘save’  and ‘restore’  
functions. Secondly, each class required a specific ‘save’  and ‘restore’  function pair, 
which in turn created an additional layer of complexity.  

These problems were overcome by using a text only based file format (Channon 
1996) that saved the attributes of each portion of an object within command blocks. 
The first command, ‘OBJ’ , signifies that the block is part of an object block. The text 
following the command is the object type. The block is terminated by the command 
‘ENDBLK’ . For example, a Counter object is stored as follows: 

OBJ Counter 
... all object attributes 
ENDBLK 

The object contains attributes within the object type. First, if an object has Identity 
attributes, which are name and comment, they are placed within an identity block, 
which starts with ‘ID’  and ends with ‘ENDBLK’ . For example, if the counter had a 
name and comment, the name or comment would be defined within the identity 
block with the commands ‘NAM’  and ‘COM’  respectively. For example: 

OBJ Counter 
ID 
NAM CounterName 
COM This is a comment 
ENDBLK 
ENDBLK 

Next, instead of requiring a separate save and restore function for each type, a single 
attribute access method was used with the attribute number and value being defined. 
All objects use the same function to save their attributes. Consider the following 
code: 

void BaseShell::Save(FILE* outfile) 
{ 
 
  //save Identity 
  fprintf (outfile, "%s %s\r\n", StartBlock, GetType()); 
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  SaveID(outfile); 
 
  for (unsigned i = 0; i < GetNumResetAccess (); i++) 
    { 
      char buff [128]; 
      char ref [128]; 
      if (GetResetAttribute(i, buff, sizeof(buff))) 
        { 
         if (GetReference() && GetReference()-> 
         GetResetAttribute(i, ref, sizeof(ref))) 
         { 
            // only write if different to Reference 
            if (strcmp (buff, ref)) 
            { 
              fprintf (outfile, "%u %s\r\n", i, buff); 
            } 
         } 
         else 
         { 
            fprintf (outfile, "%u %s\r\n", i, buff); 
         } 
        } 
    } 
  fprintf(outfile, "%s\r\n", EndBlock); 

The reset attributes are compared with a reference object of the same type. If an 
attribute is different to the reference object attribute, the attribute number and value 
are written to the file, which means that only non-default attributes are saved. A 
Counter object, for example, has the default attributes shown in Table 6. 

Attribute number Attribute Name Default Value 

1 Count 0 

2 Step Size 1 

3 Lower Limit 0 

4 Upper Limit 127 

5 Direction 087 

6 Bidirectional 088 

Table 6 Counter default attributes 

 

The counter CounterName with a step size of 2 and an upper limit of 80 would be 
saved as follows: 
                                                 

87 Zero for direction signifies that the counter will count upward; e.g. 0 to 127. One signifies counting downward; e.g. 127 to 0. 
88 Zero for bidirectional signifies that the counter is not bidirectional. When the upper count is reached, the count will start again 
at the lower number. Bidirectional means that the counter will count back down again after reaching the upper limit, and once 
reaching the lower limit, count upwards again. 
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OBJ Counter 
ID 
NAM CounterName 
COM This is a comment 
ENDBLK 
1 2 
3 80 
ENDBLK 

Restoring objects is accomplished by parsing each line of the stored file and entering 
the appropriate function. For example, the previous fragment would be restored, line 
by line, as follows: 

OBJ Counter 

This line of text would be read from within the function ‘Patch::Restore’ , which 
tokenizes and tests ‘OBJ’ . 

bool Patch::Restore(FILE* infile) 
{ 
 
  //... other initialisation code 
  // Read the line of text 
 
  Readline (infile, RestoreInputBuffer, 
RestoreInputBufferSize); 
  
  // read all the different types of commands that it could be 
  do 
  { 
   char* cursor = RestoreInputBuffer; 
 
 cursor = Tokenize (&cursor); 
    
     //... other tests 
 
      else if (!strcmp (cursor, BaseShell::StartBlock)) 
 

After determining that the text ‘OBJ’  is the start of an object block, the remaining 
text on the line, ‘Counter’ , is tokenized and passed to the function 
‘TypeList::Create’ . 

{ 
// move past this to the object type; 
char* objtype =  cursor + strlen (cursor) + 1; 
objtype = Tokenize (&objtype); 
 
BaseShell* pShell = TypeList::Create (objtype, this); 

‘TypeList::Create’  iterates through its ‘TypeElements’  until it finds a string that 
matches the input string ‘sztype’  or until it reaches the end of the list. 

BaseShell* TypeList::Create(const char* szType , Patch* 
Parent) 
{ 
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  unsigned i = 0; 
  BaseShell* ret = NULL; 
 
  if (szType) 
    {   
      do 
      { 
        // compare input text with element type 
        if (!strcmp (TypeElements [i].TypeName, szType))// 
equal 
          { 
            ret = TypeElements[i].pCreate (Parent); 
          } 
        i++; 
      } 
      while (!ret && TypeElements [i].TypeName); 
    } 
 
  return ret; 
};  

The ‘TypeList::TypeElements’  contains an element that maps the function 
‘Counter::create’  to the string ‘Counter’ . 

const TypeListElement TypeList::TypeElements [] = 
{ 
  TypeListElement(PATCH_FILE_ID, Patch::CreatePatchFile), 
  TypeListElement(Patch::szType, Patch::Create), 
  // ... other definitions 
  TypeListElement(DigitalOut::szType, DigitalOut::Create), 
  TypeListElement(Counter::szType, Counter::Create), 
  TypeListElement(Calculate::szType, Calculate::Create), 
  // ... other definitions 
  TypeListElement(NULL, NULL) 
 
}; 

‘Counter::Create’  returns a pointer to a BaseShell object, which in this instance is a 
Counter object. 

// in module counter.cpp 
BaseShell* Counter::Create(Patch* Parent) 
{ 
  return new Counter(Parent); 
}  

After the ‘counter’  object has been created and returned, the file is input to the 
‘BaseShell::Restore’  function. 

 if (pShell) 
 { 
   pShell->Restore (infile); 

The current text in the file at this point would be as follows: 

ID 
NAM CounterName 
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COM This is a comment 
ENDBLK 
1 2 
3 80 
ENDBLK 

The next line of the file is parsed within the ‘BaseShell::Restore’  function, and 
consequently passes control to the ‘Identity::RestoreId’  function because the token 
read was ‘ID’ . 

bool BaseShell::Restore(FILE* infile) 
{ 
 
  bool complete = false; 
  Readline (infile, RestoreInputBuffer, 
RestoreInputBufferSize); 
  // read all the different types of commands that it could be 
  do 
  { 
    char* cursor = RestoreInputBuffer; 
 
    cursor = Tokenize (&cursor); 
    if (!strcmp (cursor, StartIdBlock)) 
    { 
     RestoreID(infile); 
    } 

The call to ‘Identity::RestoreId’  contains the following text: 

NAM CounterName 
COM This is a comment 
ENDBLK 
1 2 
3 80 
ENDBLK 
 

The next line of text is read and then parsed by tokenizing the first command symbol. 

bool Identity::RestoreID(FILE* infile) 
{ 
  // restore name and comment 
  bool complete = false; 
  Readline (infile, RestoreInputBuffer, 
RestoreInputBufferSize); 
 
  do 
  { 
    char* cursor = RestoreInputBuffer; 
    char* val; 
     
    cursor = Tokenize (&cursor); 

The token is compared to the command set known by the Identity class, and found to 
be the name. The next object on the line is tokenized and stored as the name 
parameter of the object. 
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    if (!strcmp (cursor, NameOperator)) 
    { 
      val = cursor + strlen (cursor) + 1; 
      SetName (val); 
    } 

The next line is then read and parsed, and processed as the comment of the object. 

    else if (!strcmp (cursor, CommentOperator)) 
    { 
      val = cursor + strlen (cursor) + 1; 
      SetComment (val); 
    } 

This sequence continues on until the ENDBLK’  command or the end of file is found. 

    else if  (!strcmp (cursor, EndBlock)) 
    { 
     complete = true; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     // just read the line 
 printf ("Unknown Indentity Command: %s\r\n", cursor); 
    } 
 
    if (!complete) 
    { 
      Readline (infile, RestoreInputBuffer,  
                RestoreInputBufferSize); 
    } 
  } while (!complete); 
 

Control then returns back to the ‘BaseShell::Restore’  function with the following text 
remaining in the file: 

1 2 
3 80 
ENDBLK 

The ‘BaseShell::Restore’  function parses the first line by tokenising the line, and if 
the first token is recognised as an integer, the token is treated as the reset attribute 
number and the token following on the same line is treated as the reset attribute 
value: 

    else if (SMUtility::IsInt(cursor)) 
    { 
      unsigned attribute_num = atoi (cursor); 
 
     // move past this to the object value; 
      char* attribute_val =  cursor + strlen (cursor) + 1; 
      SetResetAttribute (attribute_num, attribute_val); 
    } 
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The line ‘1 2’  is therefore decoded as reset attribute 1 with a value 2. Each line is 
parsed in turn until the ‘ENDBLK’  command or the end of file is reached.89  

    else if  (!strcmp (cursor, EndBlock)) 
    { 
     complete = true; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     // just read the line 
    } 
 
    if (!complete) 
    { 
      Readline (infile, RestoreInputBuffer,  
      RestoreInputBufferSize); 
    } 
 
  } while (!complete); 

Control is then returned to the ‘Patch::Restore’  function. The Patch class is itself a 
subclass of BaseShell, however, the attributes associated with a Patch object cannot 
be defined in terms of attribute numbers and values. As stated on page 162, a Patch 
object contains objects, connectors, and views. In the Patch ‘Delay Time’  shown in 
Figure 87 on page 163, the first object is itself a Patch, and must be saved from the 
parent using the call ‘pObject->Save(OutFile)’ , as shown on page 163. This is 
accomplished by overloading the ‘Save’  and ‘Restore’  functions. When the call is 
made to save the object, the function ‘Patch::Save’  is called because the ‘Save’  
method is virtual (Lippman and Lajoie 1998, p. 919) in the BaseShell class and 
overloaded by the Patch class. ‘TriggerDelay.smp’  is actually stored as the file with 
the same name, which means that the information about the patch is stored as an 
independent patch on the file system, and consequently, not stored within the patch 
that contains it. Streaming the object is achieved by saving the fact that it is a 
‘PatchFromFile’  and the filename associated with it. For example, the following code  

void Patch::Save(FILE* OutFile) 
{ 
  //save own details 
  if (!(sFileName == string ("")) && pParent) 
    { 
 
      fprintf(OutFile, "%s %s \r\n", StartBlock, 
PATCH_FILE_ID); 
      fprintf(OutFile, "%s %s\r\n", PATCH_FILE_ID, 
             sFileName.c_str()); 
      fprintf(OutFile, "%s\r\n", EndBlock); 
    } 

produces the following in the parent patch. 

OBJ PatchFromFile  

                                                 

89 End of file is always tested for when parsing files to prevent infinite loops caused by incomplete or corrupted files. 
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PatchFromFile TriggerDelay.smp 
ENDBLK 
 

In addition, the member function ‘Restore’  is overloaded in the Patch class. 
Therefore, during the restoration of a Patch, the line 

OBJ PatchFromFile 
 

would create a new Patch object through the function ‘Patch::CreatePatchFile’ , as a 
result of a call to function ‘TypeList::Create’  shown on page 167. Similarly to the 
function ‘Counter::Create’ , ‘Patch::CreatePatchFile’  returns a pointer to a BaseShell 
object. 

BaseShell* Patch::CreatePatchFile(Patch* Parent) 
{ 
  Patch* pPatch = new Patch(Parent, 0,0, "", "", ""); 
  return pPatch; 
} 

After saving the BaseShell objects, the Connectors are streamed to the same file. 

3.7.2.2 Streaming Connectors 
In the same way that BaseShell objects are responsible for saving and restoring 
themselves, Connector objects are responsible for their own streaming. Although the 
parent Patch contains a list of Connectors stored within it, the order in which each 
Connector is executed from a BaseShell outlet is important to the operation of the 
Patch (Fraietta 1998a). For example, the patch in Figure 88 could function in two 
ways, depending upon whether the Counter sends its output to the Trigger object 
before sending it to the third inlet of the MidiOut object or vice versa. 

 
Figure 88 Demonstration of order of execution 

The order in which messages are sent to objects through the connectors is determined 
by the order at which the Connectors are executed by the object outlet— in this case, 
the Counter’ s first outlet. The Connectors must be restored in the order in which they 
are executed. This is effected within the ‘Patch::Save’  function by iterating through 
the outlets of each BaseShell object within the Patch. The ‘SaveConnectors’  method 
is then called on each BaseShell.  
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void Patch::Save(FILE* OutFile) 
{ 
  ... other code first 
      int Size = ObjectList.size(); 
 
      ... code for saving all BaseShells 
       
      //now save connectors 
      for (int i = 0; i < Size; i++) 
      { 
        ObjectList[i]->SaveConnectors (OutFile); 
      } 

The ‘BaseShell::SaveConnectors’  method iterates through the BaseShell object 
outlets, calling the outlet’ s ‘SaveConnectors’  method. The outlet iterates through its 
connectors and calls the ‘Save’  method, in order, on each Connector it has in its list. 

 
void  OutletContainer::SaveConnectors (FILE* OutFile)const 
{ 
  for (unsigned wCon = 0; 
       wCon < GetNumConnectors(); 
       wCon++) 
  { 
    Connector* pCon = GetConnector(wCon); 
    pCon->Save(OutFile); 
  } 
} 

The Connector object is saved by referencing the objects it is connected to by the 
position of the object in the Patch. Similar to the BaseShell, Connectors are saved as 
a block, starting with ‘CON’  and ending with ‘ENDBLK’ . 

void Connector::Save(FILE* outfile) 
{ 
  fprintf (outfile, "%s\r\n", StartBlock); 
 
  SaveID(outfile); 
 
  fprintf(outfile, "%u %u %u %u\r\n",  
          OutletConnection.pBase->PatchPosition(), 
          OutletConnection.wSocketNumber, 
          InletConnection.pBase->PatchPosition(), 
          InletConnection.wSocketNumber); 
 
  fprintf(outfile, "%s\r\n", EndBlock); 
   
} 

The BaseShells and Connectors in the Patch displayed in Figure 88 would be saved 
to the file as follows: 

OBJ Counter 
ENDBLK 
OBJ MidiOut 
ENDBLK 
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OBJ Trigger 
ENDBLK 
OBJ MessageStore 
0 127 
ENDBLK 
CON 
0 0 1 2 
ENDBLK 
CON 
0 0 2 0 
ENDBLK 
CON 
2 0 3 0 
ENDBLK 
CON 
3 0 1 3 
ENDBLK 

The first Connector displays attributes 

0 0 1 2 

which signifies that it is connected from BaseShell zero90 outlet zero, which 
correlates to the first outlet of the first BaseShell restored— the Counter. The 
Connector is connected to BaseShell one inlet two, which correlates to third outlet of 
the second BaseShell – the MidiOut. This results in the connection displayed in 
Figure 89.  

 
Figure 89 First connection from restoration of Patch 

The next Connector displays 

0 0 2 0 

which results in a connection from the first outlet of the Counter to the first inlet of 
the Trigger. This continues until no more blocks commencing with ‘CON’  remain.  

3.7.2.3 Streaming Views 
Patches can have more than one view, that is, the objects representing a patch may 
not all be displayed together. BaseShell objects can be displayed on more than one 

                                                 

90 Indexes in C++ start at zero. An index of zero signifies the first element. See (Lippman and Lajoie 1998, p. 24) 
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view; and as explained on page 172, the position of an object has no effect on the 
order in which connection execution takes place. 

The patch in Figure 88 could be correctly represented in Figure 90. 

 
Figure 90 Alternate Patch Display 

Similar to the BaseShell, each view has an associated name and comment, and is 
stored within a block delimited by ‘VIEW’  and ‘ENDBLK’ .  

VIEW PatchView 
... parameters 
ENDBLK 
 

Each BaseShell object stores all its parameters on a single line, including the 
BaseShell it represents, its position on the display, the size of the object on the 
screen, and other parameters defined by the graphical environment. The line begins 
with ‘OB’ , which defines that the parameters on that line correlate to a BaseShell 
object. For example consider the following line: 

OB 0 35 103 20 117 0  

‘OB 0’  signifies that it represents BaseShell object zero, corresponding to the 
Counter in Figure 88. The remaining parameters relate to the way the object is 
displayed within the view in the graphical environment, such as x and y coordinates, 
height, and width. These parameters have no bearing whatsoever on the actual 
functioning of the patch. Consequently, they can be changed from one 
implementation of a graphical editor to another, allowing the view to be ported from 
the Algorithmic Composer modified editor, written for Windows in C++, to the final 
patch editor, which was written in Java. 

Connectors are represented by the ‘CON’  command, and likewise, contain the 
display parameters on a single line. For example, in the line 

CON 0 0 0 3 51 0 0  

the first three numbers identify the Connector, being the BaseShell number, the 
outlet number, and the order of connector execution within that outlet. In the patch 
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displayed in Figure 88, this corresponds to the Connector between the Counter and 
the MidiOut; its restoration was described in the section ‘Streaming Connectors’ , 
commencing on page 172. The remaining attribute values on the line are graphical 
environment specific and were not used until the patch editor was ported to Java.  

Having successfully saved and restored files from within the simulator, a mechanism 
by which files could be transferred from the patch editor to the embedded hardware 
device was implemented. 

3.7.3 File transfer 
The files that had been created with the patch editor were saved in plain text, with the 
save and restore functions implemented in C++, making it possible to restore the 
patches within the embedded hardware using the same source code. Transferring 
files from the patch editor to the embedded device was effected by adding the classes 
FileQuestion and FileAnswer to the application layer in the layered protocol 
developed on page 57. 

On the computer running the patch editor, there could be many directories containing 
patches.  

c:\dir1\main.smp 
c:\dir1\sub1.smp 
c:\dir1\sub2.smp 
 
c:\dir2\main2.smp 
c:\dir2\sub1.smp 
c:\dir2\sub2.smp 
 

On the embedded device, however, all the files were stored in a single directory. In 
the following example, the file ‘c:\dir2\main2.smp’  will be read from the computer 
with the patch editor and saved as ‘main.smp’  in the embedded device’ s patch 
directory.  

FileSend::SendFile (pQuestion, "c:\dir2\main2.smp", 
"main.smp";  
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Figure 91 Sending a file 

Transfer of files was implemented by creating a function that reads the contents of 
the file and transmits the data one block at a time to the engine through the 
FileQuestion class, as shown in  

Figure 91. The names of the source and destination files are passed as parameters to 
the FileSend class, which reads the file data from the source file, sending the 
destination filename and file data messages to the engine through the FileQuestion 
class. 

The FileQuestion passes the details to the PresentationQuestion class. Unlike object 
instances such as Identity and BaseShell, which are accessed by using a key obtained 
from the engine,91 the key passed to the FileQuestion is created within the FileSend 
class. It is therefore not necessary for the answer classes within the engine to respond 
to the FileSend question. Consequently, the FileSend class will continue sending 
blocks through the FileQuestion until the file has been completely read and sent. 
This means that one or more files can be sent sequentially without requiring any 
response from an engine. The advantage of this implementation is that it is possible 
to encode the information within the FileQuestion and PresentationQuestion classes 
and save them to a MIDI SYSEX file for transmission later. 

                                                 

91 See page 39. 
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FileQuestion::OpenFileForWrite(pQuestion, key, filename); 
 
struct stat statbuf; 
FILE* in_file = fopen(source_filename, "r+b"); 
 
if (in_file) 
{ 
  unsigned block_num = 0; 
 
  fstat(fileno(in_file), &statbuf); 
 
  BYTE data_buf [64]; 
 
  unsigned bytes_read = fread(data_buf, 1,  
                        sizeof(data_buf), in_file); 
 
  while (bytes_read) 
  { 
    FileQuestion::WriteBytes(pQuestion, key, block_num,  
                              bytes_read, data_buf); 
 
    bytes_read = fread(data_buf, 1, sizeof(data_buf), 
in_file); 
    block_num++; 
  } 
 
  fclose(in_file); 
  ret = true; 
} 
 
FileQuestion::CloseFile(pQuestion, key); 
 

 
Figure 92 FileAnswer 

Within the engine, PresentationAnswer makes a call to the FileAnswer class, as 
shown in Figure 92. 
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Figure 93 Writing a file from within the engine 

A sequence diagram showing the process of writing a file from within the engine is 
displayed in Figure 93. The PresentationAnswer determines that the question is for 
the FileAnswer and passes the information that was originally encoded by the 
FileQuestion to the FileAnswer. The FileAnswer creates an ActiveFileBlockWriter 
which opens the file for writing. Each time the FileAnswer receives a call from the 
PresentationAnswer that contains directions to write a block of data, the call is 
passed to ‘ActiveFileBlockWriter::WriteBlock’  with the block number encoded by 
the FileQuestion. 

unsigned FileAnswer::WriteBytes (const BYTE* question, BYTE* 
answer, unsigned answer_size) 
{ 
  unsigned ret = 0; 
  const BYTE* cursor = question; 
  // get the file pointer and move cursor 
 
  unsigned key = SMUtility::BufToInt(&cursor); 
  unsigned block_num = SMUtility::BufToInt(&cursor); 
  unsigned num_bytes = SMUtility::BufToInt(&cursor); 
  const BYTE* data_bytes = cursor; 
 
  if (active_file_blocks.count(key)) 
  { 
    ActiveFileBlock* gfblock = active_file_blocks[key]; 
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    if (fblock) 
    { 
      fblock->WriteBlock (data_bytes, num_bytes, block_num); 
    } 
  } 
 
  return ret; 
} 
 
void ActiveFileBlockWriter::WriteBlock(const BYTE* data, 
unsigned num_bytes, unsigned block_num) 
{ 
  if (block_num == _block_num) 
  { 
    fwrite (data, 1, num_bytes, _fp); 
    _block_num++; 
  } 
  else if (block_num != _block_num -1) 
  { 
    // we have missed a block somewhere 
    // display error condition 
    // .... 
    printf ("Write block missed a block\r\n"); 
  } 
} 

 

Having implemented a mechanism for transferring files without the requirement of a 
running engine, a MIDI SYSEX driver was implemented that could concatenate 
multiple files to a single file for transmission at a later time. 

3.7.4 MIDI system-exclusive driver 
In order to remove the requirement of a personal computer at a performance, it was 
necessary to implement a mechanism whereby patches could be saved to file as a 
MIDI system-exclusive (hereafter SYSEX) stream, which could be downloaded to 
the embedded hardware either through a MIDI file or a direct MIDI transmission. 
The implementation was developed in three stages.  

1. An algorithm was developed whereby data could be encoded for transmission 
using the MIDI protocol, and then decoded after reception.  

2. A specialised class was derived from the SessionQuestion that encoded and 
saved the data received from the PresentationQuestion to a SYSEX data file.  

3. The MIDI input drivers passed received SYSEX data for processing. 

The first stage in communicating using MIDI was to develop an algorithm through 
which Smart Controller specific information could be reliably transmitted using 
MIDI (Fraietta 2002c). The SYSEX message is a variable length series of characters 
and is used to send device-specific information. For example, manufacturers often 
use SYSEX messages to send model-specific synthesis data to devices (Pressing 
1992, p. 100). SYSEX messages start with the byte F0H, followed by the 
manufacturer identification number, then a stream of any number of bytes, and end 
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with the byte F7H. In the Smart Controller, the manufacturer ID of 7DH was used 
because it is reserved for non-commercial uses, including research and education 
(Messick 1998, p. 76). The stream of bytes can contain any sequence of bytes with 
the provision that the most significant bit in every byte is a logic zero; that is, only 
byte values 00H to 7FH values are acceptable. Although the Smart Controller patch 
files would not contain any of these characters because they are saved in plain text, 
binary file types, such as MIDI files, could not be transmitted in their current form. 
This was overcome by byte-stuffing the data, similar to the method employed in the 
LinkLayer class on page 74. The two functions ‘EncodeMidiByte’  and 
‘DecodeMidiByte’  were implemented to encode and decode the bytes. 92 

Having successfully developed an algorithm to enable transmission of binary data 
using the MIDI protocol, the SysexFileQuestion class was developed to enable a user 
to create a SYSEX data file from within the patch editor. 

3.7.4.1 Streaming MIDI system-exclusive data to file 

 
Figure 94 SysexFileQuestion added to SessionQuestion 

Within the session layer, described on page 67, two subclasses were derived from the 
abstract SessionQuestion class. SimulatorQuestion passed information from a patch 
editor, through the PresentationQuestion, to an engine running in the context of the 
same process as that patch editor. The StreamedQuestion passed information from a 
patch editor, the PresentationQuestion, to an engine running in a different context, 
such as a separate process or computer, by communicating through a serial 
communications port via lower layers. The interface to the PresentationQuestion, 
and therefore the patch editor, was identical. The same mechanism is applied in 
generating a SYSEX data file from within the patch editor. This was accomplished 

                                                 

92 A detailed procedure for encoding and decoding SYSEX streams was published in (Fraietta 2002c)..  
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by deriving the SysexFileQuestion from the SessionQuestion class, as shown in 
Figure 94. 

 
Figure 95 Creating a SYSEX file 

Creating a SYSEX file is accomplished by creating a new PresentationQuestion 
object and calling the function ‘openfile’  on the newly created object with the name 
of the SYSEX file to create, as shown in Figure 95. The function ‘openfile’  in 
PresentationQuestion calls ‘SessionQuestion::createfile’ , which creates a new 
SysexFileQuestion object, which in turn opens a file for writing SYSEX data on the 
computer’ s file system. Each message sent to the SysexFileQuestion is encoded as a 
SYSEX block. The number of SYSEX blocks written to the file is the number of 
calls that ‘PresentationQuestion::AskQuestion’  makes to its SessionQuestion, which 
is actually a SysyexFileQuestion in this case. Figure 96 displays the 
PresentationQuestion passing the question to the SysexFileQuestion.  
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Figure 96 Sending a single message to a SYSEX file 

Each SYSEX block is doubled because SysexFileQuestion does not return success. 
The advantage of the blocks being doubled is that each message has built-in 
redundancy. This is required because there may be no MIDI handshaking (Pressing 
1992, p. 100–101), which would be the case if the data was within a MIDI sequence 
that was used to send data to the embedded device later.  

After developing the SysexFileQuestion driver, a SYSEX file was created that links 
to three files and can load a patch using the following simple code fragment: 

PresentationQuestion* pQuestion = new PresentationQuestion(); 
if (pQuestion->openfile("mySysexFile")) 
{  
  FileSend::SendFile(pQuestion, sourcefilename1, 
patchfilename); 
  FileSend::SendFile(pQuestion, sourcefilename2, 
destfilename2); 
  FileSend::SendFile(pQuestion, sourcefilename3, 
destfilename3); 
  PatchQuestion::LoadPatchFile(pQuestion, patchfilename, 0); 
} 
pQuestion->close(); 

In order to use the information, the embedded device required the ability to decode 
the incoming SYSEX within the context of its input MIDI task. 
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3.7.4.2 Processing received SYSEX data 
It was shown on page 150 that the EngineDataInput class parses the incoming data 
type and sends it to one of the MidiIn, AnalogIn, or DigitalIn classes for processing. 
In order to process SYSEX information, such as storing files and loading patches, it 
was necessary to test the incoming MIDI bytes, and process the Smart Controller 
SYSEX separately. This was because the SYSEX data was not MIDI data for use 
within a running patch in the engine. Processing of MIDI within the 
EngineDataInput class was effected through the implementation of the SysexDriver 
class, shown in Figure 97, which is responsible for processing SYSEX data.  

 
Figure 97 EngineDataInput to SysedxDriver interface 

The function ‘EngineDataInput::processMidiInput’  was modified to account for 
SYSEX by calling ‘processMidiByte’  after determining that the received byte 
complied with the MIDI format and protocol. 

void EngineDataInput::processMidiInput () 
{ 
//... read and extract data type 
  switch (iodata_type) 
  { 
    case  MIDI_CHAN_1_DATA: 
      if (processMidiByte ((BYTE)iodata)) 
      { 
        if (Scheduler::LockEngine(LOCK_WAIT_TIME)) 
        { 
          StdMidiIn::ProcessMidi(GetDeviceNum(),  
                                 &_current_message); 
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          Scheduler::UnlockEngine(); 
        } 
      } 
     break; 

 

 
Figure 98 Decoding Smart Controller SYSEX 

If ‘processMidi’  determines that the incoming data is Smart Controller SYSEX MIDI 
data it is passed to the SysexDriver, which decodes the data using both the SYSEX 
‘DecodeMidiByte’  function, and then the LinkProtocol function ‘DecodeData’ , 
shown on page 79. If the link layer returns ‘DECODE_SUCCESS’ , the message is 
considered complete and passed to the ‘PresentationAnswer::GetAnswer’  function, 
shown on page 66. Figure 98 displays the sequence of events from EngineDataInput 
to the PresentationAnswer classes.  

The SYSEX file generated in the example on page 183 was sent to the embedded 
device from the Windows machine using the following code: 

FILE* fp; 
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fp = fopen (SYSEX_filename, "r+b"); 
 
if (fp) 
{ 
  BYTE read_buf [256]; 
  unsigned bytes_read = fread (read_buf, 1, 256, fp); 
 
  while (bytes_read) 
  { 
    for (unsigned i = 0; i < bytes_read; i++) 
    { 
      BYTE b = read_buf[i]; 
      pDriver->TransmitMidiMessageByte (b ,0, 1); 
      cout <<"TX "<<bytes_read<<endl; 
    } 
 
    bytes_read = fread (read_buf, 1, 256, fp); 
  } 
fclose (fp); 

Testing showed that the patch was loaded twice on the Smart Controller. This was 
caused by the number of retries within the PresentationQuestion, causing the 
SYSEX blocks to duplicate, as shown on page 183. This was overcome by 
preventing a patch from being loaded if a patch with the same filename was already 
loaded. The patch was only loaded once; however, this approach made it impossible 
to replace an existing patch on the Smart Controller with a patch of the same name. 
This was overcome by adding a command to the PatchQuestion whereby a call to 
‘PatchQuestion::Destroy’  with a patch key of zero would cause the first patch on the 
embedded system to be unloaded. Subsequently, the code to create the SYSEX file 
was modified. 

PresentationQuestion* pQuestion = new PresentationQuestion(); 
if (pQuestion->openfile("mySysexFile")) 
{  
  PatchQuestion::Destroy(pQuestion, 0); 
  FileSend::SendFile(pQuestion, sourcefilename1, 
patchfilename); 
  FileSend::SendFile(pQuestion, sourcefilename2, 
destfilename2); 
  FileSend::SendFile(pQuestion, sourcefilename3, 
destfilename3); 
  PatchQuestion::LoadPatchFile(pQuestion, patchfilename, 0); 
} 
pQuestion->close(); 

It was possible at this stage of development to construct patches within the patch 
editor, save them to disk on the desktop computer or into a MIDI sequence as 
SYSEX data, and download them to the embedded devices at a later time. This 
meant that it was no longer necessary to connect the patch editor to the embedded 
device before constructing and verifying a patch. It was therefore possible to create 
and test patches without requiring an embedded device.  

The next stage of refinement was to make the patches stored within the embedded 
device load immediately upon start up without user input. 
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3.7.5 Embedded non-volatile storage 
Although it was possible to construct and verify patches before downloading them to 
the hardware device, it would be very beneficial if the embedded device could boot 
up and run the patch immediately, similar to the way the ‘MIDI Tool Box’  (Schiemer 
1998) functions. 

The 386 CPU board was designed to allow non volatile storage, either battery backed 
SRAM or I2C serial EEPROM, to be connected directly to the DIMM-PC. Both 
methods had advantages and disadvantages associated with their implementation, as 
stated on page 109. The main disadvantage of the SRAM was the requirement for a 
battery, while the main disadvantage of the I2C was the inability to test it using the 
386DX simulator. An alternative implementation, which was overlooked when 
designing the printed circuit boards, was to install the I2C EEPROM on the PIC I/O 
card instead of the DIMM-PC to store the patch file system, which in turn did not 
disable the 368DX simulator. This was implemented by connecting 24LC256 
EEPROM (Microchip 2002) to the PIC through the I2C pins used by the analogue 
outputs, described on page 102, which meant that no extra pins would be required 
from the PIC. This method was originally implemented; however, a DOS filesystem 
device driver became available for RTEMS, enabling the files to be stored to the 
onboard flash IDE disk.  

3.7.5.1 Implementation of IDE driver 
A device driver for the DOS IDE file system was developed for RTEMS by Thomas 
Doerfler, who also provided an example program that used the IDE. The device 
driver was integrated into the Smart Controller code and stored the entire patch file 
system to a single binary data file on the DOS file system.  

The information for each file is stored in chunks through the FileBlock class, 
similarly to the way data is stored using RIFF format in that the size of the data is 
defined before presenting the data (Wright et al. 1998). Table 7 defines the data 
information as stored in the binary data file. 

File information Number of bytes in information 

Length of filename 1 (unsigned byte) 

Filename Length of filename + 1 

Number of data bytes in the file 4 (unsigned thirty-two bit word) 

Data bytes Number of data bytes 

CRC 4 (unsigned thirty-two bit word) 

Table 7 File block format 

The state machine for storing the patch file system is shown in Figure 99.  
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Figure 99 Stream Files state diagram 

Implementation of the IDE within RTEMS also allowed the firmware to be upgraded 
through the use of SYSEX data. In the same way that patch files could be 
downloaded using SYSEX data, as detailed on page 181, it was now possible to 
stream new firmware using the SYSEX data, overwriting the existing firmware if the 
download was successful. This allowed firmware upgrades to be performed using a 
host computer without a serial port, which is the case with most new Macintosh 
computers. 

3.7.6 Summary – firmware implementation 
On completion of this development iteration, it was possible to download new 
firmware to the embedded device without physically removing the DIMM-PC from 
the board. 

A file protocol was then developed, whereby each object type saved and restored 
information pertaining to that object type. All BaseShell objects, except for Patches, 
used a single save and restore mechanism based upon their enumerated attributes 
instead of defining a new pair of functions for each different object type. Patches 
were saved and restored successfully on the simulator, proving that they would be 
restored within the embedded device. 
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Next, a file transfer protocol was developed that enabled patches to be downloaded 
from the patch editor to the embedded device. Patches were then downloaded to the 
embedded target through a serial port and manipulated using the connected patch 
editor.  

After this, a device driver was developed that enabled the information required to 
download files to exist in a SYSEX data file. The resultant file could be used to 
download and execute a patch within the embedded device using a MIDI output 
device. 

Finally, an IDE driver was implemented in the RTEMS code that enabled the patches 
to be stored directly to the onboard IDE flash on the DIMM-PC. The hardware was 
functionally able to be used in an unsupervised installation without any concern for 
loss of power between performances. 

3.8 Elaboration iteration 6: Macintosh implementation 
The original GUI for the Smart Controller was ported from Algorithmic Composer, 
which was developed using Borland C++ Builder, and consequently the program 
could only be compiled to operate on computers running the Windows operating 
system. The underlying Smart Controller engine, however, was mainly written in the 
C++ programming language and was therefore portable to other microprocessor 
platforms. This was confirmed with the development of the Workbench (Fraietta 
2005c), compiled to run under Windows; and the embedded firmware, which ran 
under RTEMS on the embedded target.  

In order to develop a patch editor and simulator for the Macintosh platform, a 
suitable graphical environment was required that could call the underlying C++ 
Smart Controller engine code. The Java programming language has the ability to run 
on many platforms, including Windows, Macintosh, and Linux (Newman 1996; 
Déchelle et al. 1998), and has the facility to call native code written in C or C++ 
(Daconta, Saganich, and Monk 1999). Additionally, the Rational Rose CASE tool 
has the ability to generate Java code, which in turn allowed rapid iterative design and 
development from within the CASE tool. Java was therefore examined in greater 
depth to ascertain whether it was possible to use it to develop a GUI for the Smart 
Controller before committing to developing the entire graphical element of the patch 
editor in Java. 

3.8.1 Graphical display risk mitigation 
The author had never programmed in Java, so it was important to gain an 
understanding of the language before committing to the implementation of the patch 
editor. Java syntax is very similar to C++ (Daconta, Saganich, and Monk 1999) and 
several Java tutorials are available (Arnold and Gosling 1996; Newman 1996; 
Naughton and Schildt 1999), which in turn reduced the risk and burden of learning a 
new programming language. The Sun Java software development kit, which was 
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available at no cost from Sun Microsystems,93 was used to compile the examples 
provided in Java tutorial books.  

The most complex aspect of programming the GUI in Algorithmic Composer was 
developing the graphical icons that represented the different object types, as shown 
in Figure 100. This aspect was tackled first in Java because it would be the most 
difficult to design and was an essential requirement of the patch editor. 

 
Figure 100 Icons representing objects and interconnections. 

The code for patching and dragging objects was implemented as an independent 
module that was built and tested separate from the Smart Controller, identical to the 
design paradigm used in Algorithmic Composer (Fraietta 1998a, p. 28–29). An 
analysis of the patch shown in Figure 100 revealed the elements required to design 
the graphical environment. 

1. The representation of the patch required a window or panel to contain the 
icons.  

2. Smaller panels that represent the objects, such as Metro and Counter, were 
required.  

3. Each of these icons must display inlets and outlets where required, with the 
ability to create connections from these inlets and outlets to other objects.  

4. The display should show connections between the objects and their respective 
inlets and outlets.  

5. The objects and connections should be manipulated with a pointing device 
such as a mouse. 

The display was implemented in two major steps. The first step involved developing 
objects with inlets and outlets, which could be dragged across the screen with a 
mouse. The second step involved building and manipulating connectors.  

                                                 

93 http://www.sun.com/java/ 
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3.8.1.1 Drawing movable objects with inlets and outlets 

 
Figure 101 Graphical display form, objects, inlets, and outlets 

Figure 101 displays the design of the graphical display form, the object icons, and 
the respective inlet and outlet icons. All the classes are derived from the Java 
Abstract Window Toolkit (hereafter AWT) Panel class, shown as (A) in Figure 101. 
The AWT is a predefined set of classes, known as a package, which facilitates the 
development of graphical interfaces and is roughly divided into three categories: (1) 
graphics, which define graphical attributes such as colours, fonts, images, and 
shapes; (2) components, which are the GUI components such as buttons, menus, and 
list boxes; and (3) layout managers, which define the behaviour of the graphical 
components or control the way that components are displayed within the GUI 
container (Flanagan 1997, p. 279).  

The Panel class is the simplest container class in the AWT and allows space in which 
a GUI can attach to any other component, including other panels. The Panel class 
does not have its own window, and consequently, must be contained within another 
container, such as a Frame, ScrollPane, or another Panel. It is, however, suitable for 
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holding portions of a larger interface within a parent container (Flanagan 1997, p. 
321). The patch representation is a single Panel that contains individual object 
Panels that represent items such as Metro or Counter, which themselves contain 
Panels representing inlets and outlets. The graphical components in the Smart 
Controller patch editor are derived from these classes. The main container 
representing the patch, which holds all the object icons, is the ViewFormPanel (B); it 
is contained within an AWT ScrollPane (C). The ScrollPane allows automatic 
scrolling of the ViewFormPanel when required (Flanagan 1997, p. 325). The 
ViewFormPanel contains CObjectBox objects (D), which represent the BaseShell 
objects such as Metro, Counter, and MidiOut. The CObjectBox objects required the 
ability to be dragged with the mouse, which would allow the user to position them. If 
an object had inlets or outlets, these inlets or outlets would be required to follow the 
CObjectBox around the display as the object was being dragged. Inlets and outlets 
were therefore derived from the CObjectFollower class (E), which was then 
specialised to CTopFollower (F) for inlets and CBottomFollower (G) for outlets. The 
CObjectBox contains a list of these objects which are sequentially called to follow it 
when the CObjectBox is dragged. The CTopFollower and CBottomFollower are 
responsible for positioning themselves upon the CObjectBox based upon their index 
and type. For example, a CTopFollower object with an index of zero will always 
position itself to the top leftmost position of its parent CObjectBox. Figure 102 
displays the sequence of events that occur when dragging a CObjectBox with the 
mouse. 
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Figure 102 Dragging an object with the mouse 

The functionality required when implementing the specialised behaviour of the 
objects, such as positioning of inlets or outlets, dragging objects, and making 
connections, was implemented within the actual classes themselves. The resultant 
window, displayed in Figure 103, shows the two CObjectBox objects with their 
CTopFollower inlets and CBottomFollower outlets. 
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Figure 103 Java GUI object driver frame 

After implementing the functions and testing that the CTopFollower and the 
CBottomFollower classes did follow their parent when dragged, connection of 
CTopFollower to CBottomFollower was designed and implemented. 

Dragging a CTopFollower to a CBottomFollower with the mouse, or vice versa, 
represents connecting an inlet to an outlet. Only one inlet and outlet can be entered, 
dragged, or connected at any one time, and this action was thus implemented using 
the “ Singleton pattern”  (Larman 2002, p. 348–53). The current inlet and outlet are 
therefore stored as static members ‘_mouseOverTop’  and ‘_mouseOverBottom’  
when the mouse goes over the object, and used to test if a connection can be made 
through these two members. If a connection is possible between the inlet and outlet, 
the connection is made upon releasing the mouse. Figure 104 displays these events as 
a sequence diagram. 
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Figure 104 Dragging an inlet to an outlet 

While an inlet or outlet is being dragged, a line is drawn on the parent 
ViewFormPanel from the inlet or outlet that is being dragged to the position of the 
mouse. The start and end position of the line are calculated by the inlet and passed to 
the parent ViewFormPanel, which is responsible for drawing the line. The 
ViewFormPanel draws the line by forcing the repaint method (Naughton and Schildt 
1999, p. 622–23). 

public void DrawDragLine(Point start, Point end) { 
  start_drag_point = start; 
  end_drag_point = end; 
} 
 
public void paint(Graphics g) { 
  if (start_drag_point != null && end_drag_point != null) 
  { 
    g.drawLine(start_drag_point.x, start_drag_point.y, 
                end_drag_point.x, end_drag_point.y); 
 
    start_drag_point = null; 
    end_drag_point = null; 
  } 
} 
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Figure 105 Highlighting of inlet and outlet during connection 

In order to provide visual feedback to the user when performing connections, the 
inlets and outlets were highlighted on commencement of a connection or when a 
connection is legal, as shown in Figure 105. 

 
Figure 106 Exit mouse from inlet and outlet 

If the mouse leaves an inlet or an outlet and that inlet or outlet is not being dragged, 
the ‘_mouseOverTop’  or ‘_mouseOverBottom’  variable is cleared, as shown in 
Figure 106.  
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Having successfully implemented a display mechanism for the objects with their 
inlets and outlets, it was necessary to implement the display of the connections 
between the inlets and outlets. 

3.8.1.2 Drawing connectors between inlets and outlets 
In Algorithmic Composer, each connector existed as a single GUI object with a 
canvas, which was required to capture mouse events in order to select and position 
the lines in the connector. If two or more connectors required display over a single 
point, they had to be positioned on top of one another. The problem with that 
mechanism was that it was extremely inefficient: if there were fifty connectors and 
the connector that contained the line was at the bottom, it would take fifty iterations 
before the correct connector was determined. An alternative design was implemented 
whereby the connector that the mouse was over could be determined immediately. 

The connector display interface, as shown in Figure 107, was designed with two 
major components: the CLineFollower and the CLineSegment. The CLineFollower 
contains the information about the connector, while the CLineSegment is the actual 
GUI component, which is derived from the AWT Panel class.  

 
Figure 107 Connector GUI class diagram 

The CLineFollower (A) contains references ‘_top’  and ‘_bottom’  to a CTopFollower 
(B) and a CBottomFollower (C), which represent the inlet and outlet the 
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CLineFollower was connected to.94 This allows the CLineFollower to obtain the 
positions at which it should start and end. Additionally, the CTopFollower and 
CBottomFollower classes, through their CObjectFollower generalisation (D), contain 
a list of references to CLineFollower objects, used to update their start or end 
position when the CObjectFollower95 is made to follow by its CObjectBox parent as 
shown in Figure 108. 

 
Figure 108 Connector following top during drag 

The connection of an inlet and an outlet, as shown in Figure 100, is graphically 
represented by vertical and horizontal segments. This was implemented by 
specialising the CLineSegment (E) class with the CVerticalLineSegment (F) and 
CHorizLineSegment (G) classes, shown in Figure 107. There are two main 
differences between the CVerticalLineSegment and CHorizLineSegment classes. 

1. A CVerticalLineSegment always has a small height, whereas the 
CHorizLineSegment always has a small width. This gives the impression that 
the object is a line when it is actually an AWT Panel; however, it will be 
referred to as vertical and horizontal lines for the simplicity of explanation.96  

2. Vertical lines can only be dragged in a horizontal direction, while horizontal 
lines can only be dragged vertically. When a vertical line is dragged, 

                                                 

94 The CTopFollower and CBottomFollower are often referred to as the inlet and outlet respectively in order to simplify the 
description. 
95 The CObjectFollower is an abstract generalisation of the CTopFollower and CBottomFollower classes. Subsequently, one can 
refer to the CTopFollower and CBottomFollower classes as CObjectFollower when their discussing generalised attributes or 
methods. 
96 Additionally, the height of a CVerticalLineSegment and the width of a CHorizLineSegment will be referred to as the line 
length.  
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however, the horizontal lines that it is attached to must be increased or 
decreased in length. The responsibility of positioning of the lines, however, 
was given to the CLineFollower class. 

The first segment of a connector at the outlet end was always coloured red and the 
rest of the connector black. This meant that connections could be made to objects 
above or below the object of interest without confusion, as shown in Figure 109. 

 
Figure 109 Display of connector from objects above and below 

The CLineFollower is created with references to the CTopFollower and the 
CBottomFollower objects that it follows, as well as the ViewFormPanel that contains 
the generated CLineSegment objects. The CLineFollower calculates its start and end 
points from the ‘top’  and ‘bottom’  parameters passed to them. Additionally, the 
CTopFollower (inlet) and the CBottomFollower (outlet) are passed the reference to 
this CLineFollower so it can be notified when they are being moved by their parent. 

public CLineFollower(CTopFollower top,  
       CBottomFollower bottom, ViewFormPanel parent) { 
  _parent = parent; 
  _top = top; 
  _start_point = top.GetCentrePosition(); 
  _start_point.x -= _line_offset; 
 
  _bottom = bottom; 
  _end_point = bottom.GetCentrePosition(); 
  _end_point.x += _line_offset; 
  _top.AddFollower (this); 
  _bottom.AddFollower (this); 
  createSegments(); 
  } 

In order to implement an efficient mechanism for repositioning or dragging the 
connectors, the start and end points within the CLineSegment objects are contained as 
references to the points contained in the CLineFollower. This meant that the 
CLineFollower only had to change the point within itself and the CLineSegment 
would have its start or end point changed accordingly. This was achieved by 
maintaining an array of points within the CLineFollower. The points referenced 
within the CLineFollower object are exposed in Figure 110. 
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Figure 110 CLineFollower point references 

If the CLineFollower is required to follow an inlet, as was the case in Figure 108 
where the inlet was being dragged, the ‘_start_point’  variable, which is also the 
‘_start_point’  of the first segment, is repositioned to the position of the inlet. Also, 
the ‘_line_points[0]’  variable, which is the point joining the first and second 
segments, has its ‘x’  position modified, causing the horizontal segment to change 
size so it will join to the vertical segment. 

public void FollowTop() { 
  Point new_start = _top.GetCentrePosition(); 
 
  new_start.x -= _line_offset; 
 
  //_start_point = new_start; 
  // Make the first and second segments follow by  
  // assigning new point positions 
  CLineSegment first_segment =(CLineSegment) 
                             _segments.elementAt (0); 
  CLineSegment next_segment = (CLineSegment) 
                             _segments.elementAt (1); 
 
  _start_point.x = new_start.x; 
  _start_point.y = new_start.y; 
 
  // Make the x of the first segment both the same 
  _line_points [0].x = _start_point.x; 
 
  first_segment.placeSegment(); 
  first_segment.repaint(); 
 
  next_segment.placeSegment(); 
  next_segment.repaint(); 
  } 

Next, the dragging mechanism was implemented for the line segments, which 
enabled segments to move horizontally for vertical segments, and vertically for 
horizontal segments. The vertical segments connected to the inlets and outlets, 
however, could not be moved by dragging the segment because they must always be 
positioned below or above the inlet or outlet. Within the CVerticalLineSegment or 
CHorizLineSegment, the positioning of the start and end points was performed within 
that class. A horizontal segment, for example, only allows dragging to occur in the 
vertical axis, thus modifying the ‘y’  parameter of its ‘_start_point’  and ‘_end_point’  
members. 
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public void processDrag(int x, int y) { 
  if (_controller.CanDrag (this)) 
  { 
    _start_point.y += y; 
    _end_point.y += y; 
    _controller.ProcessDrag (this); 
   } 

These points, as stated on page 199, are also maintained within the CLineFollower 
class as the array ‘_line_points[]’ , and as such, contain the modified value in that 
location also. This means that the segments connected to the dragged object have 
their start or end points modified. For example, if the horizontal segment in Figure 
110 was dragged, variables ‘_line_points[0]’  and ‘_line_points[1]’  would contain the 
modified value, as these are the same point as the CHorizLineSegment object’ s 
‘_start_point’  and ‘_end_point.’  All that is required is to notify the CLineFollower 
that a drag had taken place, which in turn causes the three effected segments to be 
repositioned and repainted. 

public boolean ProcessDrag(CLineSegment pLine) { 
  boolean ret = false; 
  if (_segments.contains (pLine)) 
  { 
    //get index of this line 
    int index = _segments.indexOf (pLine); 
 
    // first update this one 
    pLine.placeSegment(); 
    pLine.repaint(); 
 
    //update segment before 
    CLineSegment seg = (CLineSegment) 
                       _segments.elementAt (index -1); 
    seg.placeSegment(); 
    seg.repaint(); 
 
    //update segment after 
    seg = (CLineSegment)_segments.elementAt (index +1); 
    seg.placeSegment(); 
    seg.repaint(); 
 
  } 
  return ret; 
} 

A sequence diagram displaying the sequence of event when the horizontal line is 
dragged is shown in Figure 111. 
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Figure 111 Drag of horizontal line sequence diagram 

3.8.1.3 Graphical display risk conclusion 
Java was determined to be an appropriate language for the GUI development by 
tackling the most difficult aspects of the graphical display first (Larman 2002). These 
aspects were the display and positioning of the icons that represent the different 
object types, connection of these objects using the mouse, and the display of the 
resultant connections on the screen. This was facilitated by building a driver 
application completely separate from the Smart Controller code, which allowed an 
isolated environment to test and implement the GUI.  

The GUI was designed by using the Java AWT package in combination with the 
design structure used for the GUI in Algorithmic Composer. This was accelerated 
through the use of the Rational Rose CASE tool, which facilitated porting of the C++ 
structures to Java by copying the visual models from Algorithmic Composer and 
generating code frames from within the CASE tool. The GUI was built up by 
developing the object icons first, followed by their inlets and outlets. Next, mouse 
interaction was developed that enabled the objects to be repositioned on the screen. 
Additionally, inlets and outlets of the objects were connected to one another by 
dragging one to the other with the mouse, while providing a line on the screen to 
display progress of a connection. Finally, the completed connections were displayed 
by representing each connector with a series of line segments, which could in turn 
capture mouse events, allowing an efficient way of manipulating and repositioning 
the connections. 

Having successfully implemented a GUI for representing objects and connectors, it 
was proved that Java could be used for developing the GUI for the Smart Controller 
patch editor for Macintosh even though a Macintosh computer was not yet available 
for development. The next stage was to compile the Smart Controller engine code in 
C++ for Macintosh. 
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3.8.2 Macintosh Smart Controller engine implementation  
The development of the software simulator, described on page 41, enabled the Smart 
Controller code to run on a PC running Windows. This was possible because the 
underlying engine code, which actually contained the objects that were connected to 
one another and performed all scheduling, was written in C++ and compiled for the 
specific platform. Additionally, the platform-specific functions, such as multiple 
threads of execution and MIDI I/O, were created using the “ Abstract Class Abstract 
Factory”  pattern (Larman 2002, p. 527), which enabled multiple platform-specific 
implementations using a single API within the main Smart Controller code. In order 
to port the patch editor and simulator to Macintosh, the Smart Controller engine had 
to be developed for Macintosh.  

3.8.2.1 Compiler 
In order to run code written in C++ on a Macintosh computer, the code must first be 
compiled into machine code for that platform. The author was awarded an Apple 
University Development Fund Seeding Grant to develop a simulator and patch editor 
for the Smart Controller. The grant included the use of a Macintosh computer for a 
year, the Metroworks Code Warrior compiler,97 and an Apple Developer Connection 
student membership (Griffith 2002). When attempting to use the Code Warrior 
package, it was discovered that the GNU Compiler Collection (hereafter GCC) was 
required from within Code Warrior to perform the actual compilation for Mac OSX. 
GCC was available through the Apple Developer Connection student membership. It 
was decided, therefore, to bypass Code Warrior completely and use GCC and 
“ make”  (Oram and Talbott 1991) because this was the method already being used to 
compile the Smart Controller engine for the embedded target. In particular, the driver 
applications developed to implement the multi threaded applications and MIDI I/O 
drivers could be ported by simply modifying the existing make files without 
requiring the author to learn how to navigate through the Code Warrior integrated 
development environment. 

3.8.2.2 Multi threading 
The first section of C++ code to be implemented for Macintosh was the multi 
threaded API, which was developed for Windows and RTEMS on page 42. The 
MacThread class implementation, which was originally defined on page 46, was 
developed using POSIX “ pthreads”  (Lewis and Berg 1996, p. 261–74), while the 
MacEvent class, originally declared on page 47, was implemented by using the 
POSIX mutual exclusion functions (Lewis and Berg 1996, p. 254–61). The classes 
were tested using the driver application used for testing the Windows and RTEMS 
versions, shown of page 47, which meant that multiple threads of execution could 
now be used on a Macintosh running the OSX operating system.  

The Scheduler class for the Macintosh HAL, originally defined on page 34, was 
implemented using the POSIX API. The program that was used to test the original 
RTEMS and Windows implementation of the Smart Controller, listed on page 39, 
was used to test the port to Macintosh. The patch produced the required messages to 
the console, and was therefore deemed successful.  
                                                 

97 http://www.metrowerks.com/MW/Services/Academic/default.htm 
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The port of the multithreading and scheduling was accomplished by using POSIX, 
which in turn meant that the code should theoretically compile for Linux, or any 
other POSIX compatible operating system, without requiring any changes to the 
code. 

3.8.2.3 MIDI interface 
The implementation of the MIDI interface for Macintosh was originally attempted 
using the Quicktime API, which appeared very promising as it was compatible with 
Windows, Mac OSX, and older versions of MacOS. Although mentioned in the 
Quicktime API, the author was unable to implement MIDI input using the code 
examples provided by Apple (Apple Computer Inc. 2002b). Instead, the MIDI for 
Macintosh was realised using the Mac OSX Core Audio API (Apple Computer Inc. 
2001), and abstracting through the MidiInputDriver and MidiOutputDriver abstract 
classes developed on page 132. Unlike the Windows mechanism for transmitting 
MIDI, which required different methods to transmit SYSEX and short MIDI 
messages (Messick 1998), the Core Audio API for Mac OSX was extremely simple 
to interface.  

void MacMidiOutputDriver::TransmitMidiByte (unsigned char 
data, int output_num) 
{ 
  MIDIPacket* packet; 
  MIDIPacketList packet_list; 
  packet = MIDIPacketListInit(&packet_list); 
  packet = MIDIPacketListAdd(&packet_list,  
  MIDISend(_OutPort, _Dest, &packet_list); 
} 

Implementation of MIDI input was equally simple, calling a function when a MIDI 
packet arrived. 

bool MacMidiInputDriver::open (int device_num, int device_id) 
{ 
  bool ret = false; 
 
  _device_num = device_num; 
  // create client and ports 
  MIDIClientCreate(CFSTR("MIDI Echo"), NULL, NULL, &client); 
   
  MIDIInputPortCreate(client, CFSTR("Input port"),  
       MIDIInputReadProc, (void*)this, &inPort); 
   
  if (device_num <= MIDIGetNumberOfSources()) 
    { 
      MIDIEndpointRef src = MIDIGetSource(device_num); 
      MIDIPortConnectSource(inPort, src, this); 
      ret = true; 
    } 
 
  return ret; 
} 
 
static void MIDIInputReadProc(const MIDIPacketList *pktlist, 
void *refCon, void *connRefCon) 
{ 
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  MidiInputDriver* pDriver = (MidiInputDriver*) refCon; 
  bool process_required = pDriver->isEmpty(); 
   
  MIDIPacket *packet = (MIDIPacket *)pktlist->packet;  
  for (unsigned int j = 0; j < pktlist->numPackets; ++j)  
    { 
      for (int i = 0; i < packet->length; ++i)  
        { 
          IOData iodata; 
          iodata = packet->data[i]; 
          pDriver->DataReady(iodata); 
        } 
       
      packet = MIDIPacketNext(packet); 
      { 
        pDriver->ProcessInputData(); 
      } 
    } 
} 

A program was written, using the abstract MidiInputDriver and MidiOutputDriver 
interface classes to echo MIDI from the input of the Macintosh to the MIDI output. 
MIDI was sent to the Macintosh MIDI input using Algorithmic Composer, and then 
successfully returned back to Algorithmic Composer through the Macintosh MIDI 
output port, completing the implementation of the MIDI input and output for the 
Macintosh.  

The Macintosh code was included in the Smart Controller and tested using a 
modified version of the test patch developed on page 39, with the addition of MIDI 
input and output. Having successfully developed the engine for the Macintosh 
platform, it was necessary to develop and connect the Java graphical environment to 
it. 

3.8.3 Java native interface  
The Smart Controller engine had been successfully compiled and run on a computer 
running Mac OSX. The engine source code was written in C++ and compiled to 
machine code for each platform required. The executable code generated for one 
platform, however, was not necessarily compatible with another. For example, the 
code compiled for Microsoft Windows cannot run on Mac OSX. Java, however, is 
not compiled into executable code. On the contrary, Java is compiled into bytecode, 
which is a complex set of instructions interpreted by the Java Virtual Machine 
(hereafter JVM) during program execution (Naughton and Schildt 1999, p. 11). A 
program written in Java is therefore portable to many platforms without requiring 
separate compiled executables.  

One feature of the Java language is the ability to call functions that exist within 
compiled code, which are normally written in C or C++, from a Java program 
through the Java Native Interface (hereafter JNI) (Naughton and Schildt 1999, p. 
336). The JNI allowed the Smart Controller engine to exist as compiled code, written 
in C++, which provides a faster execution speed than Java (Naughton and Schildt 
1999, p. 336). More important, however, keeping the engine source code in C++ 
removed the requirement of writing and maintaining a separate version in Java.  
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During the development of the patch editor to engine communication protocol, a set 
of classes that existed within the application layer were developed in order to provide 
a distinct API for communicating between the patch editor and the engine, detailed 
on page 57. The application layer classes communicated to the engine through the 
presentation layer class PresentationQuestion. In order to access the application layer 
class functions using the JNI, the functions must be called from within the context of 
a native function within a Java class (Naughton and Schildt 1999, p. 39). This was 
accomplished by creating a Java class to interface the C++ application layer class, as 
shown in Figure 112. Each Java class was tightly coupled with its C++ counterpart 
through the use of identical function names and signatures, as shown in Figure 113.  

 

 
Figure 112 JNI wrappers to application layer classes 
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Figure 113 Java and C++ application layer class coupling 

The function signatures between the C++ class and the Java class were not 
completely compatible. For example, the function signature for ‘SetName’  contained 
a pointer to a PresentationQuestion object, a P_IDENTITY, a character pointer, and 
returned bool. 

bool IdentityQuestion::SetName (PresentationQuestion* 
pQuestion, P_IDENTITY objKey, const char* new_value) 

None of these types are compatible with Java and so PresentationQuestion* 
and P_IDENTITY were replaced by int, const char* by String, and bool 
by Boolean. 

Java code frames were generated from within the case tool and compiled using the 
java compiler, which produced a Java class file. For example, in the case of the 
Identity class, the CASE tool generated a file called ‘Identity.java’ . The Java 
compiler generated the file ‘Identity.class’  from this file. In order to generate the 
source code for the native code file, a header file was produced using the “ Javah”  
generator (Naughton and Schildt 1999), which generates function declarations 
required by the C++ compiler. 

JNIEXPORT jboolean JNICALL Java_Jni_Identity_SetName 
  (JNIEnv *env, jclass, jint pQuestion, jint objKey,  
  jstring at_value); 
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The file was saved as a C++ source file, with the functions defined to call the 
appropriate C++ application layer class. 

extern "C" jboolean JNICALL Java_Jni_Identity_SetName 
(JNIEnv *env, jclass, jint pQuestion, jint objKey, jstring 
at_value) 
{ 
  // first convert Java string to const char* 
  const char* new_value =  
              env->GetStringUTFChars(at_value, NULL); 
   
  return IdentityQuestion::SetName ( 
    (PresentationQuestion*) pQuestion,  
    (P_IDENTITY) objKey,// The key associated with the 
Identity 
    new_value); // New attribute value 
} 

In addition to the application layer classes, the PatchEditor class was created to 
perform other functions within the patch editor that were not related to any particular 
object or patch attribute, as shown in Figure 114. 

 
Figure 114 PatchEditor class 

Within the C++ version of the Patch Editor, the component interface between the 
GUI, which was an executable program, and the Smart Controller engine, which was 
a shared library, was implemented through a single function, as detailed on page 68. 
This meant that the code between the application and session layers on the question 
side existed as part of the patch editor. So that a Java program could access the JNI 
functions, the native code function had to exist within a library that could be loaded 
by the Java program at run time (Daconta, Saganich, and Monk 1999). In the 
Windows platform, the shared library must be in the form of a dynamic link library 
(hereafter DLL) (Naughton and Schildt 1999, p. 339). The JNI source code was 
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added to the original Smart Controller engine code for the Windows platform, 
compiled into the DLL, and tested with a simple Java program. In order to test if the 
threads were working within the engine, the scheduler was modified to display a 
message to the console every second. 

DWORD Scheduler::processCallback () 
{ 
  volatile DWORD dwCurrentTime = getTime() - dwOffset; 
 
  // other unchanged scheduler code 
  // ... 
  printf ("Scheduler::processCallback %u\r\n", dwCurrentTime); 
  return 1000; // this will cause the function to be  
               // called again in one second 
} 

The test resulted in the required messages being displayed to the console. The JNI 
code was then compiled for the Macintosh target as a shared library (Apple 
Computer Inc. 2002a) and tested with the same Java test program. The results were 
identical, which proved that the JNI was possible for both the targeted platforms. 
Having successfully built and tested the JNI, the Java GUI for the Smart Controller 
was developed using the icon package that was created during the Java GUI risk 
mitigation detailed on page 189. 

3.8.4 Patch editor graphical environment 
The Smart Controller used the display paradigm utilised in Algorithmic Composer, 
whereby objects in the GUI are represented in three different perspectives (Fraietta 
1998c, p. 8).  

The first perspective is the performance view, which displays the patch as icons 
connected to one another (Fraietta 1998c, p. 9). This perspective enables a composer 
to create patches by adding objects to the display and connecting them to one another 
using the mouse.  

The second perspective is the tree view, which displays objects, connectors, and 
views as nodes within a tree structure (Fraietta 1998c, p. 13). The tree structure 
enables a composer to see the order in which objects are created, and display them in 
a hierarchical manner.  

The third perspective displays the internal attributes of the individual objects within a 
window, allowing the attributes of an object to be changed by the user (Fraietta 
1998c, p. 15).  

When testing the viability of Java as a suitable GUI development platform, the 
mechanism for displaying the graphical representation of objects and connections 
was created as a separate Java package, as described on page 189. This produced a 
set of classes that were used to represent a patch for use within a performance view. 
The tree and edit views of the GUI were developed next. 

During the development of Algorithmic Composer, the GUI was developed with 
Borland C++ Builder3 (Borland International Inc. 1997), a rapid application 
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development (hereafter RAD) tool (Reisdorph 1998). One of the advantages of using 
a RAD tool is that it enables rapid development of GUI components. In particular, 
the RAD tool enables simple implementation of GUI component layout and event 
handling. For example, to place a button onto a form and provide a means of 
processing a button click is extremely simple, as shown in Figure 115. 

 

 
Figure 115 Assigning a button click with a RAD tool 

The March 2003 edition of Australian Personal Computer provided a free version of 
Borland JBuilder8, a RAD tool for Java, and an article on how to use the product 
(Williams 2003). One particular advantage of the product was that it works directly 
with the Java source code. The visual designer generates the required code without 
requiring the programmer to perform any manual text coding (Marchal 1998), similar 
to the way Rational Rose performs code generation (Quatrani 1998, p. 181). 
Additionally, the product enables the user to manually edit the generated code, which 
in turn causes the visual designer to update the design. Furthermore, the development 
environment enables debugging of all the Java code by allowing a developer to step 
though the code and examine variables as the program is running. 

RAD tools, however, do not help with non-graphical components and the basic logic 
within a program. Furthermore, RAD tools do not replace the design and analysis 
functionality provided by CASE tools such as Rational Rose (Marchal 1998). The 
author, therefore, decided to use Rational Rose and JBuilder concurrently. JBuilder 
was used to create frames, position components on the frames, and generate mouse 
event handlers. The resultant code was reverse engineered into Rational Rose, 
modified using the analysis tools, and then regenerated as Java code. Non-GUI 
components were created entirely within the CASE tool before being generated as 
Java code.  

In developing the remainder of the patch editor, the design structure was taken from 
the Algorithmic Composer design, as was done for the performance view described 
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on page 189. In the same way that the classes TBaseShellHook and TConnectorHook 
were responsible for interfacing with the engine in Algorithmic Composer (Fraietta 
1998a, p. 32), the generalisation class IdentityHook and its specialised subclasses 
BaseShellHook, ConnectorHook, and ViewHook were responsible for interfacing the 
JNI interface, discussed on page 205, to the rest of the patch editor logic. These 
interfacing classes contain the integer representations of the PresentationQuestion* 
and the P_IDENTITY, described on page 207, in order to create a unique Java object 
in the patch editor that corresponds to a unique C++ object within the engine. Figure 
116 displays the relationship between the IdentityHook classes and their associated 
JNI package classes. Although the IdentityHook is a Java class, it is not a graphical 
component. On the contrary, it is a unique logical component designed using the 
“ Controller”  (Larman 2002, p. 237–43) pattern. In addition to interfacing to the JNI 
package, the IdentityHook classes provides the mechanism by which an object can be 
identified through the Java “ Comparable”  (Horstmann and Cornell 2003, p. 202–3) 
interface, shown as the ‘compareTo’  function in Figure 116, enabling the 
IdentityHook objects to be used as an identification key in a relational pair.  

 
Figure 116 IdentityHook to JNI package association 
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An example of the use of this comparable interface is in the addition of an object to a 
performance view. The ViewForm (A), as shown in Figure 117, uses BaseShellHook 
(B) and ConnectorHook (C) as comparable keys to access the BaseShellBox (D) and 
ConnectorLine (E) objects, which are contained within the TreeMap ‘_object_map’  
and ‘_connector_map’  (F). The ViewForm, BaseShellBox, and ConnectorLine classes 
are derived from the ViewFormPanel (G), CObjectBox (H), and CLineFollower (I) 
classes respectively, which were developed for the initial GUI package described on 
page 189. This provides an interface between the Smart Controller specific code and 
the graphical package already developed. Adding an object to the ViewForm is 
accomplished by making a call to ‘AddObject’  on the ViewForm using a ViewObject 
as a parameter, which contains a BaseShellHook and the positional information as 
shown in Figure 118. 

 
Figure 117 Performance View 
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Figure 118 ViewObject 

Before the ViewForm creates the BaseShellBox, the object map is examined in order 
to determine if an icon already exists for the associated object. If an object matching 
the BaseShellHook does not already exist, a BaseShellBox is created, added, and 
positioned on the ViewForm, and then inserted in the object map. After the 
successful addition of an object, an attempt is made to add the connectors from the 
inlets and outlets of the object. Likewise, when attempting to add a connector to the 
view form, the connector must not already exist within the connector map. 
Furthermore, the BaseShellHook objects at the inlet and outlet of the connector must 
both exist within the ViewForm before the addition of the connector is allowed. 

public boolean AddConnection(ConnectorHook pCon) { 
  boolean ret = false; 
 
  if (pCon != null && !_connector_map.containsKey(pCon)) 
  { 
    ret = true; 
    int p_interface = _patch_form._pinterface; 
    int inlet_base, outlet_base, inlet_num, outlet_num; 
    BaseShellHook inlet_hook, outlet_hook; 
 
    inlet_base = Connector.GetInletBase(p_interface, 
                pCon._pObject); 
    outlet_base = Connector.GetOutletBase(p_interface, 
                pCon._pObject); 
 
    inlet_hook = _patch_form.GetBaseShellHook(inlet_base); 
    outlet_hook = _patch_form.GetBaseShellHook(outlet_base); 
 
    // both must be in our map to add 
    if (_object_map.containsKey(inlet_hook)  
    && _object_map.containsKey(outlet_hook)) 
    { 
      // get inlet information first 
      BaseShellBox inlet_box =  
         (BaseShellBox) _object_map.get(inlet_hook); 
      inlet_num = Connector.GetInletNum 
                 (p_interface, pCon._pObject); 
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      BaseShellInlet inlet_socket = 
inlet_box.GetTop(inlet_num); 
 
      // get outlet information 
      BaseShellBox outlet_box = (BaseShellBox) 
                  _object_map.get(outlet_hook); 
      outlet_num = Connector.GetOutletNum 
                  (p_interface, pCon._pObject); 
      BaseShellOutlet outlet_socket = 
                  outlet_box.GetBottom(outlet_num); 
 
      if (inlet_socket != null && outlet_socket != null) 
      { 
        // we can make a connection 
        // first see if there is a view Available   
        ViewConnector pViewCon = this._view_hook. 
                                 GetViewConnector(pCon); 
 
        ConnectorLine pline = new ConnectorLine  
           (inlet_socket, outlet_socket, this, pCon, 
pViewCon); 
       
        _connector_map.put(pCon, pline); 
      } 

3.8.5 Summary – Macintosh implementation 
The Macintosh version of the patch editor was first implemented by developing and 
implementing the main graphical components in the Java programming language. 
Next, the multithreading and scheduling algorithm was implemented using the 
POSIX API, compiled to a shared library, and run from a Java program using the 
Java Native Interface. The MIDI interface was then implemented using the Core 
Audio API. Finally, the remainder of the patch editor was developed by modelling 
the design already used in Algorithmic Composer within Rational Rose, and 
generating code frames based on those models. This resulted in a patch editor that 
enables composers to develop patches for the Smart Controller without requiring a 
Windows PC. 

3.9 Conclusion – design implementation 
The Smart Controller was successfully developed using the Unified Process whereby 
the complete system was built incrementally in stages; each stage not only built upon 
the previous stage, but also directed the direction and priority of the work to follow.  

During the inception stage, the system requirements and major project risks were 
defined. The major risks identified were that there would be insufficient funds to 
develop a project, primarily due to the cost of commercial embedded software 
development tools, and that the work required to implement a new RTOS may be too 
great. 

During the first elaboration iteration, the major project risks were mitigated by 
evaluating the RTEMS RTOS, which included compiling it and running it on a 
personal computer. Additionally, the Algorithmic Composer engine source code was 
ported and used as a base for the PLC part of the Smart Controller. 
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During the second iteration, a software simulator and patch editor for the targeted 
system was developed that utilised a multi-threading API, which was developed to 
enable simple implementation of the Smart Controller across different hardware 
platforms. The graphical environment from Algorithmic Composer, an earlier 
system, was modified in order to graphically create, modify, and manipulate patches. 
An intercommunication protocol for communication between the patch editor and the 
programmable logic domain was also developed.  

During the third iteration, the embedded Smart Controller was realised by running 
the PLC engine code, which ran RTEMS, on a DIMM-PC single board computer. 
Additionally, the control voltage and MIDI interface was developed as a stand-alone 
CV to MIDI/MIDI to CV converter.  

During the fourth iteration, input and output for both MIDI and control voltage were 
implemented in both the simulated and embedded Smart Controller systems. Device 
drivers were written to enable communication between the two microprocessor 
boards on the embedded system, which were then optimised in order to accept the 
high MIDI data rate. A memory management algorithm was developed to prevent 
memory fragmentation, enabling the system to work for extended periods under high 
scheduling loads.  

During the fifth iteration, non-volatile storage was implemented, which enabled the 
Smart Controller to be used as a stand-alone system that could boot immediately into 
the required performance algorithm, thus making it suitable for unsupervised 
installations.  

During the sixth iteration, the Smart Controller simulator and patch editor were 
implemented for the Apple Macintosh platform. The graphical components were 
written in Java, which called the underlying simulator using the Java Native 
Interface. 

The Unified Process was shown as a successful development technique in that the 
very high overall system complexity was conquered; performance goals, such as 
response time, the ability to operate for extended periods under high load, were met; 
resulting in an instrument that appears both robust and expandable. 
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Chapter 4  Smart Controller Artistic Applications 

4.1 Introduction 
Although the development of a new musical instrument is a valid creative pursuit 
within itself (Arveiller 1982), the use of a new instrument by other artists is not only 
rewarding for the instrument creator, but also implies an endorsement of the 
instrument within the wider music community. Although a CV to MIDI / MIDI to 
CV converter— known as the ‘Dumb Controller’ — has been used by many Australian 
artists (Opie 2002; Brown 2003; Clemen 2003a; Clemen 2003b; Hewitt and 
Stevenson 2003; Monro 2003), instruments that performed this functionality were 
already commercially available. The Smart Controller, however, is unique in that it 
combines the graphical programming paradigm already used by the computer music 
community (Rowe 2001), with the integration of control voltage, MIDI and 
programmable logic control. This feature makes the Smart Controller extremely 
useful for integration in unsupervised installations where it would be undesirable to 
leave a laptop computer unattended (Fraietta 2003c).  

The Smart Controller was first used in performance in 2002 at the University of 
Western Sydney, where the author performed Whirling Wheels (Fraietta 2002b), a 
quadraphonic piece where three distinct sounds were made to appear as though they 
were moving about the room. The impression of rotating sound was effected by 
sending MIDI notes and pan messages to a Yamaha SY-99 FM synthesiser. The 
sounds were controlled by a guitar-shaped device that generated control voltages, 
which were input to an early version of the Smart Controller (Fraietta 2002b; Fraietta 
2003c). The performance was significant in that the Smart Controller made it 
unecessary to have a personal computer running during it. Whirling Wheels was 
originally written in Max during the author’ s undergraduate degree; the only changes 
were porting the algorithm to the Smart Controller and the implementation of the 
control voltage inputs. Accordingly, this work will not be analysed in detail in this 
exegesis; however, a paper describing the process of porting Max compositions to 
Smart Controller was presented at ACMC Generate and Test: The Australasian 
Computer Music Conference (Fraietta 2005a).98 Instead, Anne Norman’ s Bell 
Garden (Norman 2003) will be examined in great detail. The Bell Garden uses the 
Smart Controller in several roles: to sense the movement of performers; to control 
solenoids that mechanically strike bells; and to schedule different performance 
phases (Fraietta 2003c; Fraietta 2003a).  

4.2 Bell Garden background 
The Bell Garden is based on power pole bells, which are recycled galvanised iron 
caps originally designed to fit on the top of wooden electricity poles. The original use 
of the caps by the Victorian State Electricity Commission was to protect the wooden 
poles from the weather and to mount insulators above the poles. Anne Norman found 
that these iron caps made excellent microtonal bells. The caps came in various 
diameters, ranging from 18 cm to 32 cm, providing a pitch range of almost two 
octaves. Norman has been collecting these caps for several years and has composed 

                                                 

98 Whirling Wheels was also performed with the Smart Controller in concert at ACMC05. 
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various works for the bells, which have been performed and recorded in Australia 
and abroad (Norman 2003).  

Norman decided to develop the Bell Garden as an interactive electroacoustic sound 
sculpture featuring ten of the bells. The instrument can be used in live performance 
with dancers and musicians, or as an interactive public sound art installation, 
whereby the public are invited to strike the bells or wander through the garden 
triggering automated responses (Norman 2003). Development of the Bell Garden, 
using the Smart Controller as the automaton, was done using the Unified Process as 
the basis of development (Fraietta 2003a). 

4.3 Bell Garden requirements 
Before commencing the design of the Bell Garden, a brief set of requirements of the 
Smart Controller was made, based upon the composer’ s [Norman’ s] desired 
functionality. 

The BG1 [Bell Garden Prototype 1] can be performed in a number of permutations: 
acoustically with a range of beaters; with subtle amplification and effect modulation of 
the acoustic sound; through movement detectors triggering an auto striking mechanism 
(solenoids); through movement detectors triggering samples (environmental sounds / 
voices / music sound bytes); in auto mode with solenoid strikers being controlled by 
preprogrammed MIDI sequences; and a combination of the above (Norman 2003, p. 
39). 

Although a set of requirements for the Smart Controller had previously been defined 
(Fraietta 2003a), these changed slightly as the composer and author iteratively 
refined the functional requirements for the Bell Garden installation/instrument. In 
order to simplify mapping input and output requirements, these requirements were 
mapped into Tables 8 and 9 (Petty 1998) as follows. 
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Inputs 

Quantity Type Purpose Implementation 

10 Microphone Collect audio for 
modification by 
effects unit 

Plug directly into effects unit. Circuit 
completely separate to Smart Controller 
in order to remove possibility of noise. 

10 Microphone Detect that a 
performer has struck 
a bell 

Amplify and quantise signal and apply 
as a digital input. 

10 Light 
dependant 
resistors 
(LDR) 

Monitor movement A light source would normally shine on 
the LDR. Moving in front of the LDR 
would cause a break in the light beam, 
causing the LDR to become high 
impedance. A control voltage will be 
obtained using a voltage divider 
network and applied as an analogue 
input to the Smart Controller. 

3 Knobs Enable patch control 
from front panel 

Potentiometers connected to analogue 
inputs 11 to 13 

3 Switches Enable patch control 
from front panel 

Switches connected to digital inputs 11 
to 13 

5 MIDI 
Sequences 

Play pre-composed 
MIDI sequences on 
bells  

Stored as MIDI files on non-volatile 
RAM and played pack through Smart 
Controller sequencer object 

Table 8 Input requirements 
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Outputs 

Quantity Type Purpose Implementation 

10 Solenoids Mechanically strike 
bells  

Use digital outputs from Smart 
Controller to trigger solenoids. 

12 Phase number 
displays 

Display phase number 
to audience 

Two seven segment displays can be 
used. Five digital outputs required from 
Smart Controller if separate seven 
segment decoder is used. 

2 Light 
Indicators 

Notify audience 
whether they are 
allowed to strike the 
bells or not 

Single digital output can be used in 
combination with a double throw relay 
to switch power between two different 
circuits 

3 or 4 Sound effect 
settings 

Change sound effects Use MIDI program change message to 
select appropriate sound effect settings 

26 Audio samples Playback through 
speakers 

Use MIDI note messages on a MIDI 
sampler 

Table 9 Output requirements 

Having defined the new set of requirements and determined that the Smart Controller 
could deliver the required functionality, a custom Smart Controller unit was built to 
integrate seamlessly with the Bell Garden (Fraietta 2003a). 

4.4 Interfacing Smart Controller to Bell Garden 
4.4.1 Bell unit mapping 
Each bell unit required one digital output to trigger a solenoid, one digital input to 
detect a bell being struck, one analogue input to detect the light change in front of the 
bell, and a signal common or earth— a total of four wires. The signal wires were 
mapped to digital outputs 1 to 10, digital inputs 1 to 10, and analogue inputs 1 to 10 
respectively, as shown in Figure 119. 
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Figure 119 Logical mapping of Smart Controller I/O to Bell Garden 

4.4.2 Phase number display mapping 
The phase number display indicated to the audience the phase that the garden was 
performing. Connection between the Smart Controller and the phase number display 
was effected by decoding five digital outputs, which were encoded using binary 
coded decimal (hereafter BCD), to drive two seven segment displays. Digital outputs 
12 to 15 were decoded to produce the numbers ‘0’  to ‘9’  on the lower phase number, 
while digital output 16 generated the number ‘0’  or ‘1’  on the upper phase number.99 
The BCD value is decoded through two 74LS48 BCD to seven segment decoders and 
applied to the seven segment displays, as shown in Figure 120. 

 

                                                 

99 For example, to display the number ‘05’ , the BCD value required is ‘0 0101’ ; the digital outputs 12 to 16 values required 
would therefore be ‘10100’ . Generating a display of ‘10’  requires a BCD value of ‘1 0000’ ; the digital outputs 12 to 16 required 
would therefore be ‘00001’ . 
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Figure 120 Phase displays 

4.4.3 Mapping instructions indicator 
Connection of the instructions indicator, required to signal to the audience when they 
are permitted to strike the bells, was effected using the single digital output 11 in 
combination with a double-pole double-throw relay, as shown in Figure 121.  

 
Figure 121 External Displays 
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When digital output 11 is low, relay K12 (A),100 is de-energised, causing the contact 
to be open, resulting in relay K11 (B) also being de-energised, creating a circuit 
through the normally closed contacts of K11. 5 V DC causes the red LED (C) to be 
illuminated, while 12 V DC is passed to pin 1 of the external display terminal (E). 
When digital output 11 becomes high, K12 is energised, and in turn causes K11 to be 
energised, thus making a circuit through its normally open contacts and breaking the 
circuit with the normally closed contacts. 5 V DC is passed to the green LED, 
causing it to illuminate, while 12 V DC is passed to pin 4 of the external display 
terminal.  

4.4.4 Mapping the front controls 
Three knobs and three switches were placed on the Smart Controller front panel to 
facilitate the manipulation of the patch while in a diagnostic mode. These inputs 
were mapped to analogue and digital inputs 11 to 13 respectively, as shown in Figure 
119 on page 221. 

4.4.5 Physical mapping of bell clusters 
The standard I/O interface for the Smart Controller, as stated on page 112, uses 
DIN41612 connectors. These proved unsatisfactory for the Bell Garden as there 
would be a significant amount of cable looming and soldering required by the 
composer. Instead, the Smart Controller was wired internally with inputs and outputs 
physically configured, simplifying connectivity with the external components of the 
Bell Garden (Fraietta 2003a).  

The bells were arranged in units known as clusters, whereby each cluster contained a 
different number of bells. Each cluster required a set of four wires for each bell. This 
was accomplished by using IDC ribbon cable on two DB25 plugs, grouping each bell 
with four physically adjacent pins on the plugs, as shown in Figure 122. The plugs 
were configured to connect to six bells on one plug and four on another, as shown in 
Figure 123.  

                                                 

100 K12 is a reed relay that is capable of being switched directly by the digital output and is used as a driver for K11. 
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Figure 122 DB25 and IDC Cable 

 
Figure 123 Routing IDC ribbon cable to bell clusters 

A simplified schematic showing how each bell is connected to the Smart Controller 
I/O is shown in Figure 124.  
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Figure 124 Bell Cluster simplified schematic 

A separate board was required to interface the ribbon cable and the components on 
the bell unit. Due to significant space restrictions within the bell mounting, the 
interfacing circuit had to be placed under the bell stands. Individual boards were 
made for each bell, containing all the interfacing required. Each bell stand contained 
the LDR, microphone, and a bell with a solenoid inside it, connected to the circuit 
board containing the IDC socket for the ribbon cable and the interfacing components. 
A complete circuit, shown in Figure 125, was created with test points and LED 
indicators in order to facilitate the testing of each bell unit separate to the Smart 
Controller. The IDC plug J1 (A) connects to the ribbon cable; while J2 (B) connects 
to the LDR, microphone, and solenoid mounted inside the bell unit. 

 
Figure 125 Bell cluster board schematic 
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The resultant circuit was then manufactured as a set of single sided printed circuit 
boards. 

Having connected the Smart Controller to the Bell Garden, it was necessary to 
program the Smart Controller. 

4.5 Bell Garden Diagnostic Patches 
Programming the Smart Controller to control the Bell Garden was accomplished in 
incremental and iterative stages, testing each stage before proceeding to the next. The 
first series of patches were designed as high-level device drivers for the I/O of the 
Smart Controller. These drivers included a patch to pulse the digital outputs in order 
to momentarily actuate the solenoids to strike the bell and a patch to convert a 
number to the binary coded decimal for the phase number display on digital outputs 
12 to 16. These driver patches were then included as sub-patches to higher level 
patches, effectively embedding them in the higher level patch and appearing as 
objects, similar to the mechanism used in Max.  

4.5.1 Phase LED driver patches 
The patch ‘LedOutputs.smp,’  shown in Figure 126, was created, to drive the seven 
segment display module, encoding a number coming in from the patch inlet port (A) 
as a BCD output on digital outputs 11 to 16 (B to F). 

 
Figure 126 BCD output patch: LedOutputs.smp 

When a number enters the input port, the calculate ‘Upper’  (G) performs an integer 
divide by 10. If the number is less than 10, the output of the calculate object is ‘0’ , 
causing the toggle on its output to generate ‘0’ , outputting a low on digital out 16 
(B); if the number is greater than ‘10’ , the toggle generate ‘1’ , causing a high on the 
output (B). 

The number from the inlet is also passed to the calculate ‘Lower’  (H), which 
performs modulo ‘10’  calculation. This calculated value is reflected on the inputs of 
the calculate objects (I to L), which perform a binary AND with the numbers ‘8’ , ‘4’ , 
‘2’  and ‘1’  respectively; with the calculation result passed through the toggles to the 
digital outputs (C to F). If, for example, the number input to the patch was ‘15’ , the 
patch would produce a high on digital outputs 16 (B), 14 (D) and 12 (F), resulting in 
a BCD value of ‘1 0101’ . 
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The patch was tested by including it as a sub-patch, shown in Figure 127, and using 
an analogue input object that scales the CV input 11 to numbers between ‘0’  and 
‘19’ . Manipulating the slider on the simulator input simulates a voltage change on 
CV input 11, while the output is reflected on the simulator outputs.  

 
Figure 127 Patch for testing BCD output 

The patch was tested on the hardware by downloading both files to it and setting the 
outer file as the selected patch, as shown in Figure 128. 

 
Figure 128 Transferring files and patches to Smart Controller 
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After downloading the patch, manipulating the front panel potentiometer connected 
to analogue input 11 caused the seven-segment unit to display from ‘00’  to ‘19’ , 
depending upon the position of the potentiometer. 

4.5.2 Solenoid pulse driver 
The bells were struck with solenoid armatures. Each solenoid had to be energised for 
a short duration; if the duration was too short, the solenoid would not strike the bell 
with sufficient force; and if the duration was too long, the armature would dampen 
the bell (Fraietta 2003a). This pulse duration had to be consistent in that any trigger 
would produce an identical pulsed output. This was accomplished through the patch 
shown in Figure 129. 

 
Figure 129 Pulse Generator: TriggerDelays.smp 

The purpose of the patch is to receive an output number from the inlet port (A) and a 
non-zero number from (B); the patch generates the output number on the outlet port 
(I) and a ‘1’ on (J). After the desired duration, the patch generates the two outputs 
again with the exception that (J) will produce a ‘0’ . Additionally, the pulse duration 
can be changed by inputting a value on (C). 

When a number arrives on inlet port (A), the value passes through outlet 1 of the 
outlets switch (D) and is stored in the message store (H). When the trigger arrives in 
inlet port (B), the value turns on flip flop (E). The left outlet of the flip flop causes 
the trigger (G) to cause the message store (H) to output the value stored to the outlet 
port (I). The flip flop also sends a ‘1’  to output port (J), and sends a ‘1’  to the delay 
input (F). The right outlet of the flip flop becomes zero and disables the outlet switch 
(D), preventing another number from loading to the message store. While the flip 
flop is in this state, the flip flop will not respond to any more values from the inlet 
port (B). 

After the duration in the delay (F) has passed, the ‘1’  originally input from the flip 
flop is passed to the right inlet of the flip flop. The ‘0’  output from the flip flop outlet 
causes the number in the message store (H) to output the value to the outlet port (I). 
The ‘0’  value from the flip flop also outputs a ‘0’  on the outlet port (J). The right 
outlet of the flip flop sends a ‘1’  to the outlet switch (D), enabling values from the 
input port (A) to pass though. 
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Changing the pulse duration is performed by sending a number value to input port 
(C), which is filtered through number store (K), and input as the delay duration to the 
delay object (F). 

The patch was limited in that it could only process a pulse for a single bell; this was 
overcome by including it ten times in the patch ‘DigitalDelays.smp’ , shown in Figure 
130. The purpose of the patch is identical to that stated for ‘TriggerDelays.smp’  on 
page 228. If, for example, patch inlet (A) receives the number ‘1’ , outlet switch (C) 
is set to pass messages from its right inlet to outlet 1. Additionally, the number is 
sent to the left inlet of sub-patch (D), along with the other sub-patches. When a 
trigger arrives at inlet port (B), the outlet switch (C) passes this to the centre inlet of 
the sub patch (D), which generates the pulse to outlet ports (E and F), as described in 
the previous patch. If another number arrives at the inlet port (A)— for example, the 
number ‘10’ — outlet switch (C) becomes set to pass messages from its right inlet to 
outlet 10. When a trigger arrives at inlet port (B), the outlet switch (C) passes this to 
the centre inlet of the sub patch (G), which generates the pulse as previously 
described. If this should occur before the previous pulse has completed, this will 
have no effect because the channel input for the sub-patch is disabled while the pulse 
is incomplete. 

 
Figure 130 ‘DigitalDelays.smp’ pulse generator for ten channels 

The patch was tested by including it in the patch ‘TestDigitalDelays.smp’  shown in 
Figure 131. If a digital input is received (A), the channel number is sent from the left 
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outlet to the left inlet of the sub-patch (B), followed by the digital value from the 
right outlet (A) to the centre inlet of the sub-patch (B). This causes a pulse to output 
from the sub-patch, which is sent to the digital out (C), generating a pulse on the 
digital output. The pulse duration can be changed by manipulating analogue input 12 
(D), which is input to the right inlet of the sub-patch. 

 
Figure 131 Test driver for DigitalDelays.smp 

The patch was also configured to generate a pulse when receiving MIDI note-on 
messages.101 When a MIDI note-on message arrives, the note number is sent from the 
third outlet of the MIDI In (E), and is converted to a value ranging from ‘1’  to ‘12’  
through the combination of the calculators (F and G). The velocity of the MIDI 
message is passed from the right outlet of the MIDI in (E) to the centre inlet of the 
sub-patch, causing a pulse to go to the digital out. The pulse will only occur if the 
MIDI note number is from C to A, the velocity is greater than zero, and a pulse is not 
already happening on that digital channel. 

In order to transfer the files to the Smart Controller, as shown in Figure 132, not only 
do the files ‘testDigitalDelays.smp’  and ‘DigitalDelays.smp’  need to be included, but 
also ‘TriggerDelay.smp’  because it is included as a sub-patch to ‘DigitalDelays.smp’  
as was shown in Figure 130. 

                                                 

101 The MIDI In object is configured to only allow note-on messages. 
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Figure 132 Transferring files for testDigitalDelays.smp 

After downloading and testing the patches in the Smart Controller, the patches were 
saved to non-volatile memory, enabling the Smart Controller to load the patches 
immediately after booting. 

4.6 Bell Garden Performance Patch 
After developing diagnostic patches to test the communication between the Bell 
Garden clusters, LED displays and Smart Controller; a patch was designed to 
perform three different phases of the final intended Bell Garden Installation (Fraietta 
2005b). Two of the phases play a MIDI sequence while the third phase is an 
interactive segment where the bells are automatically struck as a response to a 
performer moving in front of the bells.  

The patch is presented in two different performance views in order to reduce the 
number of connectors displayed within each performance view, which in turn makes 
the view easier to comprehend. Some objects appear in both views and some do not. 
The main view, shown in Figure 133, displays the connection of the front controls102 
to the solenoid pulse drivers;103 while the display view, shown in Figure 134, 
displays objects interfacing to the visual feedback to the user, such as the seven 
segment LED phase displays104 and the instructions indicator.105  

                                                 

102 Front controls were described on page 223. 
103 Solenoid pulse drivers were described on page 228. 
104 LED phase display was described on pages 221 and 226. 
105 Instructions indicator was described on page 222. 
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Figure 133 3-Phase Patch Main View 

 
Figure 134 3-Phase Patch Display View 

The performance is started by turning the front panel control knob A-11, which is 
abstracted in the sub patch ‘DisablePatch.smp’  (C); the right outlet generates a tick 
message for ‘on’  while the left outlet generates ‘off.’  The tick from the right outlet 
causes the trigger (A) to generate a tick message to initialise the three different phase 
sub-patches (D, E and F); then a tick is sent to trigger (B) which sends a tick to the 
first phase sub-patch (D), causing it to start. This turns flip-flop (N) on, causing the 
digital out for instructions indicator (O) to go high;106 and then a tick message to 
message store (J), causes it to send the number ‘1’  to the seven segment LED driver 
(M). 

As the first phase progresses (see Figure 133), digital output messages from the sub-
patch (D) are output from outlets 1 and 2 to the sub-patch ‘DigitalDelays.smp’  
(G)107, the output of which generates pulses to the digital outputs (H) to drive the 
solenoids. At the completion of the phase, the right outlet of (D) sends a tick message 
to the sub-patch starting the second phase (E). This is followed by a tick message 
(see Figure 134) to the message store (K), causing it to send the number ‘2’  to the 
seven segment LED driver (M). 

As the second phase progresses, the first two outlets of the sub-patch (E) cause the 
solenoids to strike by way of the sub-patch ‘DigitalDelays.smp’  (G). When the 
second phase completes, the right outlet of the sub-patch (E) sends a tick message to 
the inlet of the sub-patch for the third phase (F), causing it to start; also, a tick 
                                                 

106 The connector is not shown in either figure because both objects are not on the same view. The connection can, however, be 
seen if viewing the connection in the edit view for either object. 
107 The functionality of the sub-patch ‘DigitalDelays.smp’  is exhaustively detailed on page 229. 
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message is sent to the message store (L), causing it to send the number ‘3’  to the 
seven segment LED driver (M). As the third phase progresses, digital output 
messages from the sub-patch (F) are output from outlets 1 and 2 to the sub-patch 
‘DigitalDelays.smp’  (G), as was done in the first phase. 

At the completion of the third phase, the right outlet of the sub-patch (F) sends a tick 
message to the reset input of the flip-flop (N), causing digital out for instructions 
indicator (O) to go low; also, a tick message is sent to the message store (I), which 
sends a ‘0’  to the seven segment LED driver (M). 

If the user turns the front panel control knob to the off position, a tick message is sent 
from the left outlet of (C), to the middle inlet of the three phase sub-patches (D, E, 
and F), causing them to stop; a tick message is sent to the reset input of the flip-flop 
(N), causing digital out for instructions indicator (O) to go low; and finally, a tick 
message is sent to the message store (I), which sends a ‘0’  to the seven segment LED 
driver (M). 

4.6.1 Sequencer phases 
The sub-patches for phases 1 and 3 play MIDI sequences from Anne Norman’ s 
compositions Existential Funk and 6factorial, originally composed for live bells, 
taiko and shakuhachi. Each sequence is played in its own sub-patches, shown in 
Figure 135; the only difference between the two sub-patches is the filename in the 
‘sequencer’  object.  

 
Figure 135 Sequence playback sub-patch 

Input to the sub-patch is effected through the patch inlet ports (A, B, C, and D) while 
output is produced through the patch outlet ports (X, Y, and Z). These correlate to 
the inlets and outlets of the sub-patches (D and F) displayed in Figure 133. 

When the ‘INITIALIZE’  inlet (A) receives a tick message, flip-flop (E) turns on and 
causes the trigger (G) to generate a tick message. A flip-flop is used so the patch can 
only be initialised once. The trigger causes the message store (K) to send an ‘open’  
message to the sequencer (P), causing it to open the MIDI file; followed by a tick 
message to the message store (F), causing it to initialise the ‘timeout.smp’  sub-patch 
(O). 

A tick message entering the ‘START’  inlet (B) causes trigger (I) to send a tick to 
message store (M), which sends a ‘start’  message to the sequencer (P), causing it to 
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go to the beginning of the sequence. ‘START’  inlet (B) then causes trigger (H) to 
fire, which sends a tick message to message store (L) causing it to send a ‘play’  
message to sequencer (P), commencing MIDI file playback; trigger (H) then causes 
the ‘timeout.smp’  sub-patch (O) to commence timing.  

While the sequencer (P) is running, it sends MIDI status, channel, data-1 and data-2 
values through number stores (Q, R, S and T),108 to the sub-patch ‘NoteOnFilter’  (V), 
which only passes the MIDI note number to its left outlet and the MIDI note velocity 
to its right outlet if the messages from the status and channel outlets of the sequencer 
are MIDI channel 1 note-on messages.109 The note numbers are passed to sub-patch 
‘MIDIToBells.smp’  which maps the MIDI note number to bell numbers; for 
example, MIDI note number ‘56’  maps to bell number 1. The filtered and mapped 
note numbers are then sent to patch outlet ports (X and Y), which are used by the 
parent patch that contains this patch. Additionally, the output of sequencer (P) also 
sends all MIDI messages to the MIDI output (U) for use by external MIDI controlled 
effects, samplers, and external MIDI monitoring when required. 

When the duration for the sub-patch ‘Timeout.smp’  (O) expires, it causes message 
store (N) to send a ‘stop’  message to the sequencer (P); and then sends a tick 
message to the ‘END’  patch outlet port (Z). If a message should enter through the 
‘STOP’  inlet (C), the sequencer is stopped and the ‘Timeout.smp’  patch is reset, 
preventing it from timing out. 

4.6.2 Interactive Phase 
The second phase of the main patch causes the solenoids to strike the bell in response 
to changes in light at the bell stalk, displayed as (E) in Figure 133, stored as a 
separate patch ‘SeeingEyes.smp’ , as shown in Figure 136. The input to the patch is 
effected through patch inlet ports (A, B, C, D, and E) and analogue input (G), while 
outputs are generated to patch outlet ports (L, M and N). 

 
Figure 136 ‘SeeingEyes.smp’ interactive patch 

When a tick arrives on the ‘Initialise’  inlet (A), flip-flop (F) is reset, causing it to 
send a ‘0’  to the switch inlet of the outlets switches (H and I), which disables any 
inputs from the analogue in (G). 

                                                 

108 The four number stores (Q, R, S and T) are only used for visual feedback.  
109 MIDI channel 1 is used for the playback of bells, leaving the remaining fifteen MIDI channels for the effects unit, MIDI 
sampler playback, and other MIDI devices if required later. 
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A tick on the ‘Start’  inlet (B) starts the timer of the ‘Timeout.smp’  sub-patch (J). 
When the ‘Timeout.smp’  sub-patch times out, or if the ‘Stop’  inlet (C) receives a 
message, flip-flop (F) is reset, disabling analogue input as in the ‘Initialise’  inlet. The 
message from the ‘Start’  inlet also sets flip-flop (F), causing it to send a ‘1’  to the 
switch inlet of the outlet switches (H and I), enabling input from the analogue in (G) 
to pass through to the ‘AnalogueOutputChanges.smp’  sub-patch (K), where they are 
processed and out put to patch outlet ports (L and M). 
‘AnalogueOutputChanges.smp’  is shown in detail in Figure 137. 

 
Figure 137 ‘AnalogueOutputChanges.smp’ 

Analogue input arrives at the patch through patch inlet ports (A) as the analogue 
channel number followed by the analogue value (B) respectively.  

The channel number is input to the left inlet of the outlets switch (D), enabling 
messages to pass from the right inlet to the outlet correlating to the number input on 
the left inlet. The channel number is also input to the second inlet of sub-patches 
‘detectChange.smp’  (E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M and N). 

The analogue value enters through the patch inlet port (B) to the right inlet of the 
outlets switch (D) and passes through to the left inlet of the sub-patch connected to 
the enabled switch position. If, for example, an analogue value of ‘120’  was detected 
on channel 10, the number ‘10’  would arrive on ‘Inlet Channel’  (A) followed by 
‘120’  on ‘Inlet Value’  (B). The value ‘120’  would pass to outlet 10 to the left inlet of 
(N). 

If a ‘detectChange.smp’  sub-patch determines that a change in analogue input has 
exceeded a programmed threshold, the channel number is output from its left outlet 
to the patch outlet port (Q). This is followed by a message from the right outlet to the 
trigger (O), causing the message store (P) to send a ‘1’  to the patch outlet port (R), 
becoming the inputs to the ‘DigitalDelays.smp’  (G from Figure 133). 

The sampling window inside each ‘detectChange.smp’  sub patch can be changed by 
sending a message to its third inlet, which can be input from the patch inlet port (C). 
The internals of sub-patch ‘detectChange.smp’  are shown in Figure 138. 
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Figure 138 'detectChange.smp' 

The basic functionality of the patch is to detect if a change in light at a particular bell 
stalk occurs within a recurring sampled period of time. A sampling window is 
employed so the installation can work with varying light conditions, automatically 
adjusting itself when minor changes occur in lighting, such as clouds. A rapid 
change, such as a performer casting a shadow over the LDR at the stalk, will cause 
the patch to generate an output. 

When the patch is first started, OutletSwitch (F) has its switch position set to ‘1’ , 
enabling messages to pass from the ‘Channel’  patch inlet port (B) through to the 
message store (T). When the first message passes to the analogue value patch inlet 
port (A), flip-flop (E) becomes set, causing it to send a ‘0’  from its right outlet to the 
left inlet of (F), preventing any more channel messages from passing through the 
right inlet of (F) and entering the message store. Additionally, the flip-flop’ s left 
outlet causes the metro (I) to commence ticking, after which time it resets many of 
the objects within the sub-patch.  

Analogue values, which represent the amount of light at the bell stalk, arrive at inlet 
(A) and are input to selectors (G and H), which both have their upper limits set to 
‘255’  and their lower limit set to ‘0’ . Numbers entering the ‘SelectLower’  selector 
(G) will only generate an output from the left outlet if the number input is less than 
the upper limit, in which case, the output is then fed to right inlet causing a new 
upper limit for that object. For example, if the number ‘10’  was input to (G), the left 
outlet of (G) outputs the number ‘10’ , which is fed to the right inlet110 of (G). The 
new upper limit of (G) would then be ‘10’ . If a value of ‘12’  was input to (G), the left 
outlet would not generate an output. A similar method is employed in ‘SelectUpper’  
selector (H) except the value causes the lower limit to be changed. The selector pair 
(G and H) effectively cause increasing values entering the patch inlet port (A) to 
output from ‘SelectUpper’  (H), while decreasing values are output from 
‘SelectLower’  (G). The outputs of the two selectors are fed to triggers (K and L), 
which go to counters (N and O). If the analogue values input to the sub-patch 
decrease in value, counter (N) will have a greater number than (O); and vice versa 
for increasing analogue values. These values are input to calculator (Q), which 
outputs a ‘1’  if ‘CountMax’  (O) is greater than ‘CountMin’  (N), indicating a rising 
analogue input, and a ‘0’  if ‘CountMax’  is less than ‘CountMin’ , indicating falling 

                                                 

110 The right inlet of selector object sets the upper select value. 
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analogue values. The output of (Q) is then stored in message store (U). The outputs 
of (G and H) are also input to calculator (M), passing the difference between the two 
values to (P), which generates a ‘1’  if the difference between the upper and lower are 
greater than the programmed threshold stored in (P). This causes flip-flop (R) to set, 
triggering (S), which causes the channel value stored in (T) to output, followed by 
the direction stored in (U) to output.  

Each time metro (I) ticks,111 it causes message store (J) to send a reset message to the 
inputs of the selectors (G and H), counters (N and O), calculator (P), and flip-flop 
(R). This allows the process of analysing the analogue input to start again. The 
duration for which the patch is reset can be changed by inputting a value to patch 
inlet port (C), setting the duration of metro (I); while the range of analogue values 
that generates an output can be changed by inputting a value to (D), setting the right 
operand of calculate (P). 

4.7 Conclusion 
The Bell Garden was first demonstrated at the University of Wollongong in May 
2005 while Anne Norman was artist in residence. The author was not present during 
the setup of the installation; however, Norman was able to set up and run the 
installation without any difficulty. Furthermore, the Smart Controller did not fail at 
all during the ten-day residency. The only difficulties experienced were Norman’ s 
unfamiliarity with the graphical programming paradigm and an unawareness of what 
was possible and what was not. This is primarily due to the significant abstraction of 
the artist’ s ideas from the programmable logic required by the instrument. The 
diagnostic patches, detailed from page 226, became device drivers from which other 
musical outcomes could be achieved with minimal effort. An example was the use of 
a counter and a metronome that sequentially triggered the bells using the front 
controls, as shown in Figure 139, which took less than ten minutes to realise. 

                                                 

111 The default duration is one second. 
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Figure 139 Front control panel bell triggering 

Although Bell Garden could be implemented using a personal computer running 
software such as Max, PD, or Algorithmic Composer and CV to MIDI/MIDI to CV 
converters; the implementation using the Smart Controller provided a rugged 
hardware solution mounted inside a rack unit along with the MIDI units required in 
the installation, such as the MIDI sampler and effects unit. This in turn enabled Bell 
Garden to tour as an installation with fewer separate pieces of equipment, reducing 
the risk of individual parts— for example, a laptop computer— from going missing 
after a few days on site. Furthermore, the Smart Controller could run the installation 
upon startup without the requirement of a personal computer and without requiring 
any user intervention, proving its suitability in an unsupervised installation. 
Moreover, the design of the Smart Controller can tolerate loss of power at any stage 
of the performance without any risk of corrupting the internal hard disk.112 The 
Smart Controller is therefore not merely a replacement for the ‘laptop’  system in a 
sound installation; it is clearly a superior alternative. 

                                                 

112 The author saw an incident at first hand where a personal computer lost power by the removal of a power cord during 
rehearsal. The hard drive became corrupt and the performance had to be cancelled. 
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Chapter 5  Conclusions and implications 

5.1 Introduction 
This exegesis focussed upon the development of a new musical instrument— the 
Smart Controller— in the context of contemporary composition and performance 
trends within the computer music community. The following research questions were 
posed: 

1. How can control voltages, MIDI, and an algorithmic composition engine be 
integrated into a single stand-alone device for use by performers and 
composers of electronic music? 

2. What techniques can be employed to enable the system to become portable 
across different computer architectures as new technologies become available 
and older ones become obsolete? 

3. What type of programming interface to the device should be employed for 
use by an artist or composer with limited programming skills? 

4. What knowledge bases and specialist expert skills can be utilised to gain the 
required information to design and build such a device?  

5. What low cost hardware and software tools are available to someone who 
wishes to develop such a device for use within the computer music 
community?  

The research was contextualised in both the artistic (application and outcome) and 
technology/engineering (development) academic disciplines. The artistic context was 
presented as a comparison of two different possible realisations of the Virtual Drum 
Kit (Robinson 1997), which entails a performer playing an imaginary drum kit; with 
the advantages of each realisation explained in detail. The two examples provided 
were defined as the ‘MTB’  and ‘laptop’  systems. 

The MTB system used the MIDI Tool Box (Schiemer 1998) to integrate control 
voltage, programmable logic control, and MIDI generation into a single unit. The 
main advantage cited was the physical robustness of the system (Kartadinata 2000). 

The laptop system used separate CV to MIDI converters and a personal computer 
running an algorithmic program such as Max. The main advantage of the laptop 
system was that the user was afforded the convenience of a graphical programming 
language, reducing the amount of work required by a composer to generate a result 
(Burt 1999a). Some of the advantages of graphical programming languages were 
stated; and furthermore, it was noted that they have become standard inclusions in 
many non-artistic disciplines such as engineering (Mintchell 1998; Douglass 1999b; 
Mintchell 1999; Douglass 2001). 

In terms of the technological context, project success was defined “ in terms of 
efficiency, effectiveness and timeliness”  (Jiang, Klein, and Ellis 2002, p. 32); while 
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the main reason for project failure was cited as bad planning (Davis and Wilder 
1998), in particular, the failure to assess individual project risks (McFarlan 1981). 
Two different development methodologies were examined in detail: the waterfall 
lifecycle (Royce 1970) and the Unified Process (Jacobson, Booch, and Rumbaugh 
1999).  

The development methodology detailed the implementation of the Smart Controller 
using the Unified Process from the inception stage through to its incremental 
realisation in each elaboration stage. Each stage not only added functionality to the 
overall system, but also determined the priority and direction of subsequent iterations 
(MacCormack 2001, p. 78). A brief outline of each stage is provided at page 214. 

Finally, artistic applications for the Smart Controller were detailed in performance in 
both the Author’ s composition Whirling Wheels, and in Anne Norman’ s Interactive 
Bell Garden. The patches for Norman’ s work were exhaustively detailed, illustrating 
the degree of complexity and control the Smart Controller provides. 

5.2 Conclusions about research questions and hypotheses 
The findings for each research question, coupled with its associated hypothesis, are 
summarised individually as follows: 

5.2.1 Integration 
Question: how can control voltages, MIDI, and an algorithmic composition engine be 
integrated into a single stand-alone device for use by performers and composers of 
electronic music? 

The hypothesis stated that tackling the most difficult parts of the project first and 
targeting a software solution before considering a hardware implementation would 
enable to project to mature early or fail early, if at all; this proved correct. 

Although Schiemer had already accomplished hardware integration in the MTB 
(Schiemer 1998), this research has shown that integration can be effectively 
accomplished by basing the system upon software. Using a software-based 
foundation enabled the development and testing of a majority of the system before 
implementing the hardware system.  

5.2.2 Portability 
Question: what techniques can be employed to make the system portable across 
different computer architectures as new technologies become available and older 
ones become obsolete? 

The hypothesis that programming in high-level languages would facilitate porting of 
the system to different hardware platforms was correct; however, other factors 
contributed to portability, including a recognised hardware standard and using 
software design patterns. 

A substantial amount of the technology in the Smart Controller is software 
(Kartadinata 2000); developing the system in high-level programming languages 
significantly facilitated portability across different microprocessor platforms. 
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Furthermore, using an RTOS such as RTEMS enables implementation of the Smart 
Controller to many different hardware platforms with minimal effort (Fraietta 
2003c). Additionally, writing the patch editor in Java enabled a virtually identical 
graphical compositional environment regardless of the composers’  preferred 
operating system (Fraietta 2005c). 

Using a standard hardware interface, such as the PC/104 standard (Schiemer 1998; 
PC/104 Embedded Consortium 2001), reduced the burden of hardware development 
because a pre-built embedded computer could be purchased, and a well defined set of 
intercommunications rules between hardware modules was already available.  

Finally, using the “ Abstract Class Abstract Factory”  pattern (Larman 2002, p. 527) 
proved a very effective method of building specialised subclasses for different 
operating systems, while enabling new platforms, such as Linux, to be added without 
effecting existing implementations. 

5.2.3 Programming interface 
Question: what type of programming interface to the device should be employed for 
use by an artist or composer with limited programming skills? 

The hypothesis stated that using the programming paradigm used by Max would 
enable composers to easily understand how to program the device. This was very 
effective for composers who were already familiar with that programming paradigm; 
however, it was not particularly successful for users for whom that that composition 
paradigm was unfamiliar. Norman was unfamiliar with Max and found the method of 
composition extremely difficult, even with the assistance of an electronics engineer, 
who was also unfamiliar with the paradigm. Additionally, although the graphical 
environment enabled a quick method for developing and testing algorithms, it did not 
take long for the display to become cluttered with boxes and lines. Although this was 
alleviated by the ability to move objects into different performance views, display 
connectors in different colours, and to navigate between different objects using edit 
views (Fraietta 2005c); it was discovered that the style alienated those unfamiliar 
with the paradigm.  

5.2.4 Knowledge bases 
Question: What knowledge bases and specialist expert skills can be utilised to gain 
the required information to design and build such a device?  

The hypothesis stated that previous employers, the Internet, and online discussion 
groups could be used to obtain specialist expert knowledge, which proved correct. 
The greatest source of information was the Internet, particularly through the use of 
USENET (Fristrup 1994) subscription to email lists, and the Google Search Engine 
(Sherman 2005). A full list of USENET and email lists is provided in Appendix B. 
Furthermore, NKA, the author’ s previous employer, provided abundant technical 
advice when asked. 
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5.2.5 Budget 
Question: What low cost hardware and software tools are available to someone who 
wishes to develop such a device for use within the computer music community?  

The hypothesis stated that the cost could be reduced significantly by using academic 
licences, shareware, freeware, and recycled hardware, which was correct. 

The cost was significantly reduced because free software and recycled hardware 
were used where possible (Fraietta 2001). A full list of free, shareware, or academic 
software used is provided in Appendix B. Moreover, the system could be tested on a 
recycled 386 personal computer with an ISA to PC/104 converter before committing 
to hardware (Fraietta 2003b). 

5.3 Conclusions about the research problem(s) 
This research produced conclusions in the areas of artistic and technological 
development, as originally outlined in the second chapter of this exegesis. 

5.3.1 Artistic Context 
Integration of control voltages, programmable logic control, and MIDI generation 
into a standalone unit proved to be beneficial for unsupervised installations, such as 
Norman’ s  Bell Garden. The ability to simulate and debug the work on a personal 
computer, without requiring the installation work to be running on the embedded 
hardware device, proved extremely useful. This feature enabled the author and 
Norman to concurrently develop the installation while more than one thousand 
kilometres apart.  

Using the Unified Process (Jacobson, Booch, and Rumbaugh 1999) in preference to 
the Waterfall Lifecycle (Royce 1970) proved extremely effective in that it was 
possible to respond to new opportunities as the project progressed. If the waterfall 
lifecycle methodology had been employed, OSC (Wright and Freed 2003) would not 
have been implemented in the Smart Controller because OSC was not even 
considered at the beginning of the project; the inclusion of OSC would have been 
considered a failure in terms of the waterfall process. The inclusion of OSC opens 
the Smart Controller up to future networked possibilities and ensures the system is 
transferable in the event of the MIDI protocol being superseded. 

5.4 Limitations 
Apart form the limitations originally outlined in Section 1.8, no serious limitations 
were discovered during the research that were not overcome during the development. 

5.5 Implications for further research 
Many new areas of the Smart Controller could be developed, while many areas could 
be improved. 

1. A Linux version of the patch editor could be built with a minimal amount of 
effort, enabling a wider community of users to use the Smart Controller.  

2. A text-based programming language should be implemented to enable 
composition by those who prefer structured text. Text-based programming 
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languages— such as Perl, Python and Ruby— are at the heart of a new 
dynamic programming culture, manifesting itself in the development of new 
text-based music programming environments such as “ Impromptu”  (Sorensen 
2005) and “ ChucK”  [sic] (Wang and Cook 2003). Implementing a text-based 
programming interface for the Smart Controller could facilitate reaching 
those composers. 

3. A parsing program to convert Max or PD patches to Smart Controller patches 
could be developed, which would enable composers to work with the 
computer program they are already familiar with (Schiemer and Havryliv 
2005). 

4. Digital audio could be implemented using a PC/104 sound card. 

5. Video tracking could be implemented using a PC/104 video frame grabber, 
enabling interaction and response to video input. 

6. Data transfer could be implemented using IEEE 1394-1995, also known as 
‘firewire’ , as detailed by Schiemer (Schiemer 1998). 

This research detailed the method by which a device for integrating control voltage, 
programmable logic control, and MIDI generation was developed; the result being 
the Smart Controller. 
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4. eCircuit Center. http://www.ecircuitcenter.com/ 

5. Embedded Systems Programming. http://www.embedded.com/ 

6. Google. http://www.google.com/ 

7. ICMA. http://www.computermusic.org/ 

8. ISEA – Inter-Society for the Electronic Arts. http://www.isea-web.org/ 

9. Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE). http://java.sun.com/j2se/ 

10. MIDI Manufacturers Association. http://www.midi.org/ 

11. MIDI Technical Fanatic’ s Brainwashing Center. http://www.borg.com/~jglatt/ 

12. OpenSound Control. http://www.cnmat.berkeley.edu/OpenSoundControl/ 

13. PC/104 Embedded Consortium. http://www.pc104.org/ 

14. RTEMS Home Page. http://www.rtems.com/ 

15. Sun Developer Network: Java Forums. http://forum.java.sun.com/ 

16. The Java Developers Almanac 1.4. http://javaalmanac.com/ 

A.2 Mailing Lists 

1. ACMA mailing list. http://www.acma.asn.au/acma-l.html 

2. Apple mailing lists. http://lists.apple.com/ coreaudio-api@lists.apple.com; 
student-dev@lists.apple.com.  

3. ICMA mailing list. sameria@umich.edu 

4. RTEMS users mailing list. http://www.rtems.com/ml/rtems-users/ 

 

A.3 USENET groups 
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1. C programming: comp.lang.c, comp.lang.c.moderated  

2. C++ programming: comp.lang.c++, comp.lang.c++.moderated 

3. DOS 16 bit programming: comp.os.msdos.programmer 

4. Embedded programming groups: comp.arch.embedded, 
comp.arch.embedded.piclist 

5. Java programming: comp.lang.java.gui, comp.lang.java.help, 
comp.lang.java.programmer, comp.lang.java 

6. MIDI groups. comp.music.midi, alt.music.midi 

7. Multithreaded programming groups: comp.programming.threads 
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Appendix B Ethics Approval 

B.1 Original Ethics Application 
  UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN SYDNEY

 

RESEARCH SERVICES 
Locked Bag 1797 

PENRITH SOUTH DC  NSW 1797                                                         Registration Number.....................                     

 
 

 

� UWS HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 

   

� PROTOCOL APPLICATION FORM 

� To Obtain an Ethics Clearance 

 

Research projects involving human participants 

 

• Staff, PhD, Masters Hons candidates see Instruction Sheet 1. 

• Bachelors Hons research degree candidates and Masters (course work) 
candidates see Instruction Sheet 2. 

 

� You are reminded that your project should not commence without prior written 
approval  

 

1. Title of Project  

 (use approx. the space provided and type in 12 point font) 

  

Smart Controller 
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2.      Indicate whether Staff or Student Application  (please �)              Staff  ����     Student  � 

 and complete the appropriate section of Question 2 

 

2. a Chief Investigator/s (Staff) 

   

Name UWS School Contact details 

 (Telephone, Email) 

Qualifications 

 

 

 

   

 

2. b   Associate Investigator/s (Staff) 

 

Name UWS School Contact Details 

(Telephone, Email) 

Qualifications 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

2. c   Chief Investigator (Student) 
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Name UWS School Contact details 

(Telephone, Email) 

Research Degree 
being undertaken 

Angelo Fraietta 

 

 

School of Contemporary 
Arts 

02 4969 7577 

angelo_f@bigpond.co
m 

Ph.D. 

 

 

Name of Student Supervisor 

 

Dr. James Franklin 

 

  

3.  Address for Correspondence *Students must provide an external mail address 

 

PO Box 859, Hamilton. 2303 

 

4.  Anticipated Duration of the Project 

 

Proposed commencement date: *16 June 2000 

Proposed completion date: *15 June 2003 

 

* This application covers research for the period December 2001 to March 2002. 

 

5.  Funding 

 

Is the research project the subject of an application to an internal or external grants body,  or will be granted 

other funding  support?  (please �)  Yes  �  No  ��������
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 If yes, Name of the funding agency: Australian Postgraduate Award  

 

 What was the outcome?    Approved  �  Pending   �������� Refused  ��������

 

Are there any constraints placed on the release of research data by the funding body  Yes  ���� No  

�����

If yes, provide details 

 

 

6.  Lay Summary of Project 

 Write in words a layperson would understand a brief description of the project, ie use ‘Plain 
English’  

 (use approx. the space provided and type in 12 point font) 

 

The Smart Controller is a portable hardware device that allows performers to 

create music using Programmable Logic Control. The device can be 

programmed remotely through the use of an independent computer 

application that simulates and communicates with the hardware. The Smart 

Controller responds to input control voltages and MIDI (a musical instrument 

communications protocol) messages, producing output control voltages and 

MIDI messages (depending upon the user-defined, internally-stored 

programme.).  

 

7. Scientific, Educational or Cultural Aims of Project 

 Refer to Guidelines Section 7. for information on details required 

 (use approx. the space provided and type in 12 point font)  
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This project attempts to develop a new electronic musical instrument that 

combines the disciplines of computer science with creative arts. Due to the 

nature of music performance, audible time delays and unexpected software 

crashes (similar to those often experienced by people running Microsoft 

Windows on their desktop computers) are completely unacceptable. This 

project aims to develop a reliable – and commercially viable – device that 

meets the stringent performance standards required by the creative artist in the 

technological age. 

 

8.  Value and Benefits of Project 

 Refer to Guidelines Section 8 for information on details required 

 (use approx. the space provided and type in 12 point font) 

 

   The Smart Controller will lead to considerable simplification and increased 

reliability of equipment needed for live performance of some forms of electro-

acoustic music. For example, in1998, I was involved in two collaborative 

projects – the “ Laser Harp”  and the “ Virtual Drum Kit”  – where performers 

controlled electronic music synthesizers using discrete electronic components. 

In both cases, analogue signals were converted to MIDI messages, manipulated 

with an algorithm through a computer, converted back to MIDI, and finally 

sent to an external synthesizer. At least three separate pieces of equipment 

were required for a performance; each introducing associated software and 

hardware costs, physical space requirements, and latency in performance. 

Space restrictions could be reduced by using alternative control voltage (CV) 

to MIDI converters, such as the I-Cube or some other custom device; however, 

these devices still require the use of an algorithmic or programmable logic 

control (PLC) software package on a host computer in order to execute all but 

the simplest of algorithms. I intend to design the Smart Controller in this 

project – a stand alone device designed to reduce the number of electronic 

modules required, particularly the requirement of a laptop computer, in a live 
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performance. The people who will benefit from this research are primarily 

artists who perform electro-acoustic music. 

 

 

9.  Details of Research Methodology/Procedures and Recruitment 
Procedures 

 Refer to Guidelines Section 9 for information on details required.  

 

 (use approx. the space provided and type in 12 point font) 

 

  I propose to ask performers of electro-acoustic music to test the performance 

and suitability of the devices for their use for a period of thirty days, after 

which time the person will return the unit to me. I will not be asking for any 

intellectual input, but rather feedback detailing the suitability of the instrument 

and brief details of its failings, which will be effected through a questionnaire. 

Additionally, I will ask the person testing the unit to agree to allow me to use 

their comments within this research project. I intend to recruit individuals 

through newsgroups dealing specifically with music technology. 

 

 

10.  Participant Sample Description and Sample Size 

Refer to Guidelines Section 10 for further information on details required. 

 

You must clearly define the ‘type’  of participants, and in particular if the participants are 
children or young people, persons with an intellectual or mental impairment, highly dependent 
on medical care, persons in dependent or unequal relationships, persons from a distinct 
collective, or Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 

 

In some circumstances, involving children, it may be necessary for the researchers to have 
undertaken a criminal record check. You should indicate if this is required and provide a copy of 
the documentation. 
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(use approx. the space provided and type in 12 point font) 

  The researcher/s will be required to undertake a criminal check Yes   ���� No   
� 

 

 

 The participants testing the units will be performers already experienced in 

using technology of this type. I will provide between four and six units for 

testing concurrently by four to six individuals. The purpose of this method is 

twofold: the manufacturer of the circuit boards requires that I order a minimum 

number of circuit boards, so it is easier to make multiple units rather than just 

the one; and, testing multiple units concurrently (as opposed to an individual 

unit tested sequentially) will expedite the testing process. There will be no 

participants from vulnerable groups. 

 

11. Evaluation of Potential Harm or Risk of Harm from Research Procedures 

       Refer to Guidelines  Section 11 for information on details required 

 

 Does the project involve any of the following research procedures?    (please ����) 

 

 a) the possibility of physical stress/distress, discomfort to the participants   Yes   ���� No   
� 
  If yes,  how will the potential harm or risk of harm be addressed? 
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 b) the possibility of psychological/mental stress/distress, discomfort Yes   ���� No   
� 

 to the participants.  If yes,   how will the potential harm or risk of harm be addressed?: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 c) deception of participants at any stage of the project Yes   ���� No   
� 

  If yes, give details, will the participants be debriefed after the procedure? 
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 d) the use of drugs or invasive procedures Yes   ���� No   
� 

 For example, chemical compounds, drugs, ionising or non-ionising radiation, other biological 
agents, human tissue, special diets or modified foods, sensory evaluation of genetically 
modified food. Evidence of clearance from the University Biosafety Committee should be 
submitted with your application. 

 

 If yes, give details as to how any potential harm or risk of harm will be minimised: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.  Potential Ethical Issues 
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  You should address each potential ethical issue as it relates to your project 

 (use approx. the space provided and type in 12 point font) 

 

12 a. Integrity, Respect for persons, Beneficence and Justice 

Refer to Guidelines Section 12 a for further information on details required.  

You must provide a statement that demonstrates that you have considered the ethical principles 
of Integrity, Respect for Persons, Beneficence and Justice as it relates to your research project. 

 

There is no effect upon the welfare, rights, beliefs, perceptions, customs and 

cultural heritage, both individual and collective, of persons involved in this 

research. 

 

 

12 b. Consent 

You should refer to Guidelines Section 12b for information on detail required.  

Provide details about how you will obtain the agreement of your participants to take part in the 
research. Provide as attachments copies of Information Letters, Consent forms, etc. as set down 
in this section. 

  

  

The questionnaire I am providing contains a signed declaration at the bottom 
that states the person is allowing me to use their comments. Additionally, there 
is a section that allows the person to state they wish to remain anonymous 
without giving a reason for wishing this. 

 

 

 

12 c. Research Merit and Safety 

You should refer to Guidelines Section 12c for information on details required.  

Your response should demonstrate the research is justifiable and is designed as to ensure that 
any risks to participants are balanced by the likely benefit/s to be gained. The research should 
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be conducted or supervised only by persons with experience, qualifications and competence 
appropriate to the research. 

 

The research is justified in that the research poses no risk to the participants, 

which is offset against all the benefits indicated in point 8 – the research can 

only have a positive result. The device poses no risk of the user coming into 

contact with the internal electronics except by dismantling the device – for 

which there is no reason. Additionally, the device will be powered by a sealed 

external AC wall adapter plug-pack that converts mains voltage to a safe 

working voltage, thus eliminating any possible chance of the user coming into 

contact with any dangerous voltages. The plug-packs I will be using have the 

Electricity Authority approval number N14076. 

 

 

 

 

d. Ethical Review and Conduct of Research 

Refer to Guidelines Section 12 d for information on details required.  

Provide details about how the results of the research will be disseminated and to whom. You 
must provide details of how the data collected will be stored securely, who will have access 
and the disposal time line. 

 

  

 

The data will be collected through the use of a questionnaire that will not be 

asking for any intellectual input, but rather feedback detailing the suitability of 

the instrument and brief details of its failings. I will be the only person with 

access to the data, as it will be kept at my private residence.  
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13.  Privacy requirements 

  Refer to Guidelines Section 13 for information on details required for Questions a & b 

  

  a. Will you be accessing data held by a Commonwealth Department or Agency? Yes  ���� No   
� 

 

  b. Will you be accessing data held by a State Department or Agency?                   Yes   ���� No   
� 

 

If the researcher/s answer yes to question a or b they should be aware of and agree to abide by 
the Privacy Principles in dealing with personal Information. 

      

 c.  Does your research involve the use of existing records, which identify individuals but which 
are not in the public domain (eg medical or other personal records) that are held by an 
organisation. 

                    Yes  ���� No   
� 

 Provide details if you answer yes to a, b or c 

 

 

 

14.   Ethics Approval from Another Institution 

 

Does this research require the ethics approval of another institution? If yes, give details 
including whether or not you have submitted an application to that institution for ethics 
approval. 

 (please �)      Yes   ����    No   
� 
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Name of Institution/Human Ethics 
Committee 

Application Approved/disapproved Application 
Pending 
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15. Chief Investigator/s Declaration  (Staff or Student) 

 

I/we certify that the information given in this application is correct to the best of my/our knowledge.  
I/we acknowledge that I/we must notify the Committee if there is any ethically relevant variation or if 
the project is discontinued prematurely.  I/we have read, and agree to abide by the relevant code of 
practice for research  involving humans. 

 

Chief Investigator Signature/s: 

 

Signed................................................  Signed................................................ 

 

Signed................................................  Date… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … .. 

  

 

16.  Student Supervisor Declaration 

 

I certify that the information given in this application is correct to the best of my knowledge. 

 

Supervisor’s Signature: 

 

Signed.........................................… … … … … … … … ...... Date… … … … … … … … … … … … .  
  

 

 

Before lodging the application please complete this checklist 

 

� All questions have been answered  
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��Chief investigator/s and if applicable Student Supervisor have signed the declaration  

 

���Supporting documentation is attached ��Required number of copies plus the 
original  are attached  

 

 The Human Ethics Officer has reviewed the application    Yes   ���� No   ��������

 

� Staff, PhD or Masters (Hons) candidate - Application has been submitted to the UWS Human 
Ethics Research Committee  (See Instruction Sheet 1.) 

 

� Students – Bachelors (Hons) candidates, Masters (Course Work) - Application has been 
submitted to the UWS Human Research Ethics Student Panel (See Instruction Sheet 2.) 

 

Application submitted........................................................(Date)  End of Application  

 

Research Services Web Page:http://www.uws.edu.au/uws/uwsn/admin/research/ROethics/index.htm 

 

B.2 Ethics Application Modifications 
Ethics Modification for Angelo Fraietta 

Research Project: Smart Controller Registration Number HEC 02/033 

 

I wish to modify the following sections to my ethics application: 

 

9.  Details of Research Methodology/Procedures and Recruitment Procedures, 

and 

12 d.  Ethical Review and Conduct of Research 
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1. Modifications 

9.  Details of Research Methodology/Procedures and Recruitment 

Procedures 

I propose to ask performers of electro-acoustic music to test the performance and 

suitability of the devices for their use for a period of no more than six months, after 

which time the person will return the unit to me. The users will commence their 

testing initially by composing using the Patch Editor, which is a software simulator, 

for the following reasons: 

• The tester can decide against continuing with the testing procedure in the early 

stages – for whatever reason they choose to – without having to return a 

hardware device to me. This gives an easy way out for the tester. 

• Iterations of testing can be completed at a greater speed as the tester can simply 

download a newer version of the software.  

• The Smart Controller is designed so that the user primarily works with the Patch 

Editor, and works with the Hardware for a minimal time. 

 

After composition I will post or deliver the hardware unit to the person for their use 

in a performance situation for the remainder of the six-month period (or earlier if 

they choose). 

I will not be asking for any intellectual input, but rather iterative feedback 

detailing the suitability of the instrument and brief details of its failings, which will 

be effected through email and a Yahoo newsgroup.  

Additionally, I will ask the person testing the unit to agree to allow me to use 

their comments or compositions within this research project. I intend to recruit 

individuals through newsgroups dealing specifically with music technology. 
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12 d.  Ethical Review and Conduct of Research 

The data will be collected through the use of electronic mail and a questionnaire at 

the end of the testing procedure. I will not be asking for any intellectual input, but 

rather feedback detailing the suitability of the instrument and details of its failings. I 

will be the only person with access to the data, as it will be kept at my private 

residence. The tester will have the option to remain anonymous to all other people 

through personal email or an alias Hotmail account. Any compositions created using 

the Smart Controller will remain the property of the composer. 

 

B.3 Advertisement for expressions of interest from composers 
I am seeking expressions of interest of composers and / or performers of electro-
acoustic to experiment with and test my new Smart Controllers. Below is a brief 
outline of the Smart Controller concept: 

 

The Smart Controller is a portable hardware device that allows performers to 
create music using Programmable Logic Control. The device can be 
programmed remotely through the use of a Patch Editor, which is an 
independent computer application that simulates and communicates with the 
hardware. The Smart Controller responds to input control voltage and MIDI 
messages, producing output control voltage and MIDI messages (depending 
upon the patch). The Smart Controller is a stand alone device -- a powerful, 
reliable, and compact instrument -- capable of reducing the number of 
electronic modules required, particularly the requirement of a laptop 
computer, in a live performance. 

 

I am seeking people who would be willing to compose for the Smart Controller, first 
using the Patch Editor / Simulator, and successfully completing that stage, with the 
Smart Controller hardware. The testing procedure will take approximately six 
months so there should be plenty of time to compose something. I will be also asking 
for recordings of anything that you perform with the instrument; that, however, will 
not be mandatory. I do not have a Patch Editor for Macintosh yet (it’ s on its way 
though) so this is only open to those with access to a PC running Windows. 
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Information about the Smart Controller can be found at: 

http://www.users.bigpond.com/angelo_f/smartcontroller/SmartController.html 

 

If you are interested, email me at angelo_f@bigpond.com 
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B.4 CV to Midi Controller / Smart Controller Questionnaire 
Smart Controller Questionnaire 

Angelo Fraietta 

PO Box 859 

Hamilton 2303 

angelo_f@bigpond.com 

 

1. How stable was simulator as a program?  

 Did not test 

 Did not work at all 

 Crashed often  

 Crashed sometimes  

 Rarely crashed 

 Other (please describe in comments) 

 

Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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2. How effective was the simulator for designing/testing patches?  

 Did not test 

 Unable to create anything  

 Ineffective 

 Moderately effective  

 Very effective 

 Other (please describe in comments) 

 

Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. How similar were the hardware and the simulator with regard to patches?  

 Did not test 

 Unable to use hardware 

 Very dissimilar  

 Similar 

 Virtually identical 

 Other (please describe in comments) 
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Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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4. How stable was hardware?  

 Did not test 

 Did not work at all 

 Crashed often  

 Crashed sometimes  

 Rarely crashed 

 Other (please describe in comments) 

 

Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. How did the analogue control voltage to Midi converters respond to your 

stimulation?  

 Did not test 

 Did not work at all 

 Slow and unresponsive always  

 Slow and unresponsive sometimes  

 Satisfactory 

 Other (please describe in comments) 
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Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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6. How did the switch input to Midi converters respond to your stimulation?  

 Did not test 

 Did not work at all 

 Slow and unresponsive always  

 Slow and unresponsive sometimes  

 Satisfactory 

 Other (please describe in comments) 

 

Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. How did the Midi to analogue control voltage converters respond to your 

stimulation?  

 Did not test 

 Did not work at all 

 Slow and unresponsive always  

 Slow and unresponsive sometimes  

 Satisfactory 

 Other (please describe in comments) 
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Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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8. How did the Midi to digital converters respond to your stimulation?  

 Did not test 

 Did not work at all 

 Slow and unresponsive always  

 Slow and unresponsive sometimes  

 Satisfactory 

 Other (please describe in comments) 

 

Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. How difficult was it to connect your instruments or devices to the controller?  

 Did not test 

 Very difficult 

 Moderately difficult 

 Simple 

 Other (please describe in comments) 
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Comments: 

__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. Other comments: 

_____________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Declaration: 

I _________________________________________________, allow Angelo 

Fraietta to use comments made by me in this questionnaire to be published within in 

his research. I [do not allow / allow] (please circle one that applies) for my name to 

be published with my comments. 

 

 

Signed ____________________________________ Date ____________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 


